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SCENES AND CHARACTERISTICS 
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H I N D O S T A N .  

* 

CHAPTER I. 

ALLAHABAD. 

ALLAHABAD holds a middle rank amongst E u -  
ropean stations in the Mofussil, being many degrees 
in advance of the slenderly-garrisoned cantonments 
of the jungles, yet very inferior to the large dep6th 
such as ~ a w n ~ o r e ,  Meerut, &c. 

Allahabad, or ' the abode of God,' acquired this 
name from the Moosulman conquerors of India, 
who have left memorials of their splendour in a 

fortress once unequalled in beauty, and now gain- 
ing in strength what it has lost in external appear- 
ance,-several tombs remarkable for the elegance 
of their structure, and a garden and semi belonging 
to one of the emperors. The city itself does ilot 
display those remains of magnificence which might 
have been expected in a place favoured by the pr+ 
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sence of royalty, and so admirably adapted both 
for the commerce of its new possessors, and. for the 
security of their dominions in the provinces of Him 
dostan. I t  now retains few vestiges of the Moghul 
conquest, save the appellation and the buildings 
More-mentioned, its Moosulmanee inhabitants 
being limited in numbers, and of little importance 

as regards their wealth, rank, or talent. The city 
is almost wholly given up to idolatry, and has ever 
been celebrated for the pilgrimage of pious Hin- 
doos, attracted to a spot Messed by the junction of 
two sacred rivers. I t  stands upon the extreme 
point of the Dooab, the name given to the fertile 
district which divides the Ganges from the Jumm, 
and is therefore esteemed holy by all castes, who 
annually repair in crowds to bathe themselves in the 

united streams. 
While infanticide, meray for the purpose of 

avoiding the expense of bringing up female chil- 
dren, was the open disgrace, and is still the secret 
practice, of many classes of Hindoos, the curse of 
sterility has ever beeq considered, both by rich and 
poor, as the greatest misfortune that can attend the 
married state. When prayers and gifts to brah- 
mills have been unsuccesshlly employed to obtain 
the desired blessing, the despairing supplicants not 
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unfrequently attempt to propitiate their blood- 
thirsty goddess, Doorga, by the promised sacrifiw 
of their first-born. Should their desire be accom- 
plished,--a benefit which is of course attributed to 
the direct interposition of a deity delighting in the 
waste of human life,-they consider themselves to 
be solemnly pledged to the performance of the vow, 
and the hallowed spot in which the Jumna throws 
itself into the Ganges, is very commonly chosen for 
the fulfilment of the awful duty. Though the 
crime of infanticide, upon any pretext whatever, is 
not permitted by the British Government, there is 
not much difficulty in eluding the laws in force 
against it, since the natives are possessed of so many 
facilities for accomplishing in private what they no 
longer dare to perform before the world. A small 
quantity of opium, administered in the first nou- 
rishment given to a new-born babe, will send it to 
its everlasting rest ; and as no inquiry is instituted 
respecting the cause of death perpetrated without 
apparent violence, and where the probabilities are 
in favour of its having been occasioned by natural 
accidents, the murderers escape detection. I t  is not 
difficult, when the broad surface of the united rivers 
is covered with boats, to drop the intended victim 
into the stream, a catastrophe which may be attri- 

B a 



4 ALLAHABAD. 

buted to accident, and which the religious preju- 

dices of the surrounding multitude would prevent 

- from being brought to the notice of the public au- 

thorities ; while the fatalism which renders Hindus 

apathetic, in the midst of danger to themselves or 

to others, is too great to induce them to make any 

attempt to rescue a drowning person from the 
grave. It is said that the brahmins, on the suppo- 

sition that Doorga may relent, and willingly relin- 

quish the offered sachfice, station themselves in 
boats a little way down the stream, and pick up 
those children who have.escaped the dangers of 

the first plunge; they are not, however, restored to 

their families, but retained by their protectors, and 
brought up  in the performance of religious offices. 

When the affection of the parents for their first- 

born has been too strong to allow them to devote 

so beloved an object to the corisequences of a rash 

path, the intended victim, when arrived at maturity, 

stung with remorse at the violation of R duty held 

SO imperative, and attributing every family misfor- 
tune to the wrath of the justly-incensed Doorga, 

have voluntarily ~erformed the sacrifice by plupg- 

ing into the river, or precipitating themselves fro111 

some rugged height to a frightful abyss below. 

. In  the Rajpoot states, the destruction of female 
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infants was, and it is to be feared still is, common 
in the highest families, for political reasons. The 
representations of the British residents, and their 
eloquent appeals to the better feelings of kind- 
hearted, though misguided men, have done much, 
especially in Guzerat, towards the abolition of 
this inhuman method of getting rid of a dilemma ; 
but there is no law against it, and the tragedy of 
Ki+n Koor, the most cold-blooded murder -ever 
ppetrated by the hand of man, is still recent. The 
brother of the beautiful victim, slaughtered to 
secure a state measure, now sits upon the throne of 
Oodipore ; he was innocent of the cruel deed, and 
there is reason to hope that so shocking a scene will 
never be acted publicly again. 

In less exalted families, the money essential, on 
the part of the relatives of the bride, to furnish the 
wedding and to defray the expenses 
of the feasts, without which no wedding can be cele- 
brated id India, is so difficult of attainment, that 
although there are plenty of suitors of the same 
class to be found, i t  is deemed better to avoid the 
weariful business of saving cowries and pice until 
they amount to rupees, by giving the coup de grdce 

to the impertinent intruder who has put the family 
to incouvenience hy entering i t  in a female shape. 
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cc Daughters to marry," is the excuee given by 
servants who, having high wages, appear ill-appa- 
relled, and in ragged case : years of privation must 
be endured, in order that all their acquaintance 
may banquet at the period of the nuptials. This 
is the c c  one thing needful ;" beauty, accomplish- 
ments, and amiable qualities may be dispensed 
with, but a buwa khana (great dinner) theremust 
be, and where it is not practicable to furnish forth 
the wedding-feast, parents, with admirable &re 
thought, strangle their children, who would other- 
wise grow up to be married. 

In former and more barbarous times, the junc- 
tion of the Jumna and the Ganges was the scene 
of those fearful human sacrifices, which were not 
more savage than absurd, in a religion professing 
so much humanity towards the brute creation. A 
youth and a maiden, rep-ting two of the favou- 
rite deities of the Hindoo Olympus, after having 
received divine honours from the crowd following 
their triumphal cars, were flung into the sacred 
waters, and supposed by the ignorant multitude, 
deluded by a clumsy device of priestcraft, to be 
borne upon the holy stream to their dwellings in 
the paradise of the blessed. Figures of clay are 
now substituted for the human performers in the 



pa@;eaet, which, degenerating into a vulgar show, 
serves to amuse the rabble on the aaniversary of a 
festival fast falling Mto contempt. 

Another of these horrible sptacles used to be 
exhibited a t  the commemoration of the triumph of 

R&ma and his ally, Hunamiin, attended by an army 
of monkeys, over the giant Ravma The luckleas 
beings selected to enact the principal characte* 
were at t l ~  end of the festival no longer visible to 
mortal eyes. The uninstructed imagined that they 
had been absorbed into the divine essence, and 

claimed by the deities whom they had represented : 
a process of which the officiating priests knew the 
secret. Poison was said to be mixed up with the 
sweeknat~preseneed at the termination of the feast, 
and the mhsppy groupe, brought frum a distance, 
and u w a  except during the short period of their vq p q & m m ,  weze by many s u p p e d  to have been 
the &$ies themselves, descending to assist at the 

@@, 
d e k a t b n  of their avatar. The Moghule have 
the d t  of being the first opposers of these shock- 
ing rites; the Christian govwnors of the land have 

b: i ~ 8 i 8 t d  upon their total abolition ; and the exam- 
ii ple set in the Company's territories has b&n fol- 

lowed in the indeendent states, human sacrifices, 
excepting such as are voluntyy, having becorne 



rare in India. The slaughters of the temple at 

Jyepoor have ceased, and the most fanatic of the 
priesthood are fain to be content with the blood of 
goats upon the pavements, once purple with the 
currents which ran in the veins of their fellow men. 

A tax has been levied by the Government upon 
the pilgrims resorting to Allahabad ; this impost 
has had the effect of lessening the number of 
bathers, and of preventing in a great measure the 
immolations already spoken of: a method of o p  
posing the hideous superstitions of Hindooism, in 
strict accordance with the mild policy pursued by 
a government, which would inevitably occasion the 
overthrow of its own authority by a more direct 
and coercive mode of rooting out idolatry from the 
land. The'tax, in that brilliant era when the 
rupee-tree was seen to flourish, and the Indian soil 
was paved with pagodas and gold mohurs, was the 
perquisite of the governor of the fort, a citadel of 
the utmost importance when the country was in an 
unsettled state. In the present peaceable times, it 
has become a quiet and honourable asylum for a 

veteran who, p s e d  the period for active service, 

has retired to end his days in the land of his adop 
tion : many general officers preferring to spend the 
remnant of a long life, worn out in military duties, 
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in the country which has seen their toile, to a return 
home, where they will find themselves strangers, 
and must seek new occupations and new employ- 
ments for the mind. The government of the fort 
at Allahahad is, therefye, an appointment much 
sought by invalided officers of rank ; the command 
possesses many advantages, though the pecuniary 
emoluments have been m o ~ t  cruelly curtailed. 

In these degenerate days, a rigorous inquiry has 
been instituted wpecting every illegitimate method 
of increasing the pay and allowances, too often 
found to be insufficient for the purpose of accumu- 
lating the means of returning home, and many 
snug perquisites have been taken away, which, not 
enriching the state, makes its military servants 
66 poor indeed." In every garrisoned place, canton- 

ments are marked out, under the superintendence 
of the officers of the surveyor general's or quarter- 
master general's department, for the accommodation 
of the troops. Officers are permitted to build bun- 
galows and to plant gardens upon this land, which 
become their own property, subject however to the 
pleasure of the Government, who, in removing 
buildings for the public service, give the owners a 

compensation. Natives are also allowed to con- 
struct residences for the use of officers or persons 

B 3 



10 ALLAHABAD. 

connected with the garrison; fitting spots are se- 
lected for the huts of the sepoys, which are gene- 
rally erected in the rear of the parade-ground, and 
close to small tenements of brick or stone, built fer 
the security of the arms, and resembling gigantic 
sentry-boxes. The  bazaar is close at hand, and 
from the tolls and dues collected in these markets, 
and the permission granted for the opening of tod- 
dy-shops, a snug revenue used to be derived by 
the commanding officer of a small station, or the 
brigade-major of a large garrison. There are be- 

sides, in extensive cantonments, waste lands, which ~ 
the natives desire to bring into cultivation, and 
which may be farmed out at the discretion of per- 
sons ih office, who were very willing to encourage 
aglichltural speculations, when they could derive 
benefit from them. Whether they will be so ready 
to oblige the ryuts (farmers), now that they are 

compelled to account for every rupee that p w ~  
through their hands, remains to be proved. The 
two-and-twenty years' servitude required before a 
pension is granted to retiring officers, scarcely 
adequate to support them in decency, and insuffi- 
cient to provide for their families, should be ren- 
d&ed cheerful by the hope that fortune may throw 
some snug appointment in their way, which may 1 



mmcile them te thir tedious exile, and remunc- 
rate t h  for the loom they have sulitaiwd through 
various casualties to which military -men are l i s  
ble, and for which, except when the destruction of 
property is occasioned by an enemy in the field, the 
Government refuse to make compnsatim. 

Few officers pass through their military career 
without having received, directly or indirectly, s 
hint that they may benefit \hemeelves considerably 

by the grant of a small &uour. One has been 
offered a large sum of money to permit a rich native 
a n G u s  to aesume the gentleman, to sit in his pre- 
sence with his shoes on. . Had the request been 
acceded to, the person thus llonoured would have 
attained a degree of consequence amongst his own 
people to which he was not entitled, and which was 
of sufficient importance to induce him to purchase 
i t  at a high price. Others, known to be upon good 
terms with th judge, have been solicited to procure 
decreee io their favour; and it would be always 
.my for intimate acquaintance, awere, from the cir- 
cumstances of each case, how the decisions were 

likely to be made, to take upon themselves the 
credit of having advocated the cause of the sucess- 
ful party, who would be very ready to pay for a 
verdict supposed to be thus obtained. Officers 



holding staff-appointments have numerous candi- 
dates outbidding each other for the subordinate 
offices, in which natives are dways employed; an 
indignant rejection will not convince them that they 
have formed a wrong estimate of the British cha  
racter ; unabashed, they are ready to make a second 
trial at any convenient opportunity. 

A curious expos6 took place at a station in the 
Dooab, at the perid that preparations were making 
for the visit of the Governor General, Lord William 
Bentinck, to the Upper Provinces. Eight hundred 
claishees, or tent-pitchers, were to be engaged to 
attend the camp, which was planned in a style of 
great magnificence. A native employed in the 
commissariat, in the courF of his duty, was directed 
to find people for the purpose; his muster-roll was 
soon completed ; but the visit of the Governor 
General being postponed until the ensuing year, 
there was no occasion for the services of the 
clabhees. Upon their d-ismissal, there arose a 

terrible outcry ; it appeared that eight hundred 
tent-pitchers, in their anxiety to secure eligible 
engagements in the train of the Lord Saib, had 

paid, according to their means, for the coveted 
posts. The worthy personage who had sold these 
appointments to the best bidders, refused to refund 



the money ; the case was brought before the magis- 
trates; but  as it appeared that he had fulfilled his 
part of the contract in putting their names upon his 
list, they could not have any redress. , 

The principal object of curiosity and attention 
at Allahabad is the fort, which is erected upon the 
point of land stretching into the waters of the 
Ganges and Jumna, whose broad current6 are united 
beneath its walls. Though injured in its appear- 
ance by the alterations and additions necessary to 
transform an ancient Moghul castle into a place of 
strength, according to the modem art of fortifica- 
tion, it still retains somewhat of its oriental and 
feudal air; rising in majestic grandeur from the 
river, whence it may be espied at a very consider- 
able distance. During the rainy season, the cuhents 
of the two streams are so rapid, that, with an un- 
favourable or adverse wihd, it is almost impossible 
to drag up boats, ascending the Ganges, against 
the rush of these mighty torrents. Many hours 
are consumed in the struggle ; a delay which, were 
it not for the toils of the trackers, would be amply 
compensated by the gratification afliorded by a slow 
approach to a citadel of great interest, both as re- 
gards its striking aspect and the skill and science 
of its engineers. There are low posterns leading 



to the glacis facing the river; but the pincipel 
entrance of the fort of Allahabad is landward, and 
is not to be paralleled in magnifiaence by any 
building intended for a similar purpose. A noble 
arched hall, in the gothic style, surmounted by a 
dome, and enriched with " arabesques of gold and 
flowers,'' appears beyond the ample portal, an en- 
trance. worthy of the finest citadel in the wmld. 
Fort William has nothing to equal it, nor is it 
inferior to that of the principal gate at Agra, pre- 
served more for show than use, since Government 
has not considered it expdent to strengthen the 
walls and'make them proof against a cannonade. 
The interior, containing ranges of buildings, not 
entirely divested of the beauty of their original 
architecture, affords, at least during two seasons 

of the year, some of thh most delightful residences 
to be found in India. A suite of apartments in- 
tended for the use of the Governor, but which is 

sometimes occupied by arr. inferior officer, com- 
mands a splendid view. of the Jumna, with its 
crags heights and wild sandy shores. 

From a balcony perched near the summit of a 

tower, on which the windows of one of the chambers 
.open, a prospect of singular beauty is obtained. 
The spectator looks down upon a grove of mango- 
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trees, flanking a fine esplanade, and peopled with 
innumerable ring-necked p a q u e t g  which, as the 
sun glances upon their vivid plumage, dart in and 
out of the branches like corruscaticms of emerald 
light. Above, upon pediment and pinnacle, other 
bright wanderers of the air erect their m t a ,  and 
plume their wings, or take their upward flight into 
Gelds of gold. Along the thickly-wooded shorn 
of the Allahabad bank, buildings of various degrees 
of interest are interspersed: on the small islands 
which rear their sandy platforms above the surface 
of the river, huge alligators bask ; and the opposite 
shore of Bundelkhund, rising in towering clifi, 
crowned with pagodas or the remnants of hill forta, 
forms a noble back-ground beautifully outlined 
against the clear blue sky. The interior of the 
citadel is finely planted; and here, as at Fort 
William in Calcutta, the confidence reposed by the 
numerous tribes of birds inhabiting the branches 
is not permitted to be violated. The slaughter of 
reptiles is alone allowed within this sanctuary for 
weak aud harmless tbings ; all other animals live in 
peace, sporting through their little day, secure from 
wanton aggression. 

A state prisoner of considerable importance occu- 
pies a suite of apartments destined for the amom- 
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modation of captives of rank,-the usurping rajah 
of Bhurtpore, who will, in all probability, finish his 
career within the walls of the fortress of Allaha- 
bad. He is not inaccessible to British visitors : but 
strangers are not inclined to gratify mere curiosity 
by staring at the man who, trusting too securely to 
the supposed impregnability of the strongest native 
fortress in the East, threw down the gauntlet a t  a 
period in which the energies of the Government 
were directed against the Burmew. The fall of 
Bhurtpore has totally extinguished the hopes of 
a warlike, race, who, though defeated in many 
hittles, and checked in their victorious career 
against the Moslem power, vested in the weak 
emperor of Delhi, still cherished expectations 
of gaining an ascendancy in territories so often 
torn from their ancestors by the Persian and 
the Tartar. I t  is said that, after the fall of the 
citadel, those proud and lofty-minded natives, who, 
galled by defeat, looked insult and defiance upon 
their Christian rulers, quailed their heads, and be- 
came deferential to the conquerors of the Jauts, 
the most chivalrous warriors of modern India, and 
the only people of the central provinces who, after 

- 
t h e  Mahratta war, dared to offer opposition td the 
British arms. 
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The fortress of Allahabad is well calculated to 
\eep the belligerent spirits of the upper country 
'L+ i 

in awe; nothing, indeed, save acts of folly and :I ignorance on the part of new legislators, deeply 
versed in theories, and bent upon making experi- 
ments at any expense, could threaten the destruc- 
tion of British power in the East ; but a change of 
masters may effect a great deal, and the present 
generation may very possibly be enlightened upon 
the subject of mismanagement by the loss of Hin- 
dostan. 

The cantonments of Allallabsd are beautifully 
picturesque, having a greater diversity of hill and 
dale than is usually to be found upon the plains of 
India, and being finely wooded in every direction. 
The drives are numerous, and there is one leading 
along the walls of ttie cemetery, which derives a 
melancholy interest from the recollections of those 

' who sleep within. India has not unjustly been 
entitled '' Scotland's church-yard ;" the Caledonian 
tenants of the tombs certainly outnumber those of 
the sister islands, and those of Allahabad have 
their full proportion of veterans and youths from "' the green hills and clear streams of N0rt.h Britain. 

hr The gravestone8 and mausoleums, erected in A n g l ~  
Indian burial-grounds, are peculiar to the country, - 



and are generally more heavy and ungraceful than 
the monuments of European churchgsrds. There 
are, however, some exceptione; and a broken 
column at Allahabad, over the restin~place of a 
Fitzclarence, forms a classic and appropriate meax+ 
rial of a young man of great promiae, cut down in 
the vigour of his youth. He has left behind him 
something better--a name linked with gracjm~ 
deeds ; and were the Earl of Mumter to return to 
India 8s its governor-general, he would find that 
the courtesies which endeared him and his lama&d 
brother to both native and European residents, 
have been remembered, a.nd would add to the 
warmth of his reception 

The undulating surface of the country round 
Allahabad affords numerous. advantageow Sites for 
bungalowg mruly of which are erected in very 
excellent situations, commanding views of great 
beauty. The bungalows themselvw are I& remsrk- 
able for their size or elegance, although the judgee 
belonging to the Sudder Mofusd ~ d a & u t  have 
their headquarters at this station, and the resi- 
dence of a considerable body of civilians usually 
occasions great improvements in the buildings, as 
they are less is the habit of renting hctuses than 
military. men, and hsve larger funds and better 



means for constructing and beautifying their man- 
k s .  The garrison is small, consisting of not 
more than two native regimen% one usually an 
invalided corps, and the artillerymen and engineers 
requisite for the duties of the fort. The station 
has never been remarkable for its festivities: yet 
its balls md parties sometimes attract visitors from 
the smaller and duller military posts at Chunar, 
Mirzapore, and Pertaubghur in Oude: the Latter 
a melancholy place, the quarters of a single regi- 
ment, whose active spirits are glad to vary a 
monotonous routine by occasional trips to a gayer 
scene. There is no theatre at Allahabad, and the 
chief resource for the gentlemen appears to be a 
billiard-table, which is the resort of all the idlers 
of the station. A tolerably well-supported book- 
club furnishes the more studious with the floating 
literature of the day, light reading suitable to a 

warm climate, and to the many who seek for am- 
ment only in the pages of a book. 

Tbe rocky character of the bed of the Jumna 
affords to geologists a field for their which 
they would seek in vain in the muddy alluvial soil 
watered by the Ganges. Amidst pebbles of little 
value, interesting and curious specimens of anme- 

liang and stones even more precious, are occasionally 
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found. The opposite district of Bundelkhund is 
famous for diamonds, equalling in value and splen- 
dour those of the Golconda mines, and in some 
particular spots they are found in considerable 
quantities : all below a certain weight are the 
property of the persons who may chance to gather 
them ; the larger ciort belong to the Rajah of Punna, 
who is bound to give a certain price, in the event 
of his claiming the privilege of purchase. T h e  
native method of gathering diamonds, which i s  the 
least expensive, and perhaps, on that account, ,the 
best, is very simple. A few labourers clear a 

convenient space on a rocky surface, and when it is 
laid bare, they bring buckets of earth from the 
places supposed to be most thickly sown with the 
gems, and sifting it through their hands, easily 
find the diamonds, which, even in their rough state, 
are extremely luminous. The hire of the workmen 
comprizes the whole of the outlay, and ddigent 
seekers frequently gather a rich harvest. 

A British officer, desirous to set to work upon a 

large scale, constructed a steam-engine, and other 
scientific apparatus, at an expense of 30,000 rupees. 
The vicissitudes of a military life obliged the pro- 
jector to leave the district before his experiment 
could be fairly tried ; various reports are d o a t  



concerning the issue, some pereons averring that 
he lost money by the speculation, while others say 
that it had paid itself before it was finnlly aban- 
doned. Lucky persons are not always desirous of 
publishmg good fortune, which may encourage 
competition. The diamonds of Bundelkund are 
accumulated unostentatiously, but it is supposed 
that large supplies go down to the native and 
European jewellers of Calcutta, and the latter have 
been known place a lac of rupees at the disposal 
of persons diligently employed in searching for 
them. The natives are, of course, the most fortu- 
nate gleaners ; they are better acquainted with the 
probable depositaries of the hidden treasure than 
casual and often unscientific visitors, and they take 
care to direct attention from the richest beds. 

An officer, who had been tolerably successful in 
his researches, haying picked up forty diamonds, 
of various sizes, in the course of a short period, 
happening to ride through a wood, espied a man 
sitting dhurna under a tree, nearly naked, and 
with ashes on his head, in the attitude of mourning 
assumed by those who, supposing themselves to be 

aggrieved, determine to work upon the religious 
prejudices of their oppressors, by remaining with- 

out food, and suflering dl the inclemencirb of the 
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weather, until death shall release them, or their 
prayer be granted. Should they die u n d a  the 
infliction of thin penance, the weight of their blood 
is supposed to rest on the head of the person who 
has driven them to so horrid an expedient. In  

this event, the spirit of the departed is permitted 
to revisit earth, and to haunt his obdurate enemy. 
Many Hind- are so deeply persuaded of the 
enormity they commit, in compelling a petitioner 
to sue to them in this fearful manner, that they do 
not consider themselves to be at liberty to eat while 
a person sitting dhurna at their gate is fasting. 
Such scruples of conscience are necessary for the 
success of the applicant, who is armed with a 

powerful pleader when his case is advocated by the 
craving hunger of his adversary. Upon examining 
the features of the mourner, disguised as they were 
by dust and ashes, the officer recognized a chu- 
praesy who had formerly been in his service. He 
inquired into the cause of his distress, and learned 
that it arose from an act of injustice on the part of 
the rajah of the district, who had seized upon a 

large diamond which he had been so fortunate ss 
to pick up in his territories, and refused to give 
him the sum to which he was entitled by law for a 

stone of that value. Compassionating the poor 
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, fellow's case, and doubtful of the efficacy of the 
method which he had taken to obtain redress, the 
officer directed him to come to his k n t  in the even- 
ing, promising his assistance in the proaecution of 
his claim. The  hope, thus kindly held.out, revivecl 
the drooping spirits of the diamond-merchant, who, 
in common with other natives, placed implicit con- 
fidence in the success of the representations of a 
BeUati saib, and who, from his own experience, 
was well acquainted with the benevolent disposition 
af his former master. The judge of the district 
made one of the travelling party in camp, and he 
exerted himself so strenuously in the affair, that he 
procured from the unwilling justice of the rajah 
the sum o f  five thousand rupees, a fortune to a 

poor chwprmsy. The man was grateful when put 
into possession of his riches ; he appeared at the 
door of the tent, his mourning rags exchanged for 
a gala suit, and his countenance beaming with 
delight. After a thousand salaams, and an oration, 
in which, in the figurative language of the East, 
his benefactor was entitled his father and his mother, 
and the delegate of the Almighty for the perform- 
ance of good deeds, he departed to enjoy his pros- 
perity in his own village. 

The natives of. Hindostan, quick in feeling, and 
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possessed of a stmng spirit of independence, will 
not tamely submit to acts of injustice. They make 
astonishing efforts to obtain the redress of wrongs, 
and never yield until they have tried every means 
within their power to 'procure the establishment of 
their rights. I t  is astonishing how persevering and 
pertinacious they will be if their cause be good ; 
the rauk and station of their oppressors do not 
deter them from endeavouring to have justice done 
them, and if it should be refused in one place they 
will seek it in another. Servants who have been 
ill-treated, and who fancy that their story may not 
meet with attention fro111 the head of a small station 
on good terms with their masters, will quit the 
place and make their way to the head-quarters of 
the district, perhaps at the distance of a hundred 
miles, and lay their cases before the general officer 
commanding. 

A subahdar belonging to a regiment of native 

. cavalry, deprived of the service by an act of injus- 
tice, appealed to the local governn~ent, who decided 
the case sgainst him; undircouraged by the failure, 
he took his passage on board an Englirh vessel. 
ho~l~eward-Imund, ahd tcbld his story to the Court 
of Directors. l i e  had a patient hearing, his w e  

was deeltial to be a hard one, and he M-as sent back 



with an order to the load government to d e  a 
further enquiry into ib merits. Thin the council 

d Calcutta re&sed to do; the aubahdar, still 
undismayed, returned to England, and mpde 

tiecond report to the Court of Directom, who 

depatched a positive command to their r~preben- 

tatives in India to see that judice should be d m  
Thus admonished, the local government awarded a 

pension of ten rupeea a month; but the gallant 
subahdsr indignantly rejected so pidt ry a recam- 
pence fol hisl injuries, and, disgusted with the 
disappointment of his wish for restoration to his 
regiment, entered the emice of the King of Oude. 
He was an i inel l ip t  aad obeervant man, and his 
account d what he s sw  and heard, during his two 

~ i & s  to England, was exceedingly entertaining. 
In  the intervals occurdng in the prosecution 
of his business, he made two loag journits, pro- 
ceeding to Cornwall to visit the children of an 
offioer &daagiplg to his regiment who were placed 
at dm1 &re, 4 afterwards to Durham to 
pay his ~esi~ects to a ogtird captain of the colrps. 

Both &these journies were lmderbken through 
a kehg of strong attachment towar& persons 
who had been kind to in former days; and 

thia instanoe fawns ope af many falling under 
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the writer's own knowledge, which refute the 
.charge of heartlessness brought against the people 
of India by individuals who never sought their 
good-will. 

The navigation of the Jumna was formerly much 
impeded, and rendered exceedingly perilous by the 
numerous mcks,which either arose above the stream, 
or lurked treacherously beneath its surface. The 
removal of these obstacles has been entrusted to 

some very young engineer officers, despatched 
from their head-quarters at Allahabad to different 
points on the river's, bank; they have performed 
the duty very efficiently, blowing up the rocks 
in all directions, and deepening the bed of the 
stream in dangerous shallows. .Boats, of the 
largest size used in inland navigation, may now 

' 

pass up or down the rapid stream, secure that 
its strong current will not force them upon some 
fatal ridge. 

The traffic upon the Jumna is very considerable; 
large quantities of cotton, the growth of the neigh- 
bouring districts, are shipped for the Calcutta 
market, at Humeerpore, Kalpee, Agra, and sta- 
tions still higher up; the other chief products of 
the soil, indigo and sugar, also form the loading 
of numerous vessels; and at Chillah Tarah ghaut, 



a thoroughfare of great t d c ,  goods of all kinds, 
arriving upon camels from Bombay, by way of 
Mhow, are embarked for the supply of Bengal. 

It is astonishing, with the advantage of such 
easy communication by the two rivers, to the most 
distant parts of India, that Allahabad should not 
have become a commercial and wealthy city, instead 
of being, as it is, a desolate heap of ruing tenanted 
by indigent people, whose numbers and poverty 
have procured for it amongst their 8cornful brethren 
the name of Fakeerabad, or ' beggar's abode.' As 
it is one of the places pointed out as the probable 
site of the seat of government, at some not very 
distant ~eriod, there is a chance of its assuming 
a more prosperous aspect, and of becoming one of 
the grand emporia for commerce in the upper pro- 
vinces of Hindostan. 

The situation of Allahabad is said to be healthy; 
* but either from its proximity to the two rivers, or 

the quantity of wood which gives the surrounding 
country so luxuriant and park-like an appearance, it 
is more humid than any other place in the Dooab, 
and is stated to possess a peculiar climate of its 
om, the hot winds being considerably mitigated, 
and rain falling at seasons when other parts of the 
country are dry. The gardens are in consequence 

c R 



very productive; in t b  bebnging to the British 
residents, artichokes in particular flourish, e n -  

ing a siee unkndwn in less favourable s& in the 
neighbourhood. The rioh tapestry of the jungies, 
those splendid o~eepe~s, which hang 'their fantastic 
wreaths upon every adjaoent bough, are the great 

ornament af the pleasure-grounds of AUsrhabad. 
The native gardeners train them somewhat formally 
upon erect bamboos, whence they trail their magni- 
f i m t  garlands down to the gmund, f-ing huge 
cmical mounds, which too frequently bring to mind 
the Mayday spectacle in England, d those mov- 
ing bowers of green, which appear in the train af 
the sooty potentates, enjoying their annual Satw- 
nal4a. 

When there are archways or trellis in the 
gardens, the creepers become a far more graceful 
decoration. I t  is unfortunately impossible to twine 
them round the pillars of the verandahs, without , 
the danger of their affording a harbour for veno- 
mous reptiles, and the certainty of tbeir increasing , 
the number of the insects which infest every house. 
Nothing of the kind is permitted to invite such un- , 
welcome guests; every blade of grass springing in 
the fructifying season of the rains, being carefully 
extracted from the soil immediately surrounding 
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the mansion, kst snakes and other reptiles should 
glide under the gEeen covert, and kinuate  them- 
selves unseen hCa the ehamhers, where it is their 
wont to lie perdue, until aroused or s t a r t l e d  from I their hiding-phces. 

The religious creeds, bath of Moslem and Hin- 
doo, exholt the rkh to plnnt groves, dig wells, and 

build public edi#ca,-aet.s of charity eseential to 

the d r t  of a people h g  in a country whew 
water, shade, a d  the shelter of a roof are t>lesaings 
oP incalculable d u e .  The letter of the injunction 
is strictly regarded by many of the d t h y  classes, 
but its spirit in s d y  aegkted. Immense sums are 
lavished upon new buildings, with which the foun- 
der hopes to transmit his name to posterity, and 
which, it' not cmnpked in hie Metime, will be left 
to fall into premature ruin, tbe heir choosing rather 

- 
to eommence a Besh work than to finish the old 
oue, ar to repair the works of 0 t h  however ele- 
gant in themselves or d u l  to the public. The 
banks of the Jumna present many noble ghauts, 
which are not now available as landing-places, in 

; conaequenee of the lower steps having given way, 
" and separated themselves kom the upper flights, 

standing out at a distance in the streams. A trifling 
a n n e  in time, would have prevented 
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the mischief; but, though not too late to avert the 
impending ruin, one by one, the steps wi l l  drop 
away, until the encroaching waters shall swallow up 
the whole. 

Allaliabad affords a mournful example of the 
want of public spirit in the Moosulman population 
of its neighbourhood. A noble caravanserai, built 
by Sultan Khogloo, which forms a superb quad- 
rangle, entered by four gothic gateways, and sur- 
rounded by cloisters running along the four sides of 
a battlemented wall, the usual accommodation for 
travellers offered by an Indian hostel, has been 
permitted to fall into a state of deplorable decay. 
The garden adjoining, finely planted with m a n p  
trees, is also in a neglected and deteriorated state ; 
the attention of the government, once directed b 
wards the restoration of the whole, but unfortunately 
diverted by the breaking out of the Burmese war, 
has not been recalled to the prewation of remains 
of great beauty and interest. 

Three tombs, erected according to the fine taste 
displayed by the Mohammedans in the selection of 
the site of their mausoleums, in this garden, have, 
from the extraordinary solidity of their construo 
tion, escaped the destroying hand of time. Their 
neglect reflects shame upon the carelessness of those 
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who can sufFer buildings to sink into oblivion, which, 
in other countries would attract crowds of admiring 
strangers to descant upon the elegance of their d+ 
sign and the splendour of their execution. Chaste, 
magnificent, and aolemn, they are peculiarly adap 
ted fop the purpose to which they have been d4dC 
rated, and put to shame the diminutive monuments 
raised to kings and princea in the cathedrala of the 
western world. Splendid terraces, forming stately 
platforms, which, like thoee of the maueoleums of 
Agrq are furnished with several apartments below, 
form the basement story. The central chamber in 
each contaim a stone sarcophagus, in which the 
mortal remains of the dead are deposited. Above, 
and occupying the middle of each platform, a cir- 
cular, dome-crowned hall, finely proportioned and 
profusely ornamented with rich sculpturing, de- 
lights the gazer's eye, who, in their palace-like 
tombs, sde  survivors of the splendour of the Mo- 
ghuls, is impressed with one of the most amiable 
traits in the Moslem character-its reverence for 
the dead and desire to perpetuate the memory of 
objects beloved in life. 

The tombs of Hindostan have proved the most 
h t i n g  memorials of the wealth, taste, and piety of 
its Moghul conquerors. While fort and palace 



have enmibled away, or have lost their origmal de- 
+pa in modern alterations and daptatio~r~,  they 
have remained unchanged ; and each succeeding 
year, in making strangera better acqrrainted with 
tke arcltite&ursd beauties of a much-neglected 
cormtry, wi l l  contribute to the establishment of 
their claims to the admiration of every person pos- 
4 of taste 4 feeling. 

A hadsome mosque on the bank of the Jumna, 
at the recommendation of a civilian of emmence, 
hrs been put into repair, and restored to its original 
dishtion, as a religious edifice. Upon the subju- 
&orl of the province to the British power, it was 
selected for the residence of the governor of Alla- 
habad, and has dace been converted into an assem- 

bly-room ; but whether, after having been polluted 
by the intrduction of the buwa khmxa of Kafirg 
scorners of the prophet and devouras of pork, it 
oan be purified and rendered holy in the eyes of the 
faithful, is extremely doubtful. 

The Jumna bank of Allahabad monopolizes all 
the interest, that of the Ganges having no particu- 
lar beauty or merit beyond its common features. 
The tides of the Jumna, on account of the beds of 
rock and sand over which they flow, have at- 
tions p e c M y  their own ; for a considerable dig 
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tance after their union with the muddy waters of the 

superior stream, they retain their brilliant blue, 
contrasting their crystal currents with the t11rl)id 

yellow wave with which they are doomed at length 

to mingle. 



CHAPTER 11. 

CEMETERIES AND FUNERAL OBSEQUIES. 

THE dreary character of the European burial- 
places in British India has already been noticed in 
many of the preceding pages; but the subject is of 
too interesting a nature to be passed over with a 

few casual remarks. 
Strangers, visiting our Eastern territories, can- 

not fail to be impressed with painful feeling, as 
they survey the gloomy receptacles appropriated to 

those Christians who are destined to breathe their 
last in exile. The portion of ground consecrated 
and set apart as the final resting-place of the Eu- 
ropean residents, is seldom sufficiently extensive to 

give c c  ample room and verge enough" for those 
who seek repose within its gloomy precincts. All 
m over-crowded, and many exhibit the most fright- 
ful features of a charnel-house, dilapidated tombs, 
rank vegetation, and unburied bones whitening in 
the wind. The trees are infested with vultures and 
other hideous carrion-birds ; huge vampire-bats 
nestle in the walls, which too often present aper- 
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turn for the admission of wolves and jackalla 
crowding to their nightly m r t ,  and tearing up 
the bodies interred without the expensive precau- 
tions necessary to secure them from such frightful 
d k a t i o n .  The grave must be deep, covered, in 
the first place, with heavy planks, a d  afterwards 
with solid masonry, to preserve the ~nouldering 
inhabitant from the attacks of wild and ravenous 
beasts. I n  many places it is necessary to have a 

guard posted every night, until the foundation of 
the tomb shall be completed. 

It is not often that the admiration of the visitor 
is excited by the monumental remains of the Chrisl 
tian community in India; they consist, for the 
most part, of clumsy obelisks, stunted pyramids, 
nondescript columns of a great confusion of orders, 
and ill-proportioned pedestals bearing all sorts of 
urns. The most elegant and appropriate are those 
which are built in imitation of the inferior class of 
Mussulmaanee tombs, consisting of a sarcophagus, 
raised upon an elevated platform, approached 'by 
handsome flighta af steps, and having a domed e f  
supported upon pillars. But even when these mo- 

numents are as large and as handsome as their 
models, the effect is injured by the. inferiority of 
the situation. An attractive site is almost invaria- 
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bly chosen by the Moslem for a place d s e p u h .  

. Many of the heights in the neighboutfrood of 
Rajmhal are crowned with mausoleum, which 
have a fort-like appearance; and it i s  very rarely, 
though the disciples of the prophet dwelling m tke 
neighbourhood may be poor and few, that the tomb 
uf a brother is neglecttd ; some pious hand is found 
to sweep away the dust and litter which would 
otherwise accumulate around it, and to strew flowers 
over the remains of its perhaps nameless tenant. 
Indeed, the reverence for the dead entertained by 
the Mohammedan natives of India, extends to per- 
sons of all countries and religions. They, who in 
their lifetime have acquired a reputation for the 
virtues most in esteem amongst Asiatics, will not 
be forgotten in the grave. More than one Chris- 
tian tomb has become an object of veneration in 
India, receiving the same respect and homage which 
the children of the soil pay to those of their own 
persuasion who have been esteemed saints. Even 

Hindoos, though shrinking from contact with a 
corse will reverence the shrines of the warlike or the 
virtuous dead. 

I t  is strange that so touching an example has not 
been followed by the European residents, who, at 
a very small cost, might render the pla- of inter- 



ment destined for their brethren far less revolting 
than their present aspect. A few labourers a t W  
to each cemetery would keep the whole in order; 
and as flowers spring up epontaneously in many 
places, little care or cultivation would be required 
to convert the cxwee dank grass, which seems to 

offer a harbuur for makes and other venomous 
reptiles, into a blooming garden; and though, in 
consequence of the number of tornbe, which are 
crowded, as in England, into the same encloeure, 
and their inferiority both in size, deeign, and 
beauty of the material, a Christian cemetery never 
could be rendered ao imposing and attractive as 
those spaciousand carefully-tended pleasure-grounda 
surrounding the mausdeums, which add so much 
to the architectural displays of India, they might 
be made more agreeable to the eye, and objects of 

Eeas horror to those who have littIe hope of living 
to return to their native land. 

In a country where European stations lie at the 
distance of many days' march from each other, 
numerous instances occur of deaths upon journies 
or in remote places, whence it would be impossible, 
in consequence of the rapid dmmposition pro- 
duced by the climate, to convey the body to m- 

secrated ground. Upon such occasions, the corse 
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is usually interred upon the spot, and travellers 
frequently find those monumental remains in wild 
and jungly districts, which shew that there the 
hand of death has overtaken an individual, per- 
chance journeying onwards with the same con- 
fidence which animates their own breasts. 

The perambulators of the ruined palace of 
Rajmhal, whose marble halls are left to the ex- 
clusive possession of the lizard and the bat, are 
struck, on entering a court ~urrounded by pic- 
turesque buildings falling fast into decay, with the 
appearance of two European tombs. The scene is - one of desolation and neglect, but it does not dis- 
play those disgusting images which sicken the 
spirit in cemeteries, owing their dreariness and de- 
solation to the indifference of the living. The 
despotic power of time, the fall of earthly splen- 
dour, pictured in the forsaken palace of the former 
rulers of Bengal, harmonize well with the wreck of 
human hopes, the fragility of human life, illus- 
trated by the lonely Christian monuments rising in 
that once proud spot, whence the heathen lord and 
his Mussulman conquerors have passed away for 
ever. Above, on the -summit of a green hill, a 

marble pedestal, surmounted by an urn, attracts 
the attention of the voyagers of the Ganges; it is. 
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said to mark the place in which a beautiful young 
Englishwoman fell a victim to one of thoee sudden 
attacks of illness' which are so often fatal to new 

arrivals. This memorial, glittering in the sun, 
forms a very conspicuous object ; but while telling 
its melancholy tale, the sad reflections, which are 
conjured up by the untimely fate of one m young 
and lovely, are soothed by the conviction that the 
gentle stranger at least found an appropriate rest- 
ing-place, amidst a scene of never-fading verdure, 
where the flowers and the foliage, the birds and the 
butterflies, are the fairest and brightest which gleam 
beneath a tropical sun. 

The most interesting, though not the most 
splendid, monument commemorating the virtues of 
an English resident in India, occurs in the neigh- 
bourhood of Rajmhal. I t  is a cenotaph, of Hindoo 
architecture, raised by the natives of the adjacent 
hill districts, to the memory of Augustus Cleve- 
land, who formerly filled the office of judge at 
Boglipore. Two fakirs are employed to keep a . 
lamp continually burning within the building, and 
once a-year a festival is held at the spot, the annual 
celebration of the apotheosis of that highly-reve- 
renced individual, whom the poor b p l e ,  who were 
the objects of his benevolent care, regard with feel- 



ings nearly appo~ching to idolatry. Mr. Cleveland 
died at tea, and his body occupies a neglected spot 
in a eemetery at Calcutta; but this circumstance 
appears to be overlooked by both natives and Euro- 
peans, wlm u ~ u d l y  suppose that the tomb of Bog- 
lipore M the place of his mtament. 

This excellent perm expired in Ma twenty-ninth 
yar .  Few merp during so short a life have achieved 
so much lasting gwd. Upon his appointment to 
the dfioe of judge at Boglipore, he became exceed- 
ingly inter& in the fate and fortunes of the 
people who inhabited the neighbouring hills, and 
who, though living under the proteetica of the 
British government, were subjected to much o p  
pression and violence from the dwellers in the 
plains. l'hey are Hindoos, but not of strict caste, 

polluting themselves with food rejected by their 
more rigid brethren, and are consequeutly held in 
the utmost contempt by the fanatic disciples of 
Brd~ma. Repaying the injuries inflicted upon 
them with rapine and bloodshed, a desolating war 
had long been carried on between them and the 
lowland borderers, and Mr. Cleveland was the first 
person, armed with the means of re4cuing them 
from their deg&ded condition, who inquired into 
their situation and circumstances, and endeavoured 
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to bring them within the pale of civilized society. 
His efforts were rewarded by success : his unre- 
mitting kindness won their confidence; they sub- 
mitted imphcitly to his regulations, and, h a t i n g  
to his promises of protection, brought the products 
of their d lsges  to the bazaars he established in 
@aces which, in former times, they could only visit 
at the risk of their lives. These hill-people, &ti- 
trite as they are of caste, and despised by their 
arrogant neighbonrs, possess in a very high degree 
one virtue, which is wholly unknown to the true 
Hindoo character,-adherence to truth. Though 
Asiatics entertain a respect for those on whose 
veracity they can firmly rely, lying is not esteemed 
a vice amongst them, and no one convicted of 
falsehood runs the slightest hazard of incurring 
contempt: hence, while their fidelity may be d e  
pended upon, not the slighteet faith can be given 
to their assurances; they are little scrupulous 
about perjuring themselves, and though oaths are 
administered in courts of law, the truth can only 
be elicited by the most searching cross-examina- 
tions. 

The mountaineers of this part of the country, 

notwithstanding the wild and lawless life to which 
they h d  hem long accustomed, have proved loyal 
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and orderly subjects ; they are not often found in 
the service of Europeans, being looked upon as 

pariahs and outcasts by the other domestics of the 
establishment, whose prejudices are very frequently 
adopted by their Christian masters; but they are 
sometimes to be seen amidst the retainers of an 
AngleIndian, and touching instances are related 
of their fidelity and attachment to those from whom 
they have received kindness. A medical gentle- 
man being sent for to attend a brother officer in 
the jungles, found the patient dead, and deserted 

by all his servants excepting one, a poor fellow 
from the hills, who remained by the side of the 
corse fanning away the flies, and not stirring from 
his post until the last sad offices were performed. 
I t  is pleasing to be able to add, that this merito- 
rious conduct met its reward, The gentleman 
who obtained so striking a proof of the poor 
bearer's devotion to his master, took him imme- 
diately into his own service, where he was treated 
with the kindest consideration, and protected from 
the insolence of the other domestics, wbo frequently 
received very mortifying  lesson^ from a master 
anxious to shew them that he entertained more re- 
gard for character than for caste. -- 

There is perhaps po district belonging to India, 
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which offers more favourable prospects to the mis. , 

sionary ; but, hitherto, little or no attempt has 
been made to instruct the wild mountaineers of 
Rajmhal, either in religion, or the agricultural or 
domestic arts. While disappointment awaits the 
ambitious invaders of the strong-holds of Hindoo 
superstition, the promise of an ample harvest is un- 
accountably neglected, and, excepting the little 
which can be done by the civil and military autho- 
rities at Boglipore, for those immediateb under 
their jurisdiction, a very interesting and intelligent 
race of people, are left without any instruction 
whatsoever. 

The services performed by Mr. Cleveland to the 
inhabitants of the hills will never be forgotten ; forty 
years have elapsed since his death, but his memory 
remsns as fresh as ever in the breasts of the descen- 
dants of those who were the objects of his benev* 
lence. This affecting trait of character is not, 
however, confined to the simple and ignorant race 
scattered along the range of mou~ltains between the 
Ganges and Burdwan, but is common to all the 
natives of Hindospn. The reverential regard which 
all castes entertain for the great Secunder, who, 
though supposed by the people of india to be the 
Macedonian hero, was, in all probability, one of 



the successors to his divided empire, is manifksted 
in a very striking manner. Though Christian war- 

riors have not obtained m extensive a reputation, 
the impression which their virtues have made upon 
the natives is m t  lees deep and lasting. 

A tomb, m the neighbourhood of Agra, in which 
the remains of an European officer, who spent his 
whole life in the performance of kiudly a s ,  are 
deposited, is much venerated by the natives, who 
bestow upon it the honours of a lamp ; and in m e  
part of Bombay, the sentinels on duty present anno 
st a certain period of the night,--a mark of respect 
paid to the spirit of an English officer of rank, who 
was adored by the people he commanded, and who, 
being now eatwmed a saint, is supposed to revisit 
earth in the glimpses of the moon. Had it been 
the fortune of Warren Hastings to have found a 
irepulchre in Bengal, the crowds who now recite 
verses in his h o u r ,  and link his name with enthu- 
siastic blessings, would have assembled annually at 
his tomb, and rejoiced in the supposition that his 
spirit still hovered over the laod which had rightly 
appreciated those services which rere so shamefully 
unrequited in his own country. 

The circumstances attending the burial of the 
Christian sojourners of India, who die far from the 
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dwellin@ of their European brethren, are often 
I 

exceedingly melancholy. An incident of a very 
frightful nature, which I believe has been recorded 
in some novel illustrative of Angidndian life, 
occurred about the period of Lord Hastings' govern- 
ment. A civilian, whose duty had taken him into 
a remote part .of his district, was returning home 
a, in consequence of an attack of fever, having 
written to his wife by express to acquaint her with 
his illness, and the time in which h e  might expect 
his arrivai. While travelling, he rested during the 
heat of the day at the smai of a native village ; 
and while reposing there, he learned that sn Euro- 
pean had just breathed his last in an adjoining 
chamber. Anxious 60 aecure decent interment to 
the body, which, he was aware, if left to the dis- 
posal of strangers of a different religion, entertaining 
a horror of contaminating themselves by polluting 
contact with an unclean thing, would be treated very 
unceremoniously, he struggled with his illness, and 
attended the remains of his fellow-sufferer to the 
grave, reading the burial-eervioe appointed by the 
church over the place of sepulture, 4 seeing that 
every requisite demony was properly performed. 
Exhausted by this sad and painful duty, he got 
into his palanquin, but had not proceeded far 
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before he was overtaken by the pangs of death : a 
Foxysm of fever seized him, and he expired on . 

the road. The bearers fled into the woods, leaving 
their inanimate burthen on the ground, for nothing 
save the strongest attachment can induce a native 
of India to touch, or continue with a dead body 
which does not belong to a person. of their own 
caste. In  the meantime, the wife of this unfortu- 
nate gentleman, alarmed by the tidings of her 
husbt~d's illness, had hastened to meet him, and 
was made acquainted with her loss by the frightful 
spectacle which met her eyes, the breathless and 
deserted corse of the object dearest to her lying on 
the road. She could gain little assistance fmm her 
own bearers, whose caste or wllose prejudices kept 
them aloof; and finding it impossible to induce 
them to touch the body, she sent them to the 
neighbouring d l a p  to summon more efficient aid, 
taking upon herself the melancholy office of watch- 
ing the fast decaying remains. She soon found that 
her utmost strength would be insufficient to repel 
the daring attacks of hosts of insects, ravenous 
birds, and savage animals, rushing on their prey, 
or c~ngregating in the neighbouring thickets, await- 
ing an advantageous moment for attack; and, m 

the energy of her despair, she tore away the earth 
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with her own hands, making a grave large enough 
to conceal the body from the eyes of its numerous 
assailants. How this story is told in the work . 
before mentioned, I know not, but I received the 
present version of it from an intimate friend of the 
survivor. 

During my own residence in Calcutta, a death 
took place in the jungles in its neighbourhood, 
attended by very distressing circumstances. I t  had 
become absolutely necessary for a gentleman, en- 
gaged in the indiptrade, to pay a visit to a distant 
factory. The contemplation of this journey was 
painful in the extreme; though in perfect health, 
it affected his spirits in so extraordinary a degree, 
that he could only be induced to undertake it by 
the severest remonstrances of the members of the 
mercantile house with which he was connected. 
Under the most unaccountable dejection of mind, 
he entered his palanquin, and dter having travelled 
a stage or two, alighted, and, telling his bearers 
that he would ~peedily rejoin them, struck into the 
neighbouring thickets. The men waited for a 

considerable time, expecting his return, and, un- 
willing to burry or intrude upon the privacy of a 
superior, who would in all probability resent their 
interference. At length, becoming alarmed, they 
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for the already putrid corse, yet did this young 
creature, who, until her melancholy loss, had known 
hadship and sorrow only by name, resolutely per- 
severe in this dreadful duty. At length, about 
eight o'clock in the morning of the third day, the 
boat approached a European dwelling. Upon tRte 

first communication with the shore, the inhabitants 
were apprized that a lady had arrived with the 
dead body of her husband, and they immediate1 J 

hastened to the spot to offer her all the consolation 
and assistance in their power. The master of the 
house took the corpse under his own charge, and 
giving the widow over to the care of his wife, issued 
the necessary orders concerning the interment. I t  
was with some dif3culty that the remains could be 
placed in the coffin hastily prepared for their recep- 

tion ; but it was accomplished at last, and the sad 
ceremonials proceeded with t h e  decent solemnities 

I 

which it had cost m much suffering to obtain. I 

I 
Notwithstanding the little attention which is 

given in India to the placea of sepulture belonging 
to Christian communities, it is thought necessary 
to pay marks of respect to the dead, which are often I 
followed by fatal consequences to the living. A 
very large 'attendance at the grave, during the 
performance of the f u n d  obsequies, is rigorously 

I 
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exacted by the prejudices of society. Ladies are 
not, as in England, exempted from this painful 
duty ; at the death of a female friend their presence 

I 

at the period of interment is expected, and their 
neglecting to appear, without adequate cause, is 
construed into a mark of disrespect. The nearest 
relation of the deceased has been known, on his 
return from the burial of the most beloved object 
in the world, to count over the absentees, and 
descant upon their evasion of so sacred an obli- 
gation, while the commentator might with more 
justice be accused of indifference to the effects of a 

m e  upon female sensibility, which has sometimes 
proved t& harrowing for the feelings of the stronger 
sex. Illness and even death have been the result 

of attendance at the last melancholy ritei perforined . 
to a brother exile committed to foreign earth ; the 
shock sustained by new arrivals is often of a dan- 
gerous nature, especially amongst the uneducated 
classes of society. A detachment of recruits, inju- 
diciously commanded to follow the bodies of their 
comrades to the grave, afforded, during,my sojourn 
at a Mofussil station, convincing proof of the effect 
of mind upon matter. Ten or twdve dropped 
during the service ; several of thew were taken up 
dead, and of the number conveyed to the hospital, 

D I 
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not more than one recovered. The solemn office 
performed at funerals hlur often proved a death- 
warrant to the living, especially when surrounded 
by all the distressing circumstances with which it ia 
frequently i n v d  in Indis The sudden nature 
of the dissolution, the necessary rapidity of the 
interment, deepen the horror of those who e their 
friends and acquaintances snatched from them by 
an invisible hand, and who are thus warned that 
danger is lurking abroad where they leaat expected 
to find it. 

The undertakers of Calcutta are accustomed to 
send circular printed notices of funerals, filled up 
with the name of the deceased, to the buses of 
those persons who are expected to attend This is 
probably the first intimation which many dear and 
attached friends obtain of their loss. On one occa- 

sion, a gentleman, after a few hours' absence from 
home, found on the hall-table a black-edged 
ominous missive of this kind, which acquainted him 
with the death of an individual whom he regarded 
with affection surpassing that of a brother, and 
with whom he had parted the preceding evening in 
perfect health. He rushed to the house where he 
was wont to myt  with the most cordial welcome 
from lip now closed for ever, and only d v e d  in 
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; time to take a last view of the ineensible remains, 

The officials were almost in the act of nailing the 
lid of the coffin down aa he entered, prepantmy 
to its committal to the hearse, and in the couree of 

another hour he was standing suffocated with grief 
beside the grave of his desrest .friend. 

The sensibilities of many pereons are eo much 
affected by the sight of the funeral processions, 
which almost every ever& wend their way to the 
burial-ground of Calcutta, aa to render them un- 
willing to live in Park Street, the avenue which 
leads to it. This cemetery mupies a large tract of 
ground on the outskirts of the fashionable suburb, 
Chowringee, Beyond it, the waste jungly space, 
partially covered witb native huts, and in- 
by pooh of stagnant water, adds to the deeohte 
air of the enclosure, with ite tasteless and ill-kept 
monuments. The soene is calculated to inspire the 
most gloomy emotions, and it is ssying a great 
deal for the fortitude displayed by females, that no 
instance is recorcied of their sisking under the com- 
bination of depressing circumstances which must 
weigh upon their imaginations, when they a k  com- 
pelled to appear in person as mourners. The office 
of bearing the Ml devolves upon the dearest friend8 
of the deceased, who, upon alighting from their 
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carriages at the porch of the burial-ground, ar- 
range themaelven in the melancholy order whick 
has been pointed out to them. Funerale always 
take place at sunset ; and in the rainy season the 
state of the atmosphere, and the dampness of the 
ground, materially increase the perils to be enooun- 
tered by delicate women, exposed to mental and 
bodily suffering in a manner considered so ynn- 
sary in the land of their birth. But the rules 

established by Anglo-Indian society are absolute, 
and must be complied with, upon pain of out- 
lawry. 

In  former times, the burial-ground belonging to 

the cathedral was the only place of interment in 
Calcutta ; but funerals have long ken discon- 
tinued in this part of the city. " Before the com- 
mencement of the year 1802," says the monumental 
register, " the tombs in this cemetery had fallen 
into irrepafable decay ; and to prevent any danger- 
ous accident which the tottering ruins threatened 
to such as approached them, it was deemed neces 
sary to pull down most of them. The stone and 
marble tablets were carefully cleared from the rub- 
bish, and laid against the wall of the cemetery, 
where they now stand." Our chronicler, however, 
does not go on to eay that this act of desecration, 
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) the work of the reverend gentleman at the head of 

L 
claical affairs, gave great umbrage to the Christian 

I population of Cdcut t~ ,  who, though perchance in 
m e  degree answerable for the consequences of the 
neglect which produced the ruin above described, 

, became exceedingly incensed at the rootad-branch 
work, considered expedient to lwel the church- 
yard, and get rid of all its incumbran- 

One of the monuments thus ruthleesly rdnoved, 
had been erected to the &nory of Governor Job 
Charnock, the founder of the most splendid British 
settlement in the world. The chequered fortunes 
of this hardy adventurer are too well-known to all 
who take an intekst in the proceedings of the early 
Indian colonists, to need any notice here. He died 
on the 10th January 169%. G6 If," says our chro- 
aicler, " the dead knew any thing of the living, 
and could behold with mortal feelings this sublu- 

I nary world, with what sensations would the father 
of Calcutta glow to Iwk down this day upon his 
eity !" The private life of Governor Cham& 
presents a romantic incident not very uncommon at 
the period in which he flourished. Abolishing the 
rite of suttee, in a more summary manner than has 
been considered politic by his successors, he, struck 
by the charms of a young Hindoo female about to 



be sacrificed for the eternal welfare of her husband, 
directed his guards to rescue the unwilling victim 
from the pile. They obeyed, and conveying the 
widow, who happened to be exceedingly Ipautiful, 
and not more than fifteen years old, to his house, 
he took her under his protection, and an attach- 
ment thus hastily formed lasted until the time of 
her death, many years afterwards. Notwithstand- 
ing the lose of caste, which the lady sustained in 
exchanging a frightful sacrifice for a life of splendid 
luxury, the governor does not seem to have been at 
any pine to induce her to embrace Christianity. 
On the cantrary, he h i d  appears to have been 
strangely imbued with pagan superstitions, for, 
having erected a maumleum for the reception of 
the body, he ordered the sacrifice of a cock to her 
manes ou the anniversary of her death, and this 
custom was continued until he was also gathered to 
his fathers. This maumleum, one of the oldest 
piecee of maaonry in Calcutta, is still in existence. 
Monuments of the like nature, with the exception 
of the annual slaughter of an animal, are to be 
eeen in many parts of India; connexions between 
Indian women and English gentlemen of rank and 
education being often of the tenderest and most 
enduring description. Nor do these unions excite 



t the horror and indignation amongst the natives 
that might be expected from their intolerant cha- 

I 

racter; -,far from it, indeed, that in many in- 
stances they have been known to offer public 
testimonials of their respect to those who have been 
faithful in their attachments throughout a serieo 
of yeara 

There is a very beautiful mausoleum, which 
attracts the visitor's eye in the immediate neigh- 
bourhood of a large native city, erected to the 
honour of a Mmsulmanee lady, who lived for forty 
years with a civilian attached to the adjacent sta- 

tion; some of the rich inhabitants of the city, 
desirous to shew the opinion they entertained of 
the conduct of both parties, presented a canopy of 
cloth of gold, richly embroidered, of the value of 
21,000, to be placed, according to native custom, 
over the sarcophagus. That native women do not 
consider their seclusion from the world ps any hard- 
ship, is plainly evinced by the mode of life which 
they voluntarily adopt on becoming the nominal 
wives of Englishmen. In  most cases (always, if 
they have been respectable before their entrance 
into his family), they confine themselves as strictly 
to the senana of their Christian protector, as if 
the marriage had taken place according to their 

D 3 
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own forms and ceremonies; and, excepting in a 
few instances, where they adopt the externals of 
Christianity, they never make their appearance 
abroad, but act in all respects as they would deem 
becoming in the lawful wife of a Mussulman or 
Hindoo of rank. This of couree does not hold 
good with the lower orders, Ayahs, and others, 
who, having already forfeited their characters by 
publicly associating with men, have no respecta- 
bility to keep up, and act openly in the most pro- 
fligate manner. 

One of the few monuments permitted to remain - 

is of a very interesting character, and bensists of 
fourteen pillars, raised to the memory of the same 
number of British officers who fell under General 
Abercrombie, about four-and-thirty yerpcs ago, in a 

dreadful conflict with the Rohillas. Upon this 
occasion, the Company's troops were left to fight 
singbhanded ; for, although their allies, composed 
of 30,000 men, were brought into the field by the - 

NawAb of Lucknow, they remained quiet spectators 
of the fray until victory had decided for the Eng- 
lish: m high did the character of the Rohillas 
s t i d ,  that the men of Oude dared not take part 
against them without being assured of their defeat. 
An obelisk is raised upon the spot where these de- 



voted soldiers fell; and the glory of this splendid 
action is further commemorated by the alteration of 
the name of the village in Rohilcund, which was 
the scene of the battle: it was formerly called 

Beetora, but is now styled by the nativee Futtg 
gztnge, the ' place of victory? 

A few European residents in India have pro- 
vided for the accommodation of their remains after 
death, by building their own tombs. Colonel Skin- 
ner, the commandant of the moat distinguished 
corps of irregular horn in the Company's service, 
an officer not less debrated for his gallantry in the 
field than for the splendour of his hospitality, has 
erected in the centre of a blooming garden, at his 
jaghire at Balaspore, a mausoleum of a very taste- 
ful and elegant description, destined to contain the 
'' mortal coil; when his chivalric spirit shall have 
fled. He is thus secure of a worthy resting-place, 
which is not always the case with thoee, bowev& 
wealthy, who are content with leaving directions 
respecting their interment in their wills. 

General Claude Martin, who has been not un- 
jdstly styled a brave, ambitious, fortunate, and 
munificent Frenchman," having from a private 
soldier risen to the highest rank in the Company's 



army, constructed a tomb for himself in the under- 
gtound floor of a grotesquely magnificent house, 
which he built at Lucknow. The body is depo- 
sited in a handsome altar-shaped sarcophagus of 
white marble, surmounted by a marble bust, and 
inscribed with a few lines, which do credit to his 
modesty : " Major-General Claude Martin, born at 
Lyons, January 1738 ; arrived in India as s com- 
mon soldier, and died at Lucknow on the 15th i f  
September 1800. Pray for his sod !" Surround- 
ing the tomb stand four figures of grenadiers, as 
large as life, with their arms reversed, in the 
striking and expressive attitude used at military 
funerals ; but the effect of this group is completely 
marred by the substitution of mean plaister effigies 
for the marble stiitues which General Martin in- 
tended should have formed the appropriate ap- 
pendages of his monument. A large proportion of 
the property of this fortunate adventurer was de- 
voted to charitable purposes, which, according ta 
the prevailing notions on the subject of political 
economy, do more honour to the hearts than the 
heads of testaton. Such doctrines, however, would 
be at present extremely ill-understood in India, 
where the wisdom which would withhold succour 
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to the poor, the aged, and the i n b ,  requires a 
much more intimate acquaintance with the school- 
master to be properly appreciated. 

I n  some of the very small European stations, no 
piece of consecrated ground has yet been set apart, 
as the final depositary of those who are destined to 

draw their last breath in exile. Though not always 
particularly ornamental in the immediate neigh- 
bourhood of a dwelling-house, the clumsy obelbka 
and ill-proportioned pyramids, reared over the 
bodies of the dead, form very interesting memorials 
to those who entertain a pious feeling towards their 
departed brethren. Tombs not unfrequently occur 
in the gardens and pleasure-grounds of the habita- 
tions of British iesidents, in the remote parts of the 
Upper Provinces, where they have a much better 
chance of being kept in good repair than in the 
crowded charnels of more populous places. The 
only inconvenience which ever arises from a close 
vicinity to the mansions of the dead, is occasioned 
by the superstition of the natives, whose notions 
regarding spirits are of the strangest and most 
unaccountable nature imaginable. Many do not 
object to take up their own abode in a sepulchre, 
There is nothing extraordinary in the metamor- 
phosis of a Moosulmanee tomb into the residence of 
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an English gentl~ma~, many choosing to appro- 
priate the spacious apartments, so needlessly pro- 
vided for the dead, to the accommodation of the 
living. This sort of desecration is not objected td 
on the part of the Indian servants of the household, 
neither do they seem to entertain any fears of the 
resentment of the spirit whose quiet is thus dis- 
t u M ;  sometimes, as in the case of the sen- 
tinels beforementioned, who present arms at a 
certain hour of the night, under the idea that 
they are doing honour to the diwmbqdied soul 
of a distinguished individual, they rejoice in 
the supposition that thiy hold communion with 
departed spirits ; but in many instances they 
appear to be governed by the 'most arbitrary 
feelings. 

A bungalow in Bundelkhund was invariably 
deserted at sunset by all the servants of the esta- 
blishment, notwithstanding their attachment to a 
very indulgent master, in consequence of a Chris 
tian infant, of some three or four years old, having 
been buried in the garden. I t  was said that the 
ghost of this poor child walked, and at a particular 
period of the night approached the house and made 
a modest demand for bread and butter,--an inci- 
dent too full of horror to be borne ! There was no 
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remedy ageinst the panic occasioned by this notim. 
The bungalow occupied a wild and desolate site on 
the top of a steep hill, infested by tigers and other 
savage beasts; and every night its solitary Eum 
pean inhabitant was left to the enjoyment of the 
wild serenades of these amateur performere, the 
servants decamping en masee to the village at its 
base. 

In many parts of India, the natives fU g u m h  of 
water from the Ganges, and hangthemon theboughs 
of the peepul trees, supposed to be haunted by the 
spiritsof the dead,inorder that they may drinkof the 
sacred stream ; but the expedient of laying a piece 
of bread and butter on the hungry infant's tomb ' 

does not appeaf to have occurred to the alarmed 
domestics. Many European houses in India are d s  
serted in consequence of the reputation they have 
obtained of being haunted. But ghosts are not the 
only intruders dreaded by a superstitious people; 
demons disturb the peace of some families, and as 
there is no contending a,oainut the powers of dark- 
ness, the inhabitants are compelled to quit their 
residences, and give them up to desolation and 
decay. A splendid mansion on the Chowringee 
road, to which some ridiculous legend is attached, 
is untenanted and falling into ruin. No one can 
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be found to occupy it; the windows have deserted 
their frames, the doors hang loosely upon one hinge, 
rank grass has sprung up in its deserted courts, 
and fringed the projecting cornices, while the whole 
affords a ghastly spectacle, and aeems the fitting 
haunt of vampires and of goules. 

The inscriptions upon the monumental remains 
of India are generally distinguished for their simpli- 
city and plain good sense ; sometimes, as in country 
church-yards at home, the grief of the survivors 
will outrun their discretion, and produce ludicrous 
expressions sadly out of place; occasionally also, 
the epitaphs are rather too ostentatious, but the 
greater proportion of tomb-stones, covering 'the 
dust of the Christian population, merely bear the 
name of the person who sleeps beneath, and the 
date of the period of their erection. In no instance 
is there any striking display of literary talent, and 
many of the most distinguished servants of the 
Company are suffered to repose without any writ- 
ten record of their public or private merits. The 

cemeteries of India, however, present numerous 
affecting testimonials of the reverential regard felt 
by the brother officers, of the brave youth who 
have perished untimely in the service of their 
country ; some of the handsomest and proudest of 
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these monumental remains have been raised by 
eorrowing comrades to young men 8~8rcely beyond 
the age of boyhood, endeared to society by their 
domestic virtues, or challenging the applause of 
the world by some gallant action. Subscriptions 
for the erection of a tomb over the grave of a 
brother in arms, are common in the corps of the 
native army, and the most circumscribed burial- 
grounds are rarely without one or more of these 
tributes to departed virtue. 

The reddents of Madras have set the example of 
employing eminent English sculptors for the mo- 
numents raised. to those whom they desire to 
honour. One, to the memory of Dr. Anderson, in . 

St. George's Church, the w&k of Chantrey, is de- 
scribed to be a noble specimen of art ; but though 
it would be comparatively easy to decorate the three 
presidencies with the labours of British chisel& the 
Upper Provinces must, for a very long period to 
come, depend upon the exertion of native talent. 
Though busts and statues could not at present be 
p r o d u d  by Asiatic hands, there would be no dif- 
ficulty in procuring an exact representation of the 
most beautiful models which taste could design. 



CHAPTER 111. 

MONQHY R. 

BEPOBE our canquests in India had extended 
themselves throughout the whole of Hindostan, 
Monghyr, which in the time of the Moghuls was 
considered a place of great importance, formed one 
of the principal military stations of the British 

army. While it was selected for the depdt for 
ammunition, since removed to Allahabad, it en- 
joyed all the honom of a frontier-fortress ; but, in 
consequence of the immense portion of territory 

, which now divides it from the boundaries of our 
possessions, it has been suffered to fall into decay. 
A few invalided soldiers garrison the dismantled 
citadel, which has been turned into an asylum for 
lunatics belonging to the native army, and a depdt 
for military clothing, the tailors in the neighbour- 
hood being considered particularly expert. 

Monghyr is situated upon a rocky promontory 
abutting into the Ganges, and the walls of the fort, 
raised upon a sharp angle, have a fine effect : the 
point on which they stand, when the r i ~ e r  is full 
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and the current strong, renders the navigation dif- 
ficult and dangerous to boats, which can only pass 
with a favourable wind, and run great risk of being 
driven against the rocks. The Ganges at this place 
is extremely wide, appearing almost like a sea; and 
vessels being often detained by contrary winds at 
the ghauts d Monghyr, when a change takes 
place, the whole surface of the water is covered 
.with barks of every description. The distance from 
Calcutta is about two hundred and seventy miles, 
and nothing can exceed the beauty of the situation. 
T h e  rem;ains of the fort are very striking ; the 
plain is  d i v d e d  by ridges of rock richly wooded, 
and upon mmeof the most favourable sites theEuro- 
pean residents have erected those palacelike houses 
which give a regal air to the splendid landscapes of 
Bengal. The native town is irregular, and in many 
parts extremely picturesque, several of the bazaars 
stretching in long lines beneath the umbrageous 
ehelter of magnificent groves. At the south and 
eustern gates of the fort there are streets, composed 
of brick houses, sufficiently wide for carriages to 
pass ; but the remainder consists of scattered dwel- 
lings, chiefly built of mud. The place of worship 
in most repute amongst the Mahommedans is the 
monument of Peer Shah Lohauni, which is held in 



great reverence by all classes of the people, the 
Hindoos making frequent offerings at the shrine 
of this saint, so highly is his memory venerated 
throughout the district. 

A considerable trade is clrrried on at Monghyr, 
from the manufactories of the place ; the workmen 
possess considerable skil1;and construct palanquins, 
European carriages, and furniture, in a very me- 
ditable manner. Under the inspection of peraone 
well acquainted with these artg they can produce 
goods of a very superior description, and at av 
astonishingly low price. A well-carved, hi& 
backed arm-chair, with a split cane seat, was ob- 
tained by the writer for six rupees (1%). The 
clothing for the army is made here; and it is d e -  
brated for its shoes, both of the Native and En- 
pean forms. But the most famous of its manufao- 
tures is that of the blacksmiths, who work up steel 
and-iron into a great variety of forms : these goods 
are cuarse, and not of the very best description; 
but they are useful, especially to the natives, and 
remarkably cheap. Double-barrelled guns are sold 
for thirty-two rupees each, rifles at thirty, and 
table knives and forks at six rupees per dozen. 
Upon the arrival of a budgerow at Monghyr, the 
native vendors of almost innumerable commodities 



repair to the waterside in crowds, establishing a sort 
of fair upon the spot. Cages filled with specimen# 
of rare birds from the hills, or with the more in- 
teresting of the reptiles, such an chameleons ; 
chairs, tables, work-boxes, baskets, and cutlery of 
all kinds, are brought down to tempt the new arri- 
vals; and few boats pass up the river, having stran- 
gers to the country on bcrard, without furnishing 
customers to these industrious people. Young 
men, especially, who have not supplied themaelvea 
with the chef 6a?u~t?8 of Egg or Manton, risk the 
loss of life or limb by the purchase of rifles for 
tiger-shooting, which, to inexperienced eyes, have a 
very fair appearance, being only rather slight in the 
stock, and weak and irregular in the screws. I t  is 
perhaps safest to confine the purcbaaes to iron 
goods of native construction ; spears, which are 

neceesary articles in the upper country, are of the 
best kind, and are mld at twenty annss (about 
Is. 4d.) each ; an inferior sort may be obtained for 
&urteen annas; and the zcl~geetaha, iron tripods in 
which c h a r d  is burned, are excellent. The only 
things that are wanting to improve the quality of 
the steel are a superior method of smelting, and a 
higher degree of labour bestowed on the anvil : the 
guns are not warranted not to burst, and it is not 
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vefj difficult either to break or to bend the knives. 
The art has been followed in Monghyr from time 
immemorial, the Vulcan of the Hindoo mythology 
having been supposed to have set up his forge at 

this place. 
Since the importation of European fashions, a 

vast number of new articles have been introduced 
into the shops of the natives ; tea-kettles, tea-trays, 
toasting-forks, saucepans, and other culinary ves- 
sels unknown in the kitchens of the Moslem or 
Hindoo, are exhibited for sale; and both the ghaut, 
when vessels are passing up and down, and the 
bazaars, present a very lively scene, from the 
variety of the commodities and the gay costumes 
of the people. 

In the changes which are now taking pbce in 
British India, Monghyr will, in all probability, 
be made to rival Sheffield or Birmingham in its 
manufactures ; and it is rather extraordinary that 
no European cutler or gunsmith has yet been 
tempted to open a shop in this place. There would 
be no difficulty in rendering native workmen quite 
equal to those of England ; and as the prejudimi 
formerly entertained by the Angl~Indian commu- 
nity against the imitation of European manufac- 
tures by less-practised hands is fast giving way, the 



guns and knives of Monghyr would be as much 
sought after as the saddles and harness of Cawn- . 

pore. 
The establishment of manufactures in India 

would afford the best method of employing British 
capital, for natives of respectability, though not 
objecting to the occupation of merchants, and wiL. 
ling to sell every article that may be consigned to 
them, consider it to be infia dig, to superintend 
the mechanical part. Hence the artisam of India, 
left to their own resources, are unable to make any 
improvementsin their art which will incur additional 
expense. The excellence of the workmanship of 
those employed in the service of Europeans, show 
how easily they can( be trained to any mechanical 
employment when under the superintendence of 
scientific pemns. 

The fort of Monghyr occupies a large portion 
of ground, and thongh no longer affording any 
idea of a place of defence, is both striking and 
ornamental. I t  has not, like Allahabad, been ever 
modernized, or adapted to the prevailing system of 
warhe, but retains all its Asiatic character. Within 
the walls there is a plain of considerable extent, 
sprinkled'with some majestic trees, and having two 
large tanks of water, the most considerable cover- 



ing a couple of acres. The part which feces the 
river commands a splendid view, the distance being 
bounded by the ranges of the Rajmhal and Gur- 
ruckpore hill4 which embay the Gangea on either 
side. 

In addition to the invalided soldiers of the na- 
tive army, there are a few European veterans settled 
in Monghyr, pensioners of the Compsny, who have 
relinquished all thoughts of home, and are content 
to spend the remainder of their days in the country 
which they entered in early youth. They have the 
choice of residence a t  four stations, Monghyr, 
Buxar, Chunar, or Moorehedabad ; and the latter, 
it is said, is selected by the disreputable characters 
amongst these old soldiers, who are, however, some- 
timee very capricious, changing frequently before 
they can satisfy themselves which is the best and 
moat agreeable retreat for their declining years. 
Officers upon the invalid establiehment have a 

wider latitude, and obtain leave very easily to reside 
in any place which may suit them ; they are not 
allowed to retire to Europe, nor does their promo- 
tion go on from the period of their quitting active 
service ; but they have the full pay of their rank, 
and it affords an honourable provision for many, 
even young officers, who have not health or incli- 
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nation for the performance of military duties ; nor 
does a retirement upon the invalid establishment 

1 utterly extinguish hope, since there are several 
staff-appointments attached to it, to which those 
who can make interest at head-quarters may look 

* 
up. The invalided native soldier is one of the hap 
piest and most contented-persons in the world. He 
reaps the reward of all his previous toil, sits down to 
the enjoyment of untroubled rest with a competence 
sufficient to provide him with the comforts of life, 

* 
and with the consciousness of occupying a respec- 
table station in society. The profession of a soldier 

1 is in India considered highly honourable; so far 
from feeling degraded by the livery of war, it is 
the reward of good conduct, in a discharged sepoy, 
to be permitted to carry his uniform away with him 
to his native village, where it is worn upon great 
bccasions, and commands the respect of all his as- 
miates. 

The European society at Monghyr is rather 
limited, and in consequence of the major part 

. being composed of persons belonging t o  the invalid 
establishment, who seek it as a place of retirement, 
the station is never a w n e  gf gaiety: there are, 

however, appointments which 'are held by civil and 
military servants of tbe Company, who form a 

VOL. If. E 



little circle amongst themselves, which is enlivened 
d o n a l l y  by the visits of strangers passing up and 
down, and officers upon militkry duty, surveys, LC. 
from Dinspore, which is aituated at an easy distance. 
The attractions of Monghyr, as a residence, must 
be, notwiths&ding the temporary sojourn of 
guests, confined to the scenery, which combines 
every beauty that the rich and fertile provinw on 
either side can produce. The gently-rising hills 
and rocky ledges which diversify the landscape, 
offer new features to the traveller, who perchance 
has begun to weary of the flatness of the plains 
below, notwithstanding their magn5cent embellish- 
ments of temples, groves, and palacea About five 

miles from Monghyr there are some hot springs, 
which few people fail to visit who remain long 
enough at the place to make the excursion. They 
are situated at Seetacoond, ' well of Seeta,' and 
though not possessing any medical properties, tbe 
water is much sought after on account of its great 
purity. The spring% are emclosed in a cistern of 
brick, eighteen feet square. The temper#ure is so 
hot as to cause death to any animal v&g into 
it. There is a record of an European soldier who 
attempted to swim moss, but wrrs 8o misersbly 
scalded as not to survive the perilous exploit. There 
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is a difference in the degrees of heat at different 
periods, but the highest point to which the thermo- 

I meter has risen upon immersion is said to be 163". 
Persons travelling down the country, with the in- 
tention of returning to England, generally provide 
themselves with several dozens of bottles of the 
water from Seeta-coond, to serve as sea stock. I t  
is the greatest luxury which can be imagined on 
board ship, where the quantity of the fresh element 
is limited, and where its quality is usually of the 

1 

worst description. The well at Seetacoond is 
sacred, and several brahmins are established in its 
neighbourhood, who are not above receiving a rupee 
from the Christian visitants : there appears to be 

no pollution in money ; they, who would not touch 
an article of furniture belonging to persons of low 

' or impure caste, have no hesitation where gold and 
silver coins are concerned-an inconsistency which, 
when pointed out to these scrupulous persons, they 
vainly attempt to justify. 

The ground in the neighbourhood of these 
' springs is exceedingly rocky, and furnishes many 

~urious geological specimens ; fl~ior and mica are 
plentiful, and u h c ,  talc, or Zap& qeczckaris, also 
is very common. I t  is found in large masses, which 
divide easily into tough thin laminae, perfectly 

E a 



transparent. Formerly this substance was much 
in request with Europeans as a substitute for 
window-glass, but it is not now ever used for that 
purpose. I t  still forms the principal material for 
the ornamental portion of the decorations at native 
festivals, and when painted with a variety of co- 

lours, and illuminated, it is often employed in the 
construction sf mimic pd~ces ,  rivalling that of 
Aladdin, or, as he is styled in India, Alla-uddeen, 
in splendour. The hills in the distance are chiefly 
composed of limestone, far advanced in decompo- 
sition ; they are exceedingly wild in their appear- 
ance, and inhabited by numerous tribes of savage 
animals. The passea of tliese elevations are in- 
fested with tigers, and travellers compelled to tread 
their labyrinths, encounter great risks. I t  is said 
that, when one of these ferocious rub&  lies in 
wait for a string of passengers, he usually sehects 
the last of the party ; and, under this impression, 
the palanquin and banghie bearers huddle to get he^:, 
keeping as close to each other as possible, in order 
to prevent their enemy from singling out a strag- I 

gler for his meal. I n  solitary houses in this dis- 
trict, a tiger has been known in the evening, when 
the doors and windows happened not to be suffi- 
ciently secured, to walk into the central apartment, 
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a strange unbidden guest : this is no very uncam- 

I 

mon occurrence in the d&k bungalows, erected by 
> government for the accommodation of passengers 

proceeding to the upper country by the new rod, 

5 which, between Calcutta and Benares, is cut 
through the jungle, which shortens the distance, 
but renders it extremely dangerous. 

I Bears are very numerous in these hills; and their 
size, strength, and exceeding fierceness, render them 
little less formidable than the tiger. However, 

b 
young men, too fond of sport to be deterred by any 
peril, sometimes amuse themselves during the brief 
rest which the dcik bungalows offer, by going out 
in search of this kind of game, and frequently with 
great success. An officer climbing to the top of 
the rocks with his gun, in the neighbourhood of the 
post-house, shot two enormous bears, and .in the 
course of an hour carried off their skins in triumph 
on the top of his palanquin, The bearers of ad- 
venturous characters, such as the one just named, 
have sometimes to convey extraordinary kinds of 
luggage, or the human traveller is accompanied by 
four-footed friends as outside passengers. An 
officer, going down dhk to Calcutta from Bhurt- 
pore, carried 3 young tiger in a cage strapped 
upon the roof of his vehicle, a ravknous attendant, 

- 



&ch made sad havoc amongst the few fowls, sole 
tenants of the farm-yard of the not overpaid official 
who acts as khanearnah at these scantily-furnished 
hotels. Animals of smaller dimensions, and less- 
dmouring propensities, such as civet-cats, porcu- 
pi=, &c., journey very safely and quietly in this 
manner, and the bearers never object to such an 
addition to the party. Without daring the terrors 
of the wild forests of Rajmhal, the visitors to 
Seettwxmnd may form a very lively idea of the 
savage nature of their fastnesses, the rocky jungle, 
whose deep ravines are surrounded by unfathom- 
able woods. 

- 
The neighbourhood of Monghyr is in a very 

high state of cultivation ; and though tigers are to 
be found by those who seek them in their native 
haunts, they rarely presume to make their appear- 
ance in the inhabited districts. The roads are kept 
in good order; and the drives, especially that to I 

Seeta-coond, exceedingly picturesque. Part of the 
way winds through narrow valleys enclosed on 
either side by rocky elevations, feathered from the 4 

summit to the base, the lofty tam pdm trees spring- 
ing above the rest, beautifully defined against the 
rich crimson of an eastern sky. On one or two of 
these eminences, a splendid mansion spreads its . 
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white wings, adding architectural beauty to the 
sylvan scenery. 

I I n  the cold season, Monghyr may be truly denor 
minated a paradise, since there is nothing at other 

) periods save the heat of the climate to detract from 
its enchantments. On the frontiers of Ik?ngal and 
Behar, and scarcely belonging to either, the district 

' 
in which it stands, and which is known by the & v q  

under the name of Jungleterry, partake of the cha- 
racteristics of the lower and the upper country ; the 

b 

verdure of Bengal lingers on the borders of Him 
dostan proper, while the low flat plains of the former 
yield to the undulations which diversify the high 
table-land stretching to the Himalaya, and which is 
mtersected by numerous valleys or ravines, ppa 
aenting passes full of romantic beauty. 

Splendour of scenery, in a country in which, 
during many months of the year, its enjoyment 
must be oonfined to a short period, morning and 
evening, before the sun has risen and after it has 
set, does not compensate for the abeence of society, 
the only gratification which can render India to16 

rable to those who have no absorbing pursuit ; and 
consequently Monghyr is more d e s M  as a tem- 
porary than a settled re8idence. Travellers, or 
visitors upon duty, who only see the brightest side 

L 
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of the picture, are charmed with the beauty of the 
landscape, and the gaiety of the native groups which 

I. 

give animation to the scene. I t  is a delightful place 
for a standing camp, affording delicious shade for 
canvas habitations, and shelter from those piercing 
winds which, sweeping over bare plains, are so 

severely felt in tents, which have not any security 
against their force. 

A civilian, accompanied by his family, in the 
tour of his district, took possession of a beautiful 
spot in the neighbourhood of Monghyr. Accord- 
ing to the Eastern custom, he was attended by a 
numerous train of dependents, whose establish- 
ments, tpgether with his own, occupied a consider- 
able space of ground. Amongst the domestic pets 
belonging to his family was a grey, black-faced 
monkey, with long arms and a long tail, which, on 
account of his mischievous propensities, was always 
kept chained to a post on which the hut which 
defended him from the inclemency of the weather 
was erected. One morning the wife of the civilian, 
who frequently amused herself with watching the 1 

antics of this animal, observed another monkey of 
the same species playing with the prisoner; she 
instantly sent round to the people in the camp to 
inquire whose monkey (for there are frequently 
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several attached to one household) had got loow, 
and to desire that it might be instantly chained up. 
She was told that no one 11ad brought a monkey 
with them, and that the creature which she had 

4 seen must be a stranger from the woods. An in- 
teresting scene now took place between the new 
acquaintance. After much jabbering and chatter- 

' 
ing, the wild monkey arose to go, and finding that 
his friend did not accompany him, returned, and 
taking him round the neck, urged him along : he 

1 

went willingly the length of the chain, but then, 

prevented by stern necessity, he paused. In  the 
course of a short time, the strange monkey seemed 
to comprehend the cause of his friend's detention, 
aod grasping the chain, endeavoured to break it ; 
the attempt was unsuccessful, and after several 
ineffectual efforta, both sate down in the attitude 
which the natives of India seem to have borrowed 
from these denizens of the woods, and making 
many piteous gesticulations, appeared to wring 
their hands and weep in despair. Night closed 
upon the interview, but the next day it was re- 
newed, and now the monkey community was in- 
creased to three. Desirous to know where these 
creatures came from, the lady made inquiries of 
the natives of the place; but they unanimously 

E a 



agreed in declaring, that there was not, to their 
knowledge, a monkey tope belonging to the same 
species within a hundred miles. The most eager 
desire was manifested by the new comers to releaee 
the prisoner from his bondage: at first, as upon 
the former occasion, the arts of persuasion were 
tried; force was next reeorted to, and, in the end, 
doleful exclamations, jabbering of tile most pathetic 
description, and team. 

On the following day, four or five monkeys made 
their appearance, and many were the discussions 
which appeared to take place between them ; they 
tried to drag the captive up a tree, but the cruel 
chain still interposing, they earned completely at 
their wits' end, uttering piercing lamentations, or 
so roughly endeavouring to effect a releaee, as to 

endanger the life of their friend. Pleased with 
the affectionate solicitude displayed by these man 

keys, and sympathiaing in their disappointment, 
the lady, after having amueed herself for a con- 
siderable period by watching their manaeuvres, 
ordered one of the servants to let the monkey l&. 1 

The moment the party perceived that his freedom 
was effected, their joy waa unbounded ; embracing 
him many timea, they gambolled and capered about 
with delight, and finally, seizing the emancipated 
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prisoner by the arm, ran off with him to the woods, 
and were never seen again, not one of the same 
species appearing during the time the party re- 
mained in camp ; thus corroborating the evidence 
of the  natives, who persisted in declaring, that grey, 
black-faced monkeys, with long arms, were not irw 
habitants of the district. 

A circumstance, somewhat similar, and equally 
authentic, which took place on the Madras aide 
of India, related to the writer by an officer of rank 
to  whom it occurred, may amuse those who take 
an intereat in inquiring into the habits and manners 
of a race which, together with the conformation, 
seem to partake of the caprices and inconsistencies 
of man. Near to the bungalow in which the officer 
resided, and which had bean newly erected in a 
jungly district, a troop of monkeys were in the 
habit of c d n g  the road daily, on their way to 
the neighboaring woods. On one of these wca- 

sions, a sepoy, perceiving the amusement which 
they &rded to his officer, caught a young one, 
and brought it to the house, where it remained 
fastened to one of the pillars of the verandah. The 
parents of this monkey were soan perceived to take 
up a position on a ledge of rocks opposite, but at 
some distance, where they could obtain a view of j 
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their imprisoned offspring, and there they sate d 
day, sometimes apparently absorbed in silent 
despair, at others breaking out into paroxysms 
of grief. This lasted for a long time ; days passed 
away without reconciling the parenbs to their loss ; 
the same scene was enacted, the same sorrow 
evinced ; and being of a c o m ~ o n a t e  disposition, 
the young officer took pity upon the misery of the 
bereaved pair, and gave his captive liberty. Anti- 
cipating the contemplation of the greatest dehght 
at the meeting, he looked out to the rock whither 
the young monkey instantly repaired, but instead 
of the happy reunion which his fancy had painted, 
a camhophe of the most tragic nature ensued. 
Seizing the truant in their arms, the old monkeys 
tore it to pieces in an instant ; thus destroying at 
once the pleasurable sensations of the spectator, 
and perplexing him with vain conjectures whether, 
irritated by their previous distress, they had 
avenged themselves upon its cause, or whether, in 
the delirium of their joy, they had too roughly 
caressed the object of their lamentations. Having 
committed this strangely cruel act, the monkeys 
took their departure 

Amid the interesting places in the neighbourhood 
of Monghyr, the celebrated roc_k of Jungheera 
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must not be omitted. I t  consists of several masees 
of grey granite, rising boldly from the river. I t  is 

> supposed to have formerly been a point of land 
projecting from the shore, but it is now completely 

I isolated by the violence of the current, which 
rushes down in the rainy season with extraordinary 
vehemence and rapidity. Trees have imbedded 

I their roots amid the crevices of this picturesque 
rock, and on its terraces several small temples are 

I erected, adding much to the romantic beauty of the 
scene. I t  has been during many ages considered 
one of the most sacred places in the Ganges, and is 
a great resort of Hindoo devotees, who crowd to it, 
not only on account of its reputed sanctity, but to 
offer their homage at the shrine of Narayan, an 
idol of great celebrity at this place, whose 6gure, 
besides being preserved in one of the pagodas, is 
xulptured upon several parts of the rock, together 
with those of Viahnu, Seeva, and Sirooj. Jungheera 
is inhabited by Hindoo fakeers, who are not above 
asking charity of the European voyagers on the 
river, but who will not condescend to accept copper 
money from them. Passing Jungheera in the rains, 
when the Ganges runs roaring through the rocks 
with great noise and violence, a sensation of danger 
is added to the sublimity of the landscape ; but when 



the river. is low, and its turbulence has abated, no- 
thing can be more calm and lovely than the acene. , 

Between the two rocks, t h m  is a ghaut or 
landing-place, gently sloping into the water, and 
never without a cluster of thoee graceful f i m  
which in this picturesque country form themselves 
so readily into groupes, such as artists delight to 
sketch, a sort of t a b b  vimne, which must be 
vainly sought amidst the peasantry of England. 
From this ghaut the ascent to the summit is by 
flights of steps cut out of the solid rock. In  the 
temple, which crowns this height, the principal 
fakeer is usually to be seen, sitting on a tigemkin 
by way of carpet, and having the skull of one of 
these animals by his side. 

Aamding to the mles of their order, this begging 
fraternity are very scantily clothed, their greatest 

claims to sanctity resting upon the voluntary aban- 
donment of the luxuries and comforts of life. The 
contempt which they profess for all domestic ao 
commodation, is, however, very inconsistent with 
tlieir known propensity to accumulate worldly 
treasure. I t  is no secret in the neighbourbood, 
that the chief of the fakeem, who, covered with clirt 
and ashes, seems to have relinquished every vanity, 
is the proprietor of a considerable estate, and the 



possessor of numerous flocks and herds. I t  is 

shrewdly suspected that these selfdenying ascetics 
do not spend their whole time upon the rock of 
Jungheera, but that there are seasons in which 
they indemnify themselves for the penances which 
they undergo, in order to secure the veneration of 
an ignorant multitude. The disguise of chalk, 
Ioug matted locks disfigured with dirt, and un- 
trimmed beards, renders it easy for three or four 
confederates to personate one fakeer, relieving 
guard at stated intervals, and when off duty enjoy- 
ing all the delights which money can purchase. 
The same person apparently may be seen always 
sitting in the same posture, neither eating, drink- 
ing, or smoking, and with nothing but the boughs 
of a tree to shelter him from the inclemencies of 
the season ; and yet t h e  privations, sustained only 
at stated times by one of several individuals, may 
be extremely light. But, though an immense 
number of hypocrites are to be found amongst 
these people, there are many Hindoo devotees, who 
really and truly encounter the most frightful hard- 
ships for the sake of a reward hereafter. 

At a considerable distance below Jungheera, 
there are other rocks which attract the attention of 
the voyager; they are profusely sculptured and 
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fringed to their bases with wild creepers, and the 
overhanging garlands of the trees, which spring 
from every fissure. The projecting points of Col- 
gong and Patergotta form a beautiful bay at this 
place; the ampbitheatre of hills, gleaming like 
amethysts in the sun-set, and the small wooded 
islands, whicb rise in fairy beauty upon the glitter- 
ing surface of Ganges, present a scene of loveliness, 
which it is scarcely possible to behold unmoved. 

But there are objects of utility, as well as of 
beauty, to intemt the traveller, whose destiny leads 
him to the neighbourhood of Monghyr. Above, 
on the opposite bank of the Ganges, a work has 
been constructed, which has excited the admiration 
of all who are capable of appreciating the impor- 
tance of the benefit which it has conferred. The 
zillah or province of Sarun, during many ages, en- 
joyed the reputation of being one of the most fertile 
tracts in the British territories, having had the ' 
name, common to all fruitful places, of " the gar- 
den of India," bestowed upon it. A melancholy 
change, however, took place, in consequence of the 
encroachments of the river Gunduck, which under- 
mined the dyke, and at length camed it away. 
This calamity threatened the destruction of a fair 
and populous district ; for, too frequently, extensive 
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tracts of valuable land were inundated by the rising 

/ of the riv,er, which on its reflux left nothing but 

I barren wastes covered with sand, and hillocks alike 
unfitted for agricultural or pastoral occupation, 
The inhabitants, driven from their employments, 
forsook their villages, and for many miles the cow- 

try presented nothing but waste and devastation. 
In the early part of 1830, the supreme government 
determined upon arresting the devastating encroach- 

) ments of the river, and Captain Sage, the executive 
officer of the division, was directed to construct a 
dyke, or bund, for the security of the adjacent 
country. He commend his operations in the 
middle of April in the same year, and on the 
nineteenth of the following June had completed 
his undertaking, *along a distance of ninety-two 
miles two furlongs and fifty-seven yards. The 
bund is in its average dimensions forty-five feet 
wide at the base, ten in width at the top, and nine 
feet in height, forming an elevated road, on which 
caniages of any description may safely be driven. 
Another cross bund, supplied with sixteen sluices 
for the purpose of irrigation, was completed after 
the rains by the same indefatigable officer, who, 
under a burning sun, in the hottest season of the 
year, accomplished a work which would have done 
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credit to the genius of Holland. No fewer than 
19,489 men were employed daily in this undertak- 
'ing ; and strict peraonal superintendence was n+ 
cessary to secure their effectual co-operation. The 
merit of the design also belongs to Captain Sage ; 
and in the opinion of competent judges, the soli- 
dity of the construction is such as to defy the 
utmost force of the river for many ages to come. 

Agriculture, as well as manufactures, flourishes 
in the neighbourhood of Monghyr; grain of all 

kinds, sugar, and indigo are in great abundance, 
and the country is celebrated for ita opium. Im- 
menee fields of poppies, which, though they have 
been not unjustly described as all glare and stench, 
have a gay appearance, their flowers varying i~ 
colours, like the tulip or the anemone, and chang 
ing with every breeze that sweeps amow them, 
render part of the cultivated district one wide par- 
terre. Cotton plantatione abound; the paths are 
strewed with pods full to bursting, which disclose 
the soft treasure within, appearing like a lump of 
wool intermixed with a few black seeds: the blossom 
of the cotton plant is very pretty, somewhat resem- 
bling that of the gum cistug but of a pale yellow. 
There are also large tracts of indigo, a dark green 
shrubby plant ; the neighbourhood of a factory 
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being always indicated by the appearance of the 
lower order of nativea employed in it. The name 
given to them, that of bed (OW (blue fellows), 
is very characteristic l i d  appropriate, for they are 
literally blue ; the few cloth- which they wear are 
dyed of that wlour, and eo are their skin4 which 
seem to take the tint very easily. The contrast 
between the steel-coloured and the copper-coloured 
brethren has a very droll effect. There are garden6 
of the betel-nut and eugar-plantations in this part 
of the wuntry, and though the -tree has almost 
disappeared, its place in the landscape is supplied 
by the date and tara palm. Cows are not supposed 
to grow luxuriantly except in the vicinity of the 
coast ; but their cultivation in many inland situa- 
tions in India shews that a little care alone is 
necessary for their introduction into the most remote 
ports of Hindoatan. Nothing can be more beauti- 
ful than the effect produced by their magnificent 
coronals, when intermixed with the foliage of other 
trees. 

, . The coco-nut tree ie reverenced and esteemed. 
sacred in India, on account of its utility. I t  affords 
nutritious food and wveral kinds of beverage. 
When green, its fruit is excellent stewed; and 
when not eaten alone, slices enter into the c o m p  
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sition of kaaries, and other made dishes: no one 
can have an idea of the flavour and delicacy of a 
cam-nut, who has only tasted it in the hard dry 
state in which it is brought' to Europe. The milk 
from the freshly-gathered fruit is delicious. Vine- 
gar is manufactured, and spirits distilled, from the 
juice of the palm-tree ; the oil it yields is unrivalled 
in excellence; its leaves plaited are employed in 
making the walls and wvering in the roofs of native 
cottages, and the fibres are twisted into cables, or, 
when finely picked, used for the stuffing of mat- 
tresses, cotton being esteemed too warm and soft 
for the climate. The corn-nut, either whole or in 
slices, always enters into the offerings made to .the 
deities, whose shrines occur in the district where it 
grows. Graceful girls may be seen, carrying a 

small tray of polished brass, on which spices, fra- 
grant flowers, and slices of the coco-nut are laid, 
intended for the $tar of Mahadeva, or some equally- 
venerated object of their worship. The same 
honours do not appear to be paid to the bamboo, 
although it is, if possible, more important than the 
coco-nut, being used for scaffoldings, enclosures, 
houses, ladders, masts, oars, poles of every kind, 
and almost every sort of furniture. 

There is no resident clergyman at Monghyr; 
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but it is occasionally visited by the district chaplains, 1 and a baptist missionary has an establishment, 

i where public worship is constantly performed. At 
the visit of Bishop Heber, the congregation did not 
exceed sixty persons, of which three only were 
natives : a proof of the difficulty attending conver- 
sion in India, since nothing can be more fervent 
than the zeal which Christian missionaries bring to 

their endeavours. 

b The bank of the Ganges opposite to Monghyr 
has not the slightest pretensions to beauty; its low, 
flat, 's+ampy shores, intersected with reedy islets, 
are the haunts of multitudes of alligators, which, 
in the hot season, may be seen sunning themselves 
by the side of the huge anbhills erected upon the 
sand-banks, appearing above the surface of the 
water. Some of these animals attain to a prodigious 
size ; they are exceedingly difficult to kill, in con- 

sequence of the adamantine armour in which the 
grhter part of their bodies is cased. Even when 
the balls penetrate less guarded points, they are so 
tenacious of life as to cause a great deal of trouble 
before they can be finally despatched. One, which 
had received eight balls, and was supposed to be 
dead, after having been tied to the bamboo of a 

budgerow for a whole day, exhibited in the evening 
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so much strength and fierceness, as to be a dangerous 
neighbour. Many of these monsters are fifteen feet 
long, and they swim fearlessly past the boats, lifting 
up their terrific heads, and raising their dark bodies 
Rom the water as they glide along. Though not 
80 frequently as in former times, when the echoes 
of the river were less disturbed by the report of 
f i r m s ,  natives are still the victims of that species 
of alligator, which lies in wait for men and animals, 
eenturing incautiously too near their haunts. I n  
many that have been killed, the silver ornaments 
worn by women and children, have been found, a 
oonvincing proof of the fearful nature of their 

PWY. 
An alligator, it is said, will sometimes make a 

plunge amidst a group of bathers at a ghaut, and, 
singling out one of the party, d g t  into the middle 
of the stream, defying pursuit by the rapidity of 
its movements against the current, through which 
it will fly with the velocity of an arrow, and having 
reached deep water it sinks with its victim into the 
abysses of the river. Eyewitnesses have given 
very frightful descriptions of the cruelty practised 
u b n  the unfortunate creatures fated to become the 
prey of these savrage monsters. I t  is said that the 
alligator will play with its victim like a cat with a 



3 
mouse, tossing it into the air, and catching it again 
in its jaws, before the find dispatch ; and persons 
standing at a ghaut have witnessed this horrid 
spectacle, when one of their juvenile companions 
have been carried away without a chance of rescue. 

r 
Probably, however, the alligator is obliged by i b  
peculiar conformation to adopt this mode of swallow- 
ing its food : when it has captured one of the finny 
tribe, the fish is always seen to flash far above the 
water before it descends into the capacious jaws 

b 
opened to receive it. 

Sportsmen, the younger portion eepecially, de- 
light in waging war against these giants of the 
stream, as they lie wallowing in the mud in shallow 
places, and presenting the defenceless parts of their 
bodies to the marksman. In  the Sunderbunds, 
where the creeks and natural canals of the Ganges 
wind through the forest, wh'bse margin almost 
mingles with the stxeam, alligators are sometimes 
engaged in deadly encounters with the tiger, A 
battle of this kind witnessed by a missionary is 
described to have been a drawn one, for although 
the tiger succeeded in dragging his unwieldy adver- 
sary into the jungle, after the lapse of an hour or 
two the alligator was seen to emerge, and to regain 
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4 
the water, not very materially injured by the con- 
flict it had sustained. 

The natives of Monghyr are a quiet industricn~s 
race, rarely participating in the crimes which are 
so frequently perpetrated in the upper and lower 
country, neither addicted to the lawless proceedings, 

I 

the onslaughts, murders, and highway-robberies 
often committed in open day by the warlike tribes 
of Hindostan, nor to the petty thefts, forgeries, 
burglaries, and sundry kinds of knavery, so common 
amidst the more artful and more timid Bengalees. 7 

Like all other natives, they are exceedingly litigious, 
and the attention of the public courts is taken up 
by suits of the most frivolous nature. 

A civilian of rapk, marching through the district, 
upon entering the breakfast tent, at the place of 

encampment for the day, was surprised by a very 
extraordinary apprition. An old woman, so 

withered and so wild in her attire as scarcely to 
seem to belong to humanity, was squatted in the 
corner. Rising up at his approach, she began to 
exclaim, or rather to scream out at the top of her 
voice, with all the fervour and volubility which 
mark her sex and country, a most unintelligible 
harangue, which the servants, who looked rather 
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i conscious, attempted to stop by vociferating 
c6 Choop ! choop!" (silence !) and by an endeavour 
to eject her from the tent. The judge, however, 
insisted upon hearing her story ; and becoming a 
little calm, she stated that her ancestors had ruined 

r themselves by defending their right to a certain 
tree, which grew upon the boundaries of two 
estates ; that judgment had been given and reversed 
many times, and that she, having carried on the 
suit in her own person, had obtained a decree, :he 

, fifteenth given, in her favour, and that now that 
she was absolutely reduced to poverty, with nothing 
but the possession of the tree to console her for the 
loss of the land, which had been sold to establish 
her right to it, the Saib's khidmutgars, requiring 
wood to boil water in a tea-kettle, had cut down 
this identical tree with their sacrilegious hands. 
The men, in vindication, stated that it was a stunted 
pollard, absolutely worthless, and fit only for fire- 
wood, a fact which they proved by incontestable . 
evidence. Nevertheless, the old woman persisted 
in demanding justice, told her story over and over 
again, aggravating at each time the magnitude . 
of the injury she had sustained, demanding many 
hundred rupees as a compensation ; and finally, the 
judge, having ascertained that the woman's statei 

VOL. 11. F 



~iielit was true, and that her family had k e n  ruined. a 

in consequence of repeated legal contests for the' 

property, sent her off with a gold mohur, the 

highest price which our friend had ever paid for a 

bundle of sticks. 



CHAPTER IV.  

THE BABA LOGUE. 

IT is possible to penetrate into the drawing-room 
of a mansion in England without being made aware 
that the house contains a troop of children, who, 
though not strictly confined to the nursery, seldom 
quit it except when in their best dresses and best 
behaviours, and who, when seen in any other part of 
the house, may be considered in the light of guests. 
I t  is otherwise in India. Traces of the baba logue, 

the Hindoostanee designation of a tribe of children,, 
are to be discovered the instant a visitor enters the 
outer verandah ; a rocking-horse, a small cart, a 
wheeled chair, in which the baby may take eques 
trian or carriage exercise within doors, generally 
occupy conspicuous places, and probably-for In- 
dian domestics are not very scrupulous respecting 
the proprieties in appearances--a line may be 

stretched across, adorned with a dozen or so of 
little muslin frocks, washed out hastily to supply 
the demand in some extraordinarily sultry day. 

F R 
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From the threshbld to the deepest recesses of the  
interior, every foot of ground is strewed with toys 
of all sorts and dimensions, and from all parts of 
the world-English, Dutch, Chinese, and Hindos- 
tanee. I n  a family blessed with numerous olive 

4 
branches, the whole house is converted into one 
large nursery ; drawing-rooms, ante-rooms, bed- 
rooms, and dressing-rooms, are all peopled by the 
young fry of the establishment. I n  the first, a 
child may be seen sleeping on the floor, under a 

4 
n~usquito-net, stretched over an oval bamboo frame, 
and looking like a patent wire dish-cover ; in the 
second, an infant of more tender years reposes on 
the arms of a bearer, who holds the baby in a 
manner peculiar to India, lying at length on a very 
thin mattrass, formed of several folds of thick cot- 1 
ton cloth, and croaking a most lugubrious lullaby, 
as he paces up and down ; in a third, two or more 
of the juveniles are assembled, one with its only 
garment converted into leading-strings, another 
sitting under a punkah, and a third running after 
a large ball, with a domestic trottirig behmcl, and 
following the movements of the child in an exceed- 
ingly ludicrous manner. 

Two attendants, a t  the least, are attached to 
each of the children ; one of these must always be 
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upon duty, and the services of the other are only 
dispensed with while at  meals; an ayah and a 
bearer are generally employed, the latter being 

a esteemed the best and most attentive nurse of the 

two. These people never lose sight of their respec- 
tive charges for a single instant, and seldom permit 
them to wander beyond arms' length ; consequently, 
in addition to the company of the children, that of 

a their domestics must be endured, who seem to think 
themselves privileged persons ; and should the 
little master or miss under their care penetrate into 
the bed-chamber of a visitor-no difficult achieve- 
ment, where all the doors are open-they will follow 
close and make good their entrance also. I t  is 
their duty to see that the child does not get into 
any mischief, and as they are certain of being 
severely reprehended if the little urchin should 
happen to tumble down and hurt itself, for their 
own sakes they are careful to prevent such a catas- 
trophe at any personal inconvenience whatever to 

t 

their master's guests. When the children are not 
asleep, they must be amused, an office which de- 
volves upon the servants, who fortunately take 
great delight in all that pleases the infant mind, 
and never weary of their employment. They are 

* 
a little too apt to resort to a very favourite me- 
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thod of beguiling time, that of playing on the 
tom-tom, an instrument which is introduced into 
every mansion tenanted by the baba logue for the 
ostensible purpose of charming the young folks, but 
in reality to gratify their own peculiar taste. An 
almost constant drumming is kept up from morn- 
ing until night, a horrid discord, which, on a very 
hot day, aggravates every other torment. The 
rumbling and squeaking of a low cart, in which a 

child is dragged for hours up and down a neigh- 
bouring verandah, the monotonous ditty of the old 
bearer, of which one can distinguish nothing but 
haba, added to the incessant clamour of the tom- 
tom, to say nothing of occasional squalls, dtogether 
furnish forth a concert of the most hideous descrip- 
tion. 

Nevertheless, the gambols of children, the ring- 
ing glee of their infant voices, and the infinite 
variety of amusement which they afford, do much 
towards dispelling the ennui and tedium of an Iw 

1 
dian day. The climate depresses their spirits to a 

certain point ; they are diverting without being 
troublesome, for there is always an attendant at 
hand to whom they may be consigned should they 
become unruly ; and certainly, con~idering how 
much they are petted and spoiled, it is only doing 
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Anglo-Indian children justice to say, that they are, 
generally speaking, a most orderly race. There 
can scarcely be a prettier sight than that of a groupr 
of fair children, gathered round or seated in the 
centre of their dark-bromed attendants, listening 
with eager countenances to one of those marvellous 
legends, of which Indian story-tellers possess so 

numerois a catalogue ; or convulsed with laughter 
> as they gaze upon the antics of some merry felloiv, 

who forgets the gravity and dignity considered so 
becoming to a native, whether Moslem or Hindoo, 
in his desire to afford entertainment to the hahn 

Zogue. In one particularly well-regulated family, 
in which the writer happened to be a temporary in- 
mate, a little boy anxiously expressed a wish that 
we would go very early to a ball which was to take 
place in the evening, because, he said, he and his 
brothers were to have a dhole, and the bearers had 
promised to dance for them. A dhole is an instru- 
ment of forty-drum-power ; fortunately, both chil- 
dren and servants had the grace to reserve it for 
their own private recreation, and doubtless, for that 
night at least, the jackall; were scared from the 

. door. 
The  dinner for the children is usually served up 

r 

at the same time with the tiffin placed before the 
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seniorsof the family. The young folks sit apart, - 

accommodated with low tables, and arm-chairs of 
correspondent size ; and as they are usually great 

I 
favourites with all the servants, it is no uncommon 
thing to see the whole posse of khidmutga~8 desert 
their master's chairs to crowd round those of the 
babae. One of the principal dishes at the juvenile 
board is denominated piah push, weak broth thick- 

4 
e n d  with rice, and a fowl pulled to pieces; ano- 
ther, called diliil baat, consists of rice and yellow 
peas stewed together; croquettes, a very delicate 
preparation of chicken, beaten in a mortar, mixed 
up with fine batter, and fried in egg-shaped balls, is 
also very common ; and there is always a kaaree. 
Europeans entertain only one notion respecting a . 
carry, as they term the favourite Indian dish, and 
which they suppose to be invariably composed of 
the same ingredients, a rich stew, highly seasoned, 
and served with rice. There are, however, infinite 
varieties of the kaoree tribe; that which is eaten \ 
by the natives differing essentially from that pro- 
duced at European tables ; while there is a distinct 
preparation for children, and another for dogs : rice 
and turmeric are the constant accompaniments of 
all, but with respect to the other articles employed, 4 
there is a very wide latitude, of which the native 
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cooks avail themselves, by concocting a kind pecu- 
liar to their own manufacture, which is not to be 
found at any table save that of the person whom 
they serve. 

Captain Basil Hall assures us that the kacrree is 
not of Asiatic origin, and that the natives of India 
owe its introduction to the Portuguese ; a startling 
assertion to those who are acquainted with the vehe- 

> ment objection to any innovation in dress or food 
entertained by Hindoos of all castes, and by the 
Moosulmans of this part of the world also, who 
are even less liberal than those of other countries. 
Nevertheless, it is an indisputable fact that, not- 
withstanding the prejudice which exists all over 
India against the adoption of foreign novelties, an 
exception has been made in favour of a few irnpor- 
tations, which are now in universal request, and 
which even the best-informed natives can scarcely 
be made to believe were not indigenous to the soil, 

L and entered as deeply into the household economy 
of their most remote ancestors as in their own at 
the present day. Tobacco, for instance, has found 
its way to Every part of the Peninsula, and must 
have extended rapidly to the most remote places, 

- .  immediately upon its introduction from Turkey or 
Persia, or by the early Portuguese colonists. The 

. F 3  
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chili, another American plant, is in almost equal 
esteem, and is to be purchased in all the native 
bazaars ; while every class,-whether the staple 
food, as amongst the wealthy Moosulmans, be 
flesh, or cakes of flour, which latter compose the 
meal of the poorer orders dwelling in the upper 
provinces, or the boiled rice of the low grounds, 
-is invariably accompanied by kaaree, composed 
of vegetables mixed up with a variety of spices, - 
and enriched, according to the means of the party, 
with ghee. Chetney, in all probability, was for- 
merly used as the sauce to flavour the rice or flour- 
cakes, which, without some adjunct of the kind, 
must be extremely insipid; but the substitute 
offers s. very superior relish, and as in its least 
elaborate state it is within the reach of the very 
poorest native, its invention and dissemination are 
actual benefits c o n f e d  upon the country. The 
kaaree for children is, of course, extremely simple, 
nor indeed are highly-seasoned dishes very fre- 
quently seen at European tables in the Bengal L 

* Presidency. They have nothing like the pepper- 
pot of the West-Indies, and it is rarely that the 
gastronome, delighting in the quintessence of spice, 
can be gratified by the productions of Indian 
cookery. 
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The khans, dinner of the baba logzle, is washed 
down with pure water, and, in about an hour or 
two after its conclusion, preparations for the even- 
ing exercise commence. The children are to be 
bathed for the second, and re-attired perhaps for 

the tenth time in the day. In the hot weather, it 
is not until this hour that the slightest pains-are 
considered necessary about the personal appearance 
of the young folks, who, until they are four or 
five years old, are permitted to go about the house 
during the earlier part of the day sometimes more 
than half-naked. In the evening, however, the 
toilette is a more serious affair ; babies are decked 
out in their laced caps, and a pair of pajammas 
(trowsers) are added to the frocks of their elder 
brothers and sisters, while those still more advanced 
in years are enrobed in their best suits, and flourish 
in ribbon-sirshes and embroidered hems; but, ex- 
cepting in the cold weather, there are no hats, 
bonnets, tippets, or gloves to be seen. 

I t  is not often that parents accompany their 
children in the evening drive or walk; the latter 
are taken out by their attendants at least an hour 
before grown-up people choose to exhibit thern- 

.. selves in the open air. The equipages of the baba 

logue are usually kept expressly for their accom- 
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modation, and of a build and make so peculiar as 

to render them no very enviable conveyances for 
their seniors : palanquin-carriages of all sorts and 
descriptions, drawn by one horse or a pair of bul- 
locks, in which the children and the servants squat 
together on the floor; common palanquins, con- 
taining an infant of two or three years old, with its 
bearer; t a m  jaune, in which a female nurse is 
seated with a baby on her lap; together with 
miniature sociables, chaises, and shandrydans,-in 
short, every sort of vehicle adapted to the Lillipu- 

- tian order, are put into requisition. Many of the 

little folk are mounted upon ponies; some of these 
equestrians are so young as to be unable to sit 
upon their steeds without the assistance of a 
chwprasey on each side, and a groom to lead the 
animal; others, older and more expert, scamper 
along, keeping their attendants, who are on foot, 
at full speed, as they tear across the roads, with 
heads uncovered and hair flying in the wind. 

One of the prettiest spectacles afforded by the 
evening drive in Calcutta, is the exhibition of its 
juvenile inhabitants, congregated on a particular 
part of the plain between the Government-house 
and the fort, by the side of the river. This is the 
chosen-spot ; all the equipages, a strange grotesque 
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medley, are drawn up at the corner, and the young 
people are seen, in crowds, walking with their ser- . 

3 
vants, laughing, chattering, and full of glee, during 
the brief interval of enfranchisement For the most 
part, they are pale, delicate little creatures ; cherry- 
cbeeks are wholly unknown, and it is only a few 
who can boast the slightest tinge of the rose. 

-. Nevertheless, there is no dearth of beauty; inde 
pendent of feature, the exceeding fairness of their 
skins, contrasted with the Asiatic swarthineas around 
them, and the fairy lightness of their forms, are- 
alone sufficient to render them exceedingly attrac- 
tive. Not many number more than eight years, 
and perhaps in no other place can there be seen so 

9 large an assembly of children, of the same age and 
rank, disporting in a promenade. Before night 
closes in upon the gay crowd, still driving on the 
neighbouring roads, the juvenile population take 
their departure, and being disposed in their respec- 

? tive carriages, return home. A t  day-break, they 

make their appearance again, ~ I I  equal numbers ; 
but their gambols are per-force confined to the 
broad and beaten path ; they dare not, as in Eu- 
rope, disperse themselves over the green sward, nor 

, enjoy the gratification of rolling and tumbling on 
the grass, filling their laps with w3d flowers, and 
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pelting each other with showers of daisies. Their 
attendants keep a sharp look-out for snakes, and 
though these reptiles are sometimes seen gliding 
about in the neighbourhood, there is no record of 
an accident to the baba h u e  from their poisonous 
fangs 

Itinerant vendera of toys take their station in the 
favourite haunt of their most liberal patrons, exhi- 
biting a great variety of tempting articles, all 
bright and gaudy with gold and silver. These 
glittering' wares are formed out of very simple 
materials, but a good deal of ingenuity is displayed 
in the construction: elephants more than a foot 
high, richly caparisoned, hollow, and made of 
paper, coloured to the life, with trunks which more - 
about to the admiration of all the beholders, may 
be purchased for a few pice ; nearly equally good 
imitations of btidgerows and palanquins, also of 
paper, bear a still smaller price ; there are, besides, 
cages containing brilliant birds of painted clay, 
suspended from the top bars by an almost invisible 
hair, and so constantly in motion as to be speedily 
demolished by cats, should they happen to hang 
within reach of their claws; magnificent cockatoos 
made of the pith of a plant which is turned to 
many purposcs in India, and which in China is 
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manufactured into paper; to these, whirligigs and 
reptilesof wax, set in motion by the slightest touch, 
are added. The Calcutta toyrnen, though not 

I equally celebrated, far surpass those of Benares in 
the accuracy of their representations of .  animate 
and inanimate objects ; they work with more fragile 
materials, and their chief dependence being upon 
customers fond of novelties, they are constantly 

4 bringing new articles into the market. In  the 

upper provinces, where the demand is less, Euro- 
pean children are obliged to be content with the 
common toys of the bazaars; nondescripts carved 
in wood, fac-similes of those which p l e d  former 
generations, but which are discarded the instant 
that better commodities are offered for sale. 

The popular evening-entertainment for children 
in Calcutta, juvenile balls not yet being established, 
is an exhibition of fantoccini, which goes by the 
name of a kat p t l e e  nautch. The showmen are 
of various grades, and exhibit their puppets at 

? 
different prices, from a rupee upwards, according 
to the ricl~ness of their scenery and decorations. 
A large room +n the interior is selected for the 
place of representation; a sheet stretched across 
between two pillars, and reaching within three feet . 

* 

of the ground, conceals the living performers from 
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view ; there is a back scene behind this proscenium, 
generally representing the exterior of a palace of 
silver, and the entertainment commences with the 
preparations for a grand durbar, or levee, in which 
European ladies and gentlemen are introduced. 
The puppets are of a very grotesque and bar- 
barous description, inferior to the generality of 
Indian handy-works, but they are exceedingly well- 
managed, and perform all their evolutions with 
great precision. Sofas and chairs are brought in 
for the company, who are seen coming to court, 
some on horseback, some on elephants, and some 
in carriages ; their descent from these conveyances 
is very dexterously achieved ; and the whole bar- 

lequinade of fighting, dancing, tiger-hunting, and 
alligator-slaying goes off with great 6cZut. The 
audience, however, forms the most attractive part 
of the spectacle. The youngest babies occupy the 
front rows, seated on the ground or in the laps 
of their nurses, who look very picturesque in the 
Eastern attitude, half-shadowed by their long flow- 
ing veils; beyond these scattered groupes, small 
arm-chairs are placed, filled witg little gentry 
capable of taking care of themselves ; and behind 
them, upon sofas, the mamas and a few female 
friends are seated, the rest of the room being 
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crowded with servants, male and female, equally 
delighted with the baba logue at the exploits of 
the wooden performers. 

I 
Generally, several of the native children belong- 

ing to the establishment are present, clad in white 
muslin chemises, with silver bangles round their 
wrists and ancles, their fine dark eyes sparkling 
with pleasure as they clap their little hands and 

f echo the wah! wah! of their superiors. Many of 
these children are perfectly beautiful, and their 
admission into the circle adds considerably to the 
effect of the whole scene. The  performances are 
accompanied by one or two instruments, and he- 
tween the acts, one of the showmen exhibits a few 
of the common feats of sleight of hand accomplished 
with so much ease by the inferior orders of Indian 
jugglers. 

There is another species of dramatic representa- 
tion, in which the baba hgue take especial delight. 

Y A man, a goat, and a monkey, comprise the dra- 
math p e r ~ ~  ; the latter, dressed as a sepoy, goes 

through a variety of evolutions, aided by his horned 
and bearded coadjutor. The children-though 
from the constant repetition of this favourite enter- 
tainment they have the whole affair by heart, and 
could at any time enact the part of either of the 
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performers,--are never weary of listening to the 
monologue of the showman, and of gazing on the 
antics of his dumb associates. This itinerant com- 
pany may be seen wandering about the streets of 
Calcutta all the morning; a small douceur to 
the durwan at the gate admits them into the 
compound, and the little folks in the verandah 
no' sooner catch a glimpse of the mounted monkey, 
than they are wild for the rehearsal of the piece. 

Time in India is not much occupied by the 
studies of the rising generation ; an infant prodigy 
is a rara auk amor~gst the European community ; 
for, sooth to say, the education of children is shock- 

ingly neglected; few can speak a word of English, , 

and though they may be highly accomplished in 
Hindostanee, their attainments in that langunge 
are not of the most useful nature, nor, being en- 
tirely acquired from the instructions of the servants, 
partictllarly correct or elegant. Some of the babm 
learn to sing little Hindostanee airs very prettily, 
and will even improvbe after the fashion of the 
native poets; but this i s  only done when they are 
unconscious of attracting observation, for the love 
of display, so injudiciously inculcated in England, 
has not yet destroyed the simplicity of Ang1;lo-Indian 
children. The art in which, unhappily, quick and 
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clever urchins attain the highest degree of pro- 
ficiency, is that of scolding. 'l'he Hindostanee 
vocabulary is peculiarly rich in terms of abuse; 

1 native Indian women, it is said, excel the females 
of every other country in volubility of utterance, 
and in the strength and number of the opprobrious 
epithets which they shower down upon those who 
raise their ire. They can declaim for five minutes 
at a time without once drawing breath; and the 
shrillness of their voices adds considerably to the 
effect of their eloquence. 

This description of talent is frequently turned 
to account in a manner peculiar to India. Where 
a person conceives himself to be aggrieved by his 
superior in a way which the law cannot reach, he 
not unfrequentlp revenges himself upon his adver- 
sary, by hiring two old women out of the bazaar, 
adepts in scurrility, to sit on either side of his 
door. These hags possess a perfect treasury of 
foul words, which they lavish upon the luckless 

r 
master of the house with the heartiest good-will, 
and without stint or limitation. Nor are their in- 
vectives confined to him alone; to render them the 
more poignant, all his family, and particularly his 
mother, are included ; nothing of shame or infamy 
is spared in the accusations heaped upon her head ; 
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a stainless character avails her not, since she is 
assailed merely to give a double sting to the mali- 
cious attacks upon her son. So long as these tirades 
are wasted upon the ears of the neighbours, they 
are comparately innocuous ; but should they find 
their way to the tympanums against which they 
are directed, the unfortunate man is involved in 
the deepest and most irremediable disgrace ; if he 
be once known to have heard it he is undone : con- 
sequently, for the preservation of his dignity, the 
object of this strange persecution keeps himself 
closely concealed in the most distant chamber of 
his house, and a troop of horse at his gate could 
not more effectually detain him prisoner than the 
virulent tongues of two abominable old women. 
The chokeydars, who act in the capacity of the 
gendarmerie of Europe, take no cognizance of the 
offence; the mortified captive is without a remedy, 
and must come to terms with the person whom he 
has offended, to rid himself of the pestilent effusions 
of his tormentors. 

With such examples before their eyes,-for there 
is not a woman, old or young, in the compound, who 
could not exert her powers of elocution with equal 
success,--a great deal of care is necessary to pre- 
vent the junior members of a family from indulging 
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in the natural propensity to scold and call names. 
Spoiled and neglected children abuse their servants 
in an awful manner, using language of the most 
horrid description, while those parents who are 

c 
imperfectly acquainted with Hindostanee are ut- 
terly ignorant of the meaning of the words which 
come so glibly from the tongues of their darlings. 

In  British India, children and parents are placed 
in a very singular position' with regard to each 

> 
other; the former do not speak their mother-tongue ; 
they are certain of acquiring Hindostanee, but are 
very seldom taught a word of English until they 
are five or six years old, and not always at that 
age. In  numerous instances, they cannot make 
themselYes intelligible to their parents, it being no 
uncommon case to find the latter almost totally 
ignorant of the native dialcet, while their children 
cannot converse in any ather. Some ladies improve 
themselves by the prattle of their infants, having 
perhaps known nothing of Hindostanee until they 

I have got a young family about them, an inversion 
of the usual order of things ; the children, though 
they may understand English, are shy of speaking 
it, and do not, while they remain in India, acquire 
the same fluency which distinguishes their utte- 

1 rance of the native language. The only exceptions 
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occur in King's regiments, where of course English 
is constantly spoken, and the young families of the 
officers have ample opportunity of making them- 
selves acquainted with their vernacular tongue in 
their intimate association with the soldiers of the 
corps. Under such tuition, purity of pronunciation, 
it may be supposed, would be wanting; but chil- 
dren educated entirely at the schools instituted in 
King's regiments, do not contract that peculiar and 
disagreeable accent which invariably characterizes 
the dialect of the country-born, and which the 
otispring of Europeans, if brought up in the aca- 
demical establishments df Calcutta, inevitably ao 
qi~ire. The  sons of officers who cannot afford to 
send their children to England for their education, 
oftell obtain commissions in their fathers' regiments, 
having grown up into manhood without quitting 
the land of their birth, and without having enjoyed 
those advantages which are supposed to be news- 
sary to qualify them for their station in society ; 
yet these gentleinen are not, in the slightest degree 
inferior to their brother officers in their attainments 
in classic and English literature; in the latter, 
perhaps, they are even more deeply versed, since 
they can only obtain an acquaintance with many 
interesting circuinstances relative to their father- 
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to seek their fortune at home, since there are very 
few channels for European speculation open in 
India Indipfactories form the grand resource 
for unemployed young men ; but, generally speak- 
ing, family connexions in the mother-country offer 1 

better prospects. With the female branches of 
Anglo-Indian families it is different ; the grand 
aim and object which their parents have in view is 
to get them married to men possessing civil or 
military appointments in India, and they consider 
the chances of so desirable a destiny materially in- 
creased by the attainment of a few showy and 
superficial accomplishments in some European semi- 
nary. In  too many instances, the money thus be- 
stowed must be entirely thrown away; young ladies, 
emancipated from the school-room at an early age, 
and perchance not acquainted with any society be- 
yond its narrow limits, have only the name of an 
English education, and know little or nothing more 
than might have been acquired in India; others, 
who have enjoyed greater advantages, are in danger ' I 

of contracting habits and prejudices in favour of 
their own country which may embitter a residence 
in India; and as it frequently happens that men 
of rank choose their wives from the dark daughters 
of the land, or are guided wholly by the eye, the L 
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good to be derived scarcely counterbalances the 
great evil of long estrangement from the paternal 
roof. 

The delight of Anglo-Indian parents in their 
children is of very brief duration, and miserably 
alloyed by the prospect of separation; the joy of 
the mother, especially, is subjected to many draw- 
backs; the health of the baby forms a source of 
unceasing anxiety from the moment of its birth. 
Infant life in the torrid zone hangs upon so fragile 
a thread, that the slightest ailment awakens alarm ; 
the distrust of native attendants, sometimes but too 
well-founded, adds to maternal terrors, and where 
the society is small, the social meetings of a station 
are suspended, should illness, however slight, pre- 
vail amongst the baba logue. where mothers are 

unable to nurse their own children, a native woman, 
or dhye, as she is called, is usually selected for the 
office, Europeans being difficult to be procured; 
these are expensive and troublesome appendages to 
a family ; they demand high wages on account of 
the sacrifice which they affect to make of their 
usual habits, and the necessity of purchasing their 
reinstatement to caste, forfeited by the pollution 
they have contracted, a prejudice which the Mus- 
sulmans have acquired from their Hindoo asso- 

VOL. 11. G 
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ciatea Their diet must be strictly attended to, 
and they are too well aware of their importance not 

1 

to make their employers feel it : in fact, there is no 

method in which natives can so readily impose upon 
the European community aa that in which their 
children are concerned. The dearest article of 1 

native produce is assea'-milk, in consequence of its I 

being recommended by medical men for the nutri- 
ment of delicate children ; the charge is never 1- 
than a rupee per pint, and it frequently rises much 
higher. I t  is useless to add a donkey to the farm- 
yard belonging to the establishment, in the hope of 4 

obtaining a regular and cheaper supply; the ex- 
pense of the animal's keep is enormous, and it is 
certain to become dry or to die in a very short time. 
Few servants refuse to connive at this knavery, and 
the ~ a m e  donkey may be purchased two or three 
times over by its original proprietor, and not an 

individual in the compound, though the fact may 
be notorious to all, will come forward to detect the 
cheat. I t  is a point of honour amongst them to 
conceal such delinquencies, and they know that if 
asses'-milk be required for the baba, it will be pur- 
chased at any price. 

Notwithstanding the extreme terror with which 
attached parents regard the hour which is to se- 
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parate them from their children, their greatest 
anxiety is to secure for them the advantages 
of an European education, and in almost every 
instance those who remain in India are only kept 
there in consequence of pecuniary embarrassments. 
The misery of parting with beloved objects seems 
even less severe than that of .retaining them under 
so many circumstances supposed to be adverse to 
their advancement in life; and the danger of en- 
trusting them to unamiable or incompetent persons 
in England, appears to be no th i~~g  compared to -- 
the wretchedness of seeing them grow up under 
their own eyes, without the means of acquiring 
those branches of polite learning deemed indis- 
pensable by ambitious mothers : numbers, who are 
too completely the offspring of the soil to require 

change of climate, are sent to England, in order 
- that in a.ccomplishments at least they may vie with 

their fairer associates. 
I t  must be confessed that many difficulties are 

placed in the way of female instruction in India, 
and indeed it is only where a mother is qualified to 

..- take an active part in the tuition of her daughters 
that they can acquire more than the mere rudi- 
ments of education The climate is unfavourable 
to occupation of this kind; English ladies soon 

0 2 
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learn to fancy that it is impossible to exert them- 
selves as they would have done at home; they 
speedily become weary of the task, and they have 
so many obstacles to contend against, in the Upper 
Provitlcea especially, where the necessary books 
cannot always be obtained, that only spirits of the , 
most active nature can persevere. Calcutta offers 
more facilities; it possesses whools, although of a 

very inferior description, and privste education 
may be carried on with the aid of masters, whose 
qualifications are quite equal to those which are to 
1w found in some of the best provincial towns in 
England; but the climate of Bengal is unfor- 
tunately more trying to youthful constitutions than 
that of the higher districts; and at the first indi- 
cation of declining health, parents take the alarm, 
and strain every nerve to procure the means of 
sending their children home. Not unfrequently 
the mother accompanies her young family, leaving 
the father thus doubly bereaved ; the husband and 
wife are sometimes parted from each other for many 
vears, where the latter is unwilling to relinquish 
the superintendence of her sons and daughters to 1 

other hands; but, in many cases, the lady spends 
the time in voyaging between England and India. 
Where there are funds to support the expense, the 
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wives of civil or military residents seem to think 
nothing of making the passage half a dozen times 
before they settle finally in one quarter of the 
globe; establishments which appear to be perma- 
nent are often broken up in an instant; some panic 
occurs; the mother flies with her children to 
another land, or, should it be convenient for the 
father to apply for his furlough, the whole family 
take their departure, leaving a blank in the society 
to which perchance they have contributed many 
pleasures. 

Ladies who take their children home at a very 
early age, when the dangerous period has passed, 
sometimes venture the experiment of bringing out 
a governess to complete their education in India. 
The expedient is seldom successful ; though bound 
in the heaviest penalties not to marry during a 
stipulated number of years, they cannot be kept to 
their engagements; the hand of the governess is 
often promised before the end of the voyage, and 
there is no chance of retaining her in the Upper 
Provinces; seclu&on from society is found to be 
ineffectual, as it only serves to arouse the knight- 

r 

errantry of the idle youth of the station; rich 
suitors pay at once the sum that is to be forfeited 
by previous agreement, and poor ones declare that 
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marriage cancels all such bonds, and defy the 
injured party to recover. Neither fortune nor con- 
nexion is much regarded in India in the choice of 
a wife; a few shewy accomplishments,-that of 
singing especially,-will always be preferred, and 
even where all these are wanting, gentlemen of high 
birth and suitable appointments will stoop very 
low : the European waiting-maid has as fair a 
chance as her young mistress of making 'the best 
match which the society can afford, and mortify- 
ing instances are of no unusual occurrence, in 
which a fermne de chanabre has carried off a prize 
from the belles of the most distinguished circle of 
the presidency. 

With these melancholy facts before their eyes, it 
seems surprising that the heads of houses should 
ever burthen themselves with the care and responsi- 
bility which the addition of a governess to their 
familiea must always entail; the only chance they 
have of retaining the services of a person in this 
capacity occurs when the choice has fallen on some 

well-conducted woman, who is separated from her 
husband, and desirous of obtaining an asylum in a 
foreign land. 

The eagerness with which females of European 
birth are usually sought in marriage in India is the 
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cause of the depreeeed state of the achwls in Cal- 
cutta. No sooner is a lady to whom mothers would 
gladly entrust their children established as a school- 
mistress, tkan she is i n d d  to exchange the trou- 
bles and anxieties attendant upon her situation for 
a more desirable home. If men of raak should 
not offer, rich tradeamen are always to be found 
in the list of suitors; and where pride does not 
interfere, the superior wealth of many individuals 
of this class renders them equally eligible for the 
husbands of unportioned women. The bride de- 
serts her charge for more sacred duties, and the 
school falls into incompetent hands. Owing to 
these adverse circumstances, few female pupils who 

- have European mothers living, are to be found in 
any of the establishments for their education in 
Calcutta : but where there is an adequate provision 
for the maintenance of the child, private seminaries 
have hitherto been preferred to the Orphan School 
at Kidderpore; an institution which, under the 
zealous superintendence of the Rev. Mr. Hovenden, 
made rapid strides in improvement. The death of . 
this gentleman, whose whole heart was engaged in 

I 

the plans which he formed for the advantage of 
the youthful community placed under his direc- 
tion, must long be severely felt; but from his 
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judicious arrangements, the estabfishment cannot 
fail to derive lasting benefit; and in the present 
spread of intellect, we may hope that in the course 
of a few years a still better system may be intm- 
duced at Kidderpore, and that other schools may 
spring up, in which every advantage of education 
may be obtained without the necessity of a voyage 
to Europe. 



CHAPTER V. 

I O U D E .  

THE fate of the kingdom of Oude seems now 
verging to a crisis, and, in all probability, a short 
period will decide whether it is to continue under 
the mismanagement of its present rulers, or be 
placed entirely under the control of the British 
Government. At the present period, Lucknow 
affords an almost perfect realization of the beau 
ideal of the court of an Asiatic despot, though the 
power over life and limb has been somewhat 
abridged by the presence of the British Resident. 

In  natural advantages, the -kingdom of Oude 
does not yield to any part of India. The whole 
surface of the province is level, and watered by 
numerous streams; and the land, when properly 
cultivated, is exceedingly productive, affording rich 
crops of every sort of grain, cotton, sugar, indigo, 
opium, and all the most valuable products of Hin- 
dostan. The gifts of Heaven have, however, been 
neutralized by the ruinous policy of an oppressive 

6 3  
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government. " The impression, which generally 
remained uppermost;" obseweci the writer of a p i -  
vate letter,* dated in December last, " as the gene 
ral result of our visit to Lucknow, was that of dis- 
gust. In a state in which the people have no voice, 
in respect of the amount or kind of taxation, or as 
to the disposal of the &venue raised, every sort of 
improvement must depend upon the ruling power. 
Every where we saw proofs of the frivolity of the 
amusements of the sovereign, and of the lavieh ex- 
pense at which they axe gratified ; no where could 
we perceive any public work in progress Eu the 
benefit of the community. Along one entire side 
of this extensive and populous capital runs thc 
river Goomtee, over which there is not a single 
bridge ; that which was commenced being left un- 
finished. What might not be done in this king- 
dom ! I t  has no national debt, and if there be 
truth in reports generally believed, it has h r e s  of 
wealth, though wcretly hoarded. But even if 
these rumours be groundless, it is known that the 
present annual revenue, without reviving an old, or 
imposing a new tax, is fully adequate to meet all 
proper demands far the state and splendour of the 

Addressed to the Editor of-2% W t a  Literary Ga- 
zette, and forwarded by him to the writer of thir work. 



mereign, ,the maintenance of efficient judicial and 
fiscal establishments, and for carrying forward 
works of improvement and of utility. I t  is sad to 
say, that whatever the public servants do not pecu- 
late, and put by in secret, againat timea of need and 
difficulty, to themselves, is squandered by the do- 
minant authority in vain and frivolous amusements, 
in the pursuits of a weak mind, and a vitiated taste, 

and the indulgence of depraved habita Although 
his servants bow down their necks to the royal per- 
son, he has little or no voice in the management of 
the ffiirs of the county, and the sin of misrule 
must rest upon the head of his c h n  minister. 

cc In the short space between Cawnpore and 
Lucknow, 8s well as from appearances immediately 
around the capital, I was disposed to think the ta la  
of mal-administration exaggerated The nverae, 
however, became but too obvious en& stage we pro- 
eeeded, by the way of Seetapore, to Shahjehanpore. 
We passed over miles and miles of waste in succes- 
sion, not of barren land, incapable of cultivation, 
-for the fertility of the aoil was manifest in many 
places, and traces of former tillage plainly discerni- 
ble ; such aa ridges dividing fields ; wells for irriga- 
tion, now dilapidated and useless, and groves of 
mango-trees, far remote from present habitations ; 
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-but evincing that these parts of the country had 
once been populous. Where the soil is naturally so 

rich, where so much facility for irrigation exists, as 

well in the nearness of water to the surface, as in 
the numerous small streams inn ing  from the moun- 
tains to unite themselves with the Ganges, it seems 
impossible to trace the mournful waste and depopu- 
lation to any other source than that of impolitic 
and unjust administration. This cause alone was 
assigned by all those with whom I conversed on the 
subject,-and they were of all classes, such as offi- 
cials now in employ, or who had been employed 
under former ministers, cultivators, shopkeepers, 
pensioned sepoys, chokeydars, &c.,-they all de- 
clared that oppressive taxation occasioned this m e  
lancholy state of things ; that it was the same whe- 
ther an awnid (agent) or a renter farmed ; that no 
faith was kept ; that the rent assessed was merely 
nominal, there being no limit to the demand, ex- 
cept the degree of means and power to enforce it. 
This it was which drove the stronger ~ l g o o s a r s  

(landholders) into resistance, and forced the weaker 
to fly the country. I t  is a matter for surprise that 
any cultivators remain : but the tenacity with which 
this class cling to their homes is notorious, and it is 
probable, indeed, that the very lowest grade of the 
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people,-the ryots,--suffer least, because opprea- 
sion falls principally on the chiefs of villages ; 
while it is certain that the custom of paying rent 
in kind by battai, which prevails uniformly in 
Oude, is beneficial to the mere ryot. In our prc- 
vinces, money-rents, fixed without advertence to 
fluctuation of prices, and adhered to for several 
successive years, have much injured our culti- 
vators. 

a At no time, and on no occasion, did I ever feel 
more proud of being in the service of the British 
Indian Government, than on recrossing within its 
frontier. After having travelled through a wilder- 
ness, we passed the small stream called Sooketa, 
which divides Oude from our territory, and is not 

more than ten yards wide. Up to this point we 
scarcely saw a tilled field;-from it, all the way to 
Shahjehanpore, about four coss, we gazed upon one 
vast sheet of rich cultivation, wheat, barley, u r h u ~  
(a species of rye), grain of all kinds, cotton, sugar- 
cane, &c.;-the road bounded by banks or ditches ; 
in short, every indication of industry, prosperity, 
and security. There is no perceptible change in 
the nature of the soil, nor is any thing changed, in 
fact, except the ruling power.n 

The unfinished bridge intended to span the 



Goomtee, mentioned in the foregoing remarks, wrs 1 
l 

a project of Saadut Ali, the late sovereign ; it w a  I 

to have been of iron, and the materials had arrived 1 
from England; but the death of the monarch 
taking place before they could be employed for the 
intended purpose, his successor, imbibing the pre- 
judice common in Hindomtan, that no luck can 
attend the completion of an undertaking thus 
arrested in its progress, suffered the design to fall 
to the ground. There is, however, or at least there 
was, a bridge of solid masonry across the Goomtee, I 

at Lucknow, besides one of platformed boats, that 
in the centre being moveable and opened for an 
hour every day. 

The king of Oude has kept up a.greater degree 
of state than his more highly descended, but less 1 
fortunate, contemporary of Delhi; and, in fact, 
Lucknow is the only native court in Hindostan, 
which can afford any idea of the princely magnifi- 
cmce affected by the former rulers of India; that 

0 

of Gwalior can bear no comparison, nor are thoee 
in the central provinces distinguished by the pomp 
and splendour which still clwacterize the throne of 
this ill-governed kingdom. 

Like the generality of Indian cities, Lucknow 
presents a more imposing spectacle at a distance 
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than its interior can realize, though some of its 
buildings may bear a comparison with those of the 
most celebrated capitals in the world. When 
viewed from some commanding point, the city ex- 
hibits a splendid assemblage of minarets, cnpolas, 
pinnacles, towers, turrets, and lofty arched gate- 
ways, through which, with many windings, the 
river  glide^, while the whole of this bright cun- 

fusion of palace and temple, is shadowed and inter- 
spersed with the rich foliage of trees of gigantic 
growth and redundant luxuriance. But ;when 
visited in detail, the gorgeousness of the picture is 
obscured by the more than ordinary degree of dirt, 
filth, q d  squalid poverty, which are placed in 
juxta-position with its grandest feature: the lanes 
leading from the principal avenues are ankledeep in 
mud; and many of the hovels, which afford an 
insufficient shelter to a swarming population, are 
the most wretched habitations that imagination can 
conceive. 

The capital of Oude is divided into three quar- 
ters. The first is chiefly appropriated to the mer- 
cantile community attached to the court and the re- 
aidency ; this district is composed of narrow, dirty, 
and inconvenient streets, and with the exception of 
a chowk, or market-place, and one or two open 
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spaces occupied by the higher order of shopkeepers, 
the whole is mean beyond any comparison with the 
correspondent portions of other native cities. The 
population is immense, and the beggars quite as 

abundant as in places where mendicity is sanctioned 

i 
by a higher degree of holiness than Lucknow can 
boast. Every corner of the streets is occupied by 
faqueers, whose stentorian voices are heard above 
the Babel-like dissonance of an Asiatic city. The 
second quarter which sprang up principally under 
the auspices of Saadut'Ali, in addition to one ex- I 

ceedingly handsome street above a mile long, con- 
sists of a spacious chowk, and several well- 
appointed bazaars. I t  is entered at each end by a 
lofty gateway, and is composed of many palaces, 
and palace-like mansions, belonging to the king, 
and occupied by the members of his family, and 
the officers of his household. The architecture, 
though striking and picturesque, is rather whim- 
sical, being an admixture of all sorts of orders and 

~ 
styles, Grecian and Moorish, diversified by m e  I 

dern innovations and alterations. The furniture 
of these houses is in the European style, and many 
contain a very curious and heterogeneous assem- 
blage of upholsterer's goods, such as are seldom 
now to be seen in the countries which produced 
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them. The third and most interesting quarter is 
of a more purely Oriental character, and contains 
numerous splendid buildings, mosques, and royal 
residences, chiefly completed during the sove- 
reignty of Asoph-ud-Dowlah, who, upon his acces 
sion to the throne, quitted Fyzabad, the former 
capital of Oude, and fixed the seat of his govern- 
ment at Lucknow. The palace, which faces the 
Goomtee, comprises six principal courts or qua- 
drangles, sumunded by pavilion-like buildings. 
In  the first of these, which is entered by two lofty 
gateways, the attendants of the wurt have their 
apartments. Over the outer-gate there is a hand- 
some chamber, called the Nobut Khana, or music- 
room, forming an orchestra upon a very splendid 
scale. The second court, e n w m p d  by state 
apartments, is laid out as a garden, liaving a well, 
or bowlee, in the centre. Round this well are 
pavilions, opening to the water, and intended to 

afford a cool retreat during the hot weather; the 
air is refreshed by the constant dripping of the 
fountain, and the piazzas and arcaded chambers 
beyond, within the influence of its luxurious at- 
mosphere, are well calculated for sleeping chambers 
in the sultry nights so constantly occurring 
throughout the period of the hot winds. Parallel 



to the second court, and at the eastward of it, 
stands a splendid edifice, raised upon an arched 
terrace, entirely of stone. This fabric, which is 

. called the Sungee Dalaun, contains a grand hall, 
surrounded with a double arcade, crowned with a 

cupola at each angle, and one over the principal 
front, all of copper doubly gilt. At  the extremities 
of the terrace there are wings, and flower-gardens 
stretch along each front, divided into parterres by 
walks and fountains. A corridor extends round 
this court, planted with vines, and out of three 
entrances, o w  with a covered passage is appro- 
priated to the ladies. These gateways are decked 
with gilded domes, and the mosque, zenana, and 
other buildings attached to the palace, give to the 
whole edifice the air of a city raised by some 
enchanter. Without entering farther into dry de- 
scriptive details, it may be sufficient to say, that 
in no place in India can there be a more vivid 
realization of visions conjured up by a perusal of 
the splendid Gctions of the Ar&n Wiht8. Those 
who have visited the Kremlin, have pronounced 
that far-famed edifice to be inferior to the Imam- 
baa ;  and the palaces of the Hyder Baugh, Hossejn 
Baugh, and Seesa Mahal, have nearly equal claims 
to admiration. 
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The banks of the Goomtee are beautifully planted, 
and its parks and gardens rendered singularly at- 
tractive by the multitude of animals kept in them. 
At a suburban palace, European visitants are de- 
lighted with the novel sight of a herd of English 
cattle, their superior size, roundness of form, and 
sleek looks, offering a strong contrast to the 
smaller, humped, and dewlapped breeds of Hin- 
dostan: the latter are perhaps more picturesque, 
but the associations connected with cows bred in 
English meads, the numerous pastoral d e c -  
tions which their unexpected appearance revive in 
the mind, render them, when viewed beneath the 
shade of the tamarinds and banians of a tropical 
clime, objects of deep and peculiar interest. 
The menageries of Lucknow are very extensive, 

and besides those wild and savage animals kept for 
the purpose of assisting at "the pomps of death 
and theatres of blood," in which this barbaric court 
delights, there are many fierce beasts, not intended 
for fighting, retained merely as ornamental appen- 
d a p .  Several rhinoceroses are amongst the num- 
ber; they are chained to trees in the park, but 
some of the tigers appear to be so ill-secured, rat- 

tling the wooden bars of their cages with such 
vigorous perseverance, that it requires rather strong 
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nerves to approach the places of their confinement. 
Delkusha (heart's delight) is one of the most cele- 
brated of the parks belonging to the kiug; it is 
planted and laid out with great care and taste, 
open glades being cut through the thick forest, in 
which numerous herds of antelopes, Indian deer, 
and the gigantic variety of this interesting species, 
the nylghau, are seen disporting. This park 
abounds with monkeys, which are held sacred; 
for, though the Moslem religion has the ascen- 
dancy, that of the Hindoo is not only tolerated, 
but allowed the fullest enjoyment of its supersti- 
tions: the monkeys in this district are under the 
guardianship of a party of faqueers, who have esta- 
blished themselves in the private park of a Moham- 
medan monarch. The of Delkusha possesses 
no great exterior pretensions to elegance, but it 
is handsomely fitted up, and, in common with the 
other royal residences, contains toys and bgo,utmie 
sufficient to stock a whole bazaar of curiosity 
shops. 

The pigeons belonging to Lucknow even exceed 
in number those of Benares, and other places where 
they are objects of reverence ; here they are more 
esteemed for their beauty than for any peculiar 
sanctity, and the different breeds are preserved 
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with the greatest care. On the summits of nearly 
all the roofs of the palaces, particularly the ze- 
nanas, these interesting birds are seen in flocks of 
from seventy to a hundred in each; they are 
selected for the beauty of their plumage, and each 
v3liety is kept in a separate flock. Boys are em- 
ployed to teach them different evolutions in their 
flights. When on the wing, they keep in a cluster, 
and at a whistle fly off into the fields of air, ascend, 
descend, or return home as the signal directs. 
When turning suddenly, and darting towards the 
sun, the gleam of their variegated necks produces 
a beautiful effect, and when they alight upon the 
ground, they form a carpet of the most brilliant 
colours and the richest design imaginable. So great 
is the native attachme~lt to the amusements which 
these birds afford, that it is recorded of some of 
the sovereigns of Lucknow that, in their country 
excursions, they were accompanied by their 
women and pigeons." 

Another remarkable feature of this extraordinary 
city is its elephants, which are maintained in mul- 
titudes; immense numbers belong to the king, and 
all the nobility and rich people possess as many ss 
their means will admit. I n  royal processions, fes- 
tivals, and state-occasions, they appear in crowds. 
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A battalion of elephants, fifteen abreast, formed 
into a c l d e d  cdumn, richly caparisoned in 1 
flowingjicook of scarlet and gold, with silver how- 
&he, and bearing natives of rank clothed in glib 
tering tissues, form an imposing sight ; but this 
can only be seen with full effect in the open I 
country beyond the city. Once within the streets, I 

the jostling and confusion are tremendous, and not 

unfrequently, in very narrow passes, ladders, and - 
housings, or perhaps part of the roof on the 
verandah of the projecting buildings, are torn 

away by the struggles for precedence displayed by 
elephants, acquainted with their strength, and en- 
tering with ardour into the resolves of the mahouts 
to gain or maintain the foremost places. Elephants 
breed in a state of domestication, and young ones 
not larger than a good-sized pig, are frequently 
seen frolicking by the side of their mothers through 
the streets of Lucknow,--a spectacle fraught with 
interest to the eye of a European stranger. Ca- 
mels are equally numerous, and, when handsomely 
capnrisoned, add considerably to the splendour of 
a procession. The king's stud does not consist of 
fewer than a thousand horses, many of which are , 
perfect specimens of the finest breeds, and are con- 
sidered paragons of their kind ; these are brought 
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out to increase the splendour of his retinue, and, 
.even upon ordinary occasions, his suwarree exceeds 
in multitude and variety any European notion 
of ostentatious show. When seeking amusement 
at  his numerous park8 and gardens, the king is 
attended by immense numbers of people, and 
spare equipages of every description, dogs, hawks, 
hunting leopards, with their keepers; and an 
almost endless train of guards and domestics, both 
on horseback and on foot, form his multitudinolls 
accompaniments; and though the delight in shew, 
which characterizes Asiatics, may be esteemed a 
childish and puerile taste, and we could wish the 
sovereign of so interesting a territory to be guided 
by nobler aims and to seek higher pursuits, one 
can scarcely desire that these pomps and pa- 
geantries, the relics of old romance, should be 
numbered with by-gone things. 

Both the present and former rulers of Oude have 
manifested a strong partiality for European fashions 
and European manufactures, but their love of 
novelty has not been productive of any national im- 
provement ; they have thought of nothing beyond 
some idle ptificstibn or indulgence, and their 

L 

minds have not expanded, or their views become 
more enlightened, by constant intercourse with the 
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people who possess so much knowledge, both moral 1 

and political. A great number of foreigners have 
for many yearn been attached to the court of the 
king of Oude ; a large proportion unquestionably 
might be styled mere adventurers, ignorant of 
every art excepting that which teaches them to 
profit by the follies and weaknesses of mankind; 
but there were others of a superior order, from 
whom many lessons of the highest practical utility 
might have been acquired. 

The king of Oude has selected English officers 
for his aides-de-camp, his physicians belong to the 
Company's medical establishment, and he has also 
other persons of equal rank and intelligence at- 
tached to his household. An artist of great re- 

spectability and very considerable talent grew old 
in the service of Saadut Ali and his successor. 
This gentleman retired, at an advanced age, to 
spend the remainder of his days at Cawnpore, 
where he kept up a handsome establishment, and, 
until the loss of his daughter and increasing in- 
firmities rendered him averse to society, had been 
wont to exercise the most extensive hospitality to 

the residents of the station The place of Mr. - 
Home is supplied, at the court of Lucknow, by 
Mr. George Beechy, who had distinguished him- 
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self by several masterly efforts of the pencil before 
he left England, and whose portrait of a native 
female, sent over and exhibited two years ago at 
Somerset House, attracted the attention of the 
best judges of the art. I t  is said,-but whether 
on sufficient authority we are unable to state,- 
that Asiatic prejudices had been so far remitted as 
to allow this gentleman access to the royal zenana, 
for the purpose of taking the portrait of the 
favourite wife. Sucl~ an innovation cannot fail to 
produce very important results; and there are too 
many indications of a similar nature occurring all 
over British India, to render it at all doubtful that, 
at no very distant period, the whole fabric of 
jealbus restriction will give way, and that the 
women of Hindostan will receive the full enjoy- 
ment of liberty so long denied. 

The Christian community of Lucknow is rather 
considerable when compared to that of other native 
cities ; a great many of the shopkeepers and per- 
sons holding officee, about the court are half-castes ; 
and there are a multitude of hangers-on, of the 
same religion, who, attracted by the hope of 
enriching themselves under a monarch whose 
splendour and liberality have been of course ex- 
aggerated by report, pick up a subsistence, where 

VOL. 11. H 
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they had expected to find an easy path to wealth. 
T h e  military cantonments, in which the Company's 
battalions are garrisoned, are situated a t  some dis- 1 
tance -from the city, where their neighbourhood 1 

acts as a salutary check, without creating the an- 1 
noyance a more close association would naturally 

I 
produce. There are turbulent spirits amongst the 
population of Lucknow, that can ill brook the 1 

military superiority of their British rulers, and, 
however hopeless the attempt, would gladly mea- . 
sure swords with them; but this hostility is not so 

general as some persons have asserted, and it is 
rarely manifested except upon some strong provo- I 

cation. 
Europeans have made complaints of the inso- 

lence which they have sustained in passing through 
the city without a numerous train of attendants ; 
their palanquin-doors have been rudely opened, 1 
and other marks of disrespect evinced; but, though 
such things may have happened, conduct of this 2 

nature is by no means general, and in most cases, 
upon investigation, it would be found that the 
natives were not the first aggressors. The character 
of the complainant should always be taken into con- 
sideration; some Europeans are so imperious and - 
exacting, that they see nothing but insolence and 



defiance upon the part of those who do not ap- 
proach them with servility and homage:; while 
others, who think less of their own importance, are 
struck with the urbanity and courtesy which seem 

, almost innate in natives of any intellectual preten- 
sions. Thus, at a party given by the king of 

. Oude, very contradictory reports will be dissemi- 
nated respecting the conduct of the native visitants 
towards the European guests. From one we shall 
hear a triumphant account of his having succeeded 
in maintaining an upper seat in a struggle with 
some rude Mussulman, anxious to uphold his own 
dignity, and to lower the pride of the English; 
while another will dilate upon the polite attention 
he has received; and u p ~ n  the gentlemanly man- 
ners and address, which, as a prevailing charac- 
teristic, exceeds that of more civilized countries. 
No Frenchmen have better command over their 
countenances when conversing with persons ill- 
acquainted with their language; they betray no 
disgust at the ungrammatical, vulgar phrases in- 
troduced by those who are only accustomed to talk 
to their servants, though they themselves are 
choice in their expressions, having a vocabulary 
quite distinct from that of the lower orders, and 
deeming it the height of ill-breeding to deviate 

H 2 



from the established rule. Unfortunately, this ~ 
graciousnm of demeanour, and tolerance of sole- 
cisms arising from nn imperfect acquaintance with 
foreign manners and customs, is not very general 
amongst the English residents in India. They 
are glad to encape from society which is irksome to 
them, and it seems their endeavour to make their 
intercourse with the better classes of natives as 

brief as possible. This spirit will account for the 
little progress which knowledge has made at the 
court of Lucknow ; and it seems a reproach to the 
Europeans attached to the residency, rather than 
to the natives themselves, that so much superstition 
and almost brutal ignorance should still prevail 
amongst a people eminently capable of becoming , 
wise and enlightened. I t  is scarcely possible to 
imagine any thing more childish than the belief in 
omens, the notions of lucky and unlucky days, by 

I 

which the most serious transactions of life are regu- 
I 

l a d  by the king and his courtiers; and their 
utter ignorance of the principles which actuate 
men of honour, or indeed of common morality, 
would be incredible, were it not supported by well 
known and undeniable evidence. 

Aga Meer, the favourite minister of the late 
king, 11ad incurred the deepest hatred of his suc- 
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cessor, not only by the odium which he brought 
upon the government by his rapacity and cruelty, 
but on account of permnal offences, which could 
neither be forgotten nor forgiven. A shew of re- 
conciliation had taken place previous to the death 
of the then reigning monarch; and his son, re- 
leased from confinement, readily agreed to bury 
the past in oblivion. Once seated on the throne, 
the opportunities which offered themselves to 
satiate long-smothered vengeance, could not be 
rejected. Aga Meer, justly alarmed for his 
safety, took refuge at the residency. The medi- 
tated blow was arrested, and the king, much to 
his mortification, discovered that he could neither 
take the life, nor seize the property, of the dis- 
graced minister, both being under English pro- 
tection. He, therefore, though reluctantly, con- 
tented himself with making him a prisoner in his 
own palace, the power which he was permitted to 
exercise extending no farther. Aga Meer's riches 
consisted of jewels and @in to a vast amount; 
these he had improvidently suffered to accumulate 
in his own house, instead of taking measures to 
secure them in foreign banks. There would have 

been little or no difficulty in effecting his own 
m p e ,  but it was quite impossible to convey such 



bulky treasures away in secret. His servants and 
satellites were, however, instructed to make the 
most tempting offers to young English officers, 
whose spirit and enterprize it was thought might 
achieve this anxiously desired object ; but the 
attempt was too hope.le8s to be undertaken. 

Aga Meer, at one time, endeavoured to practise 
an old and common stratagem; but such stage- 
tricks are now worn out in Asiatic theatres, He 
asked leave to send his women away, and loaded 
their palanquins with jewels. On the present oc- 

casion, female privacy was not respected; the 
palanquins were searched, and Aga Meer was glad 
to get them back within his own walls. Though 
the minister despaired of effecting his purpose, the 
king felt extremely apprehensive that same power- 
ful aid would be raised up in favour of a man 
possessed of such enormous wealth, and that he,- 
and the sequel proved that he was not wrong in 
his conjecture,-would be disappointed of the 
golden prize. . 

Aga Meer's death now became an object of the 
greatest importance, and in the opinion of the mo- 
narch's friends and confidant's, an easy mode of 
effecting it presented itself. The health of the 
prisoner, somewhat injured by auxiety and confine- 



ment, was entrusted to the care of a medical officer 
of the Company's establishment. This gentleman, 
in whom Aga Meer reposed the greatest confidence, 
was pitched upon by the conspirators for the in- 
strument of their project. Nothing doubting that 
he would fall readily into their schemes, two ex- 
d o g l y  polite and plausible persons paid him a 
visit, and after a few hints, not easy to be under- 
stood by a man of high maral principles, proceeded 
to say that he would greatly oblige and gratify the 
king by administering a dose of poison to Aga 
Meer, a service which would be rewarded by the 
gift of a lac of rupees. Somewhat embarrassed by 
this extraordinary proposition, and not knowing 
how far his character might be implicated by its 
having been made to him, the gentleman dissembled 
his indignation and horror ; askin8 time for consi- 
deration, he dishlissed his guests, and repairing to 
the residency; laid the whole affair before the chief 
personage appointed by the Company to superin- 
tend the affairs of Oude. The surgeon was in- 
structed to appoint another meeting, and to enter 
into some specific arrangement, which should fully 
commit the persons who had contrived this cold- 
blooded scheme. They did not hesitate to bring a 
deposit of half the money, and when surprised by 
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case the king should refuse to allow Aga Meer to 

depart with all his tremure. The writer was at  
Cawnpore at the period of this important transit. 
I t  was a time of considerable excitement, though 
the result could scarcely justify a doubt. Amongst 
the young military men, nothing was more eagerly 
deliired than a t a w h a  of the kind, and at one . 
time great hopes were entertained of the king's ob- 
stinacy : but he was too wise to allow passion to 
o'er-master prudence, and with little less than P h a  
roah's reluctance, suffered his enemy to depart un- 
scathed. Aga Meer's treasures, amounting, it was 

, said, to the enormous sum of twenty-five crores of 
rupees (as many millions sterling), were conveyed 
across the Ganges in eight hundred hackeries (bul- 
lock-carts) ; he established himself at Cawnpore, 
purchasing several of the most beautiful of the 
houses which had been built by the English resi- 
dents for their own accommodation, at a period in 
which they could better afford to lodge sumptuously 
than at the present day. Aga Meer did not survive 
his emancipation very long ; the circumstances of 
his death are enveloped in mystery, and rumours 

I are abroad that the vengeance of the king of Oude. 
overtook him at  the moment in which he enjoyed a 
fancied security. His wealth also, i t  is said, ua. 

H 3 
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accountably diqpeared; many of his servants, 
after his decease, were in a state of destitution from 
the irnposfirlity of procuring the payment of their 
wages, which had been long in arrears. 

Those who are acquainted with all the particulars 
of his eventful life,+d they are known to many, 
--could furnish a very interesting memoir of this 
subtle adventurer, and the information conveyed 
by such a narrative would throw considerable light 
upon the complicated net-work of the affairs of 
Oude. Originally a common n~.88&hee, or scul- 
lion, Aga Meer contrived to ingratiate himself with 
his superiors, and rose at length to the highest 
appointment in the state. His rapacity is said to; 
have known no bounds, and if he sanctioned half 
the acts of cruelty and oppression which are laid to 
his charge, no monster in the human form ever 
committed crimes of more fearful magnitude. Re- 
verencing neither sex nor age, upon any pretext for 
the seizul~ of property, his myrmidons were di- 
rected to violate the sacred precincts of the %emma. 

The males of the family, bound by the dearest ties 
of honour to prevent such an outrage, were usually 
slain in the rash attempt ; while the women, unable 
to survive the disgrace of exposure to the rude 
gaze, and still ruder touch, of lawless men, threw 
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themselves into the wells, perishing miserably by 
their own hands. Whole families were thus swept 
away, their habitations were razed to the ground, 
and their inheritance became the prey of the 
spoiler. 

Though many Europeans might have been 
tempted by the hope of a rich reward to effwt the 
deliverance of Aga Meer, none felt any pity for the 

captive, or deemed his fate unmerited. In our 
ignorance of the motives which actuated the Gc+ 
vernor-general's resolute interposition in his behalf, 
we are not justified in condemning the measures he 
adopted; but it was generally considered rather 
hard upon the king of Oude, that so notorious a 

delinquent should have been suffered to carry away 
the wealth he had wrung from an impoverished 
country. Succeeding ministers have been little less 
oppressive than Aga Meer. Hukeem Mhendee Ali, 
who, during the period of his fonner disgrace, en- 
tered into very extensive mercantile concerns at 
Futtyghur, has been recalled, but is now again in 
banishment ; rumours are afloat that the late fai- 
lures in Calcutta, though long threatening, were 
ultimately occasioned by the sudden withdrawal of 
a very large sum of money from one of the agency- 
houses by this person, who, it is said, was incited 
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to revenge himself upon those members of the go- 
vernment who refused to support him in the admi- 
nistration of the affairs of Oude. 

Oude is still celebrated for the barbarous specta- 
cles in which, by a strange perversion of taste, men 
in all ages and countries have taken delight. While 
cock-fighting continues to be a favourite amusement 
in England, we ought not, perhaps, to visit the 
combats of wild beasts, which take place on occa- 
sions of great festivity at Lucknow, with the repre- 
hension which such inhuman sports should call 
forth. Upon the arrival of a new resident, the 
visit of a commander-in-chief, or any occasion of 
equal importance, the court of Lucknow is seen in 
all its glory. Tt is the custom for one of the princes 
to meet the expected guest at the distance of perhaps 
two days' march from the city ; the cvrt2ge at these 
times is very resplendent, the cavalcade being com- 
posed of a vast body of elephants, attended by bat- 
talions of infantry and cavalry, led-horses, palan- 
quins, heralds, mace-bearers, and a nondescript, 
throng of half-armed and halfTnaked pedestrians. 
I t  is the fashion for one of the great men to invite 
the other to partake his howdah ; the two retinues 
join, and with all the noise they can make, and all 
the dust they can kick up, the whole suwarree 
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sweeps along theroad-the irregular cavalry darting 
out in all directions, displaying their horsemanship, 
and their skill as spear and swordsmen, by carrying 
on a running tilt, charging, careering, and curvet- 
ting, without the slightest consideration of any im- 
pediment in the shape of bank or ditch. The king 
himself makes his appearance at the outskirts of the 
city, and the same ceremonies are gone through ; 
the honoured guest is invited to share the mo- 
narch's howdah; and an embrace, performed in 
public, shows the amicable terms which the two 
governments are upon with each other. 

I t  is astonishing how few accidents occur from 
-the jostling and concussion of these promiscuous 
multitudes of horse and foot. Elephants, fortu- 
nately, rarely take any delight in wanton mischief; 
their sagacity enables them to estimate the damage 
they might commit, and, even when most incited to 

action, they are careful of the lives and l i m b  of 
the multitude around them. Natives ride so admi- 
rably, that, notwithstanding the incurable vice of 
their horses, those who have been accustomed to 
the field are rarely or ever thrown ; there will, how- 
ever, be always some inexpert horsemen, where no 
one will walk if he can by any means mount him- 
self; and hence the necessity of attendant p m b  
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armed with spears, whoae business i t  is to keep off 
loose steeds, which, after throwing their riders, 1 
attack others with the ferocity of wild beasts, tear- 
ing at every thing that cornea in their way. It is 

1 

the etiquette, upon a triumphal entry of this de- 
scriptiou, for the king to give a breakfast to his 
~uests, and this is always attempted in the Euro- 
pean fashion. Though splendid in its kind, and 
closely resembling its model, there are always aome 
inattentions to minute particulars, which mar the 
whole sffair; thus the tea and coffee are never I 

served up hot, and the forks which are o~lly put 1 
into requisition upon such occasions, look as if they 
had been thrown into a godown since the last en- 
tertainment, a year or two before, and left to accu- 
mulate rust and dirt. I 

I t  is exceedingly difficult to make native servants 1 

comprehend the propriety of serving up tea while 
it is hot ; such a thing may be compassed in private I 

families, but never at a public entertainment, where, 
I 

in order to be ready, every thing is prepared a long 
3 

time before it is wanted. Old campaigners usually 
contrive to bring a supply of such things as are 
essential to their own comfort. The writer, at a 
very large assembly of the kind, had the good for- 

I 

tune to find the only vacant seat at table next a 



p t l e m a n  who had provided himself with a tripod 
of c h d ,  and other means and appliances for a 
comfortable breakfast. The tea-kettle was‘ singing 
merrily outside the door, and the careful khidmut- 
ghar had ensconced the tea-pot under his master's 
chair. The neighbours came in for a portion of the 
beverage which " cheers but not inebriates," and 
which afforded a very requisite refreshment after 
an encounter with the dust and fatigue attendant 
upon a native spectacle. The khaneamcrlr of the 
king of Oude, however, must not suffer in his cha- 
racter of caterer, on account of little discrepancies, 
perhaps not in his power to remedy or avoid. 

Bishop Heber has borne honourable testimony to 
the culinary powers of the maitre-d'hotel who offi-. 
ciated during his sojourn; and the writer can never 
forget a certain fowl, prepared by the hands of the 
king's especial attendant (for khmamahs, though 
they have cooks under them, always superintend 
the process,themselves), which a Ude or a CarQme 
might view with envy. I t  was roasted, and served 
up whole, but so spiced and saturated with curry- 
powder, as to form no bad representation of a sala- 
mander. I t  may not be unimportant to add, that 
the preparation, though excellent in its kind, which 
g o e ~  under the name of the king of Oude's sauce, 



does not bear any resemblance to the zests and 
relishes of various descriptions which are served up 
at the king's table ; the chetney's and sweet pickles, 
for which Lucknow is famous, and which, espe- 
cially the latter, London oilmen would do well to 

import or imitate. 
The etiquette at the court of Oude differs con- 

siderably from that of Delhi ; though in both the 
receiving and presenting nuzzurs form the princi- 
pal ceremonial. In imitation of European k v s  
reigns, the king gives his portrait set in disn~onds )o 
ambassadors and other persons i f  rank, this dis- 
tinction being also bestowed upon the aides-de- 
camp, and officers who have accepted situations of 
equal honour at the court. There is nothing very 
remarkable about the audience-chamber, but the 
king's throne is extremely splendid. I t  is a square 
platform, raised two feet from the ground, with a 

railing on three sides, and a canopy supported upon 
pillars ; of these the frame-work is wood, but the 
casing pure gold, set with precious stones of great 
value ; the canopy is of crimson-velvet richly em- 
broidered with gold, and finished with a deep fringe 
of pearls ; the cushions, on which the king is seated, 
are also of embroidered velvet ; and the emblem of 
royalty, the chattah, is of the same, with a deep 
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fringe of pearls. The king appears literally co- 
vered with jewels, the whole of the body down to 
the waist being decorated with strings of diamonds, 
rubies, emeralds, &c. ; his crown is a perfect con- 
stellation of gems, and overshadowed by plumes of , 
the bird of paradise. A native of rank stands on 
either side of the throne, waving 'chowries of pea- 
cocks' feathers set in gold handles. T o  the right 
of the throne are gilt chairs for the accommodation 
of the resident and his wife, if he be a married 

P 

man, the rank of the British ambassador (who 
certainly act8 the part of viceroy over the king) 
being recognized as equal to that of the monarch 
himself; he is the only person permitted the use 
of the chattah, the chowrie, and the hookah, in the 
sovereign's presence. The English persons attached . to the residency take up their position behind and 
at the side of these chairs, standing; those in the 
service of the king wearing very handsome court- 
dresses of puce-coloured cloth, richly embroidered 
with gold. The left of the throne is occupied by 

t natives of rank holding high offioial situations, 
splendidly attired in the picturesque costume of the 
country. Theprime-minister standsat the king'sfeet 
to receive and present the nuazurs. These consist 

of money, from twenty-one gold mohurs down to 
* 
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1 

a few rupees in silver, according to the circum- I 

s t a m  of the partiee. The person offering ad- 
vancea to the throne with many salaams, and having 

1 
hie gift placed upon a folded handkerchief, presents 
it to the king to touch in token of acceptance; it 
is then given to the minister, who adds it to the 
heap by his side. After this ceremony, the king 
and the resident rise; the former taka from the 
hands of a person in waiting certain necklaces com- 
posed of silver ribbon, ingeniously plaited, which 
offer a cheap mode of conferring distinction ; the 
investiture is made by the king in person; and upon 
taking leave, the resident is accompanied by the 
king to the entrance, where he salutes him with a 

short sentence, God be with you ! " pouring at& 
on his hands at the final exit. Should the ambas- 
sador happen to be in great favour at the time, the 
compliment is extended to all the English visitants 
as they pass out. 

Titles of honour, khillautg and their accom- 
panying distinctions,--such as an eleplla~it fully 
caparisoned, a charger, or a palanquin--are fre- 
quently conferred upon these court-days; the nuz- 
zur is then of proportionate value, persons anxiously 
coveting some grant or distinction offering not 
less than a lac of rupees ; this sum is conveyed in 
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a hundred bags, covered with crimson silk, tied 
with a silver ribbon, and so solid a proof of attach- 
ment is not unfrequently rewarded by an embrace 
before the whole court, a mark of royal favour well 
worth the money bestowed upon it, since any per- 
son's fortune is made in native states, who is known 
to have interest at court. 

The king's dinners are better than his breakfasts; 
there is abundance of wine for the English guests, 
and though the native visitants do not partake in 
public, many confess that they indulge at their own 
tables. Nautches and fireworks conclude the even- 
ing's entertainment ; the latter can never be shewn 
off to so much advantage as in an Indian city. 
where the buildings they illuminate are of the same 
fairy-like nature. No description can do justice to 
the scene presented on some fine, dark, clear night, 
when the Goon~tee is covered with boats, of those 
long canoe-shaped graceful forms, belonging to the 
king, some resembling alligators, others swans, 
peacocks, or dolphins, enamelled in various colours, 
intermingled with gold, and filled with a splendid 
company glittering in gems and tissues. Blue 
lights, so artfully disposed as not to be visible, 
while they clothe the whole pageant with their un- 
earthly gleams, render every adjacent object dis- 
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tinct; and as the blaze of ten thousand rockets 
burets forth, palaces, mosques, and temples seem to 
rise majestically during the brief illumination. In 
the next moment, all is dark save the pageant on 
the Goomtee; and again minarets and domes, cupo- 
las and spires spring up, silver and gold, as the 

marble and the gilding catch the vivid gleams of 
jets and spouts of fire ascending to the skies. 



C H A P T E R  VI, 

~AHOMMEDAN FESTIVALS. 

THE poor remnants of splendour still possessed 
by the court ef Delhi, are mustered atid displayed 
with some approximation to former pomp at the 
annual celebration of the Buckra Eade ; but it is 
at Lucknow that the most imposing spectacle takes 
place at this festival. The followers of Mahomet 
claim to be descendants of the patriarch, through 
his son Ishqael, who they avcr to have been chosen 
for the offering of the Almighty, and not Isaac : 
thus differing from the belief of Jews and Chris- 
tians, and supporting their assertion, in contradic- 
tion to the authority of the Bible, by writings 
which, in their opinion, contain sufficient evidence 
in favour of their claims. The offering thus made 
to Heaven is commemorated by the sacrifice of par- 
ticular animals, camels, sheep, goats, kids, or lambs, 
according to each person's means ; this is supposed 
to answer a double purpose, not only honouring the 
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memory of Abraham and Ishmael, but the sacrifices 
assisting in a time of great need. I t  is supposed 
that the entrance to Paradise is guarded by a bridge 
made of a scythe or some instrument equally sharp, 
and affording as unstable a footing. The followers of 
the prophet are required to skait or skim over this 
passage, and it will be attended with more or less 
difficulty, according to the degree of favour they 
have obtained in the sight of heaven. The truly 

i 
pious will be wafted over in safety, but the unde- 
serving must struggle many times, and be often cut 
down in the attempt, before they can gain the op- 
posite side. In this extremity, it is imagined that I 
the same number and kind of animals, which, being 
clean and esteemed fitting for sacrifice, they have 
offered up at the celebration of the Buckra Eade, 
will be in waiting to convey them in safety along 
the perilous passage of the bridge. Under this 
belief, the richer classes of Mahommedans supply 1 
their indigent brethren with goats and sheep for the 
sacrifice: a work of charity incited by the purest 

motives, and which, if not possessing all the effi- I 

cacy ascribed to it, at least furnishes the poor man's 
house with an ample and a welcome feast ; for J 
though poverty compels the lower classes of Mus- 
sulmans to imitate the Hindoos in the frugality of 
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a vegetable meal, they never refuse meat when it is 
procurable. - 

Great preparations are made at Lucknow for the 
celebration of the Buckra Eade; a busy scene 
takes place upon the river, where the elephants are 

sent to bathe for the occasion. One at least of these 
animals being kept by every person who can afford 
to maintain them, the multitude of elephants, in a 

population estimated at three hundred thousand 
persons, may be imagined. Since our acquaintance 
with the interior of South America has increased, 
we have become familiar &th the appearance of 
beggars on horseback ; but it is only, perhaps, at 
Lucknow that one of the fraternity aspires to an 

elephant. A few years ago, a mendicant, who went 
by the name of Shah Jee, being in high favour with 
the king, to whom it is said he had things 
which afterwards came to pass, was permitted to 
levy contributions through the city, and, mounted 
upon an elephant, demanded five cowries daily of 
every shopkeeper. The tax upon each individual 
was very small, it taking four-score of these shells 
to make up the value of a half-penny ; but the sum, 
when collected throughout all the bazaars of the 
place, amounted to a very considerable revenue. 

After the elephants have been well washed in the 



1 
river, their skins are oiled, and their heads painted 
with various devices ; they are then decorated in 
their embroidered jhdols, many of which have gold 
borders a quarter of a yard in depth, and these are 
surmounted by howdahs, either painted to resemble 
enamel, or formed entirely of silver. The capari- 
sons of the horses are not less magnificent; the 
saddles and stirrups are of solid silver, and large 
silver necklaces, composed of pendant medallions 
spread over the chest, have a very beautiful effect, 
and give out a tinkling sound as the animal, proud 
of his trappings, prances along. The tails are dyed 
of a bright scarlet, and some have stars and cres- 
cents painted on thzir haunches.  old is some- 
times substituted for silver in the caparisons of 

these animals, and where ornaments of this kind 
are too costly for the purses of the owners, de- 
corations not so rich, but equally gay, are sub- 
stituted. The necklace is composed of beads, and ~ 
the head is adorned with tufts of variegated silk, 
which have a very picturesque effect. Camels are 
usually decorated in the same manner, it not being 
very often that, with the exception of the bells 
attached to their collars, silver ornaments are 
bestowed upon animals more esteemed for their 1 

utility than for the beauty of their appearance, or 
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as an appendage of state. The camel is perhaps 
underrated, for, as an adjunct to an Oriental 
pageant, he is of great importance; the nodding 
heads, arched necks, and conical backs of these 
animals, though grotesque in themkelves, add 
greatly to the effect of a mingled body of elephants, 
horses, and men; an Asiatic group never being 
perfect except when camels form a portion of it. 
The animals intended for sacrifice at the celebra- 
tion of the Buckra Eade, are conveyed to a place 
at some distance from the city, built for the pur- 

. pose of containing them, and called the Eade- 
Gaarh, a court or quadrangle, surrounded by a 
bastioned wall, and entered by lofty gateways. 

The processions at Delhi and Lucknow are par- 
ticularly imposing, that of Delhi owing the greater 
portion of its splendour to the retinues of the 
Omrahs and great men of the court, while at Luck- 
now the cort2ge of the king renders every attempt 
a t  imitation hopeless. All his tmops appear upon 
this day in new clothing, and the coup dceil i~ 
rendered more effective by an attention to minute 
particulars generally neglected in native arrange- 
ments ; Asiatics paying little regard* consistence. 
The van of the cavalcade is formed of fifty camels, 
carrying swivels, each accompanied by a driver 

VOL. 11. I 
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and two gunnm in white unifms, with turbans 
and cummerbunds of red and green, the colours of 
the cloth composing the housings of the camels. A 
park of artillery succeeds, the gunners being clothed 
in blue uniforms; next two troops of cavalry, in 
the picturesque vests worn by SUWars,  of scarlet 
cloth, with pointed caps of black Iamb-skin. After 
these a regiment of foot, only half-clad, in wild 
barbaric costume, the trowser scarcely extending 
mid-way down the thigh, where it is vandyked 
with black points : they have red jackets and small 
turbans of black leather, and the warlike but d i s  
sonant music of the dunkah, or kettledrum, assi- 
milates well with the strange fantastic display made 
by these troops. The noljeebe are closely followed 
by the most gorgeous portion of the spectacle, the 
elephant-carriages of the king and his court; the 
great satrap himself sits enthroned in a sort of 
triumphal car of silver, canopied and curtained 
with crimson velvet, embroidered and fringed with 
gold, and drawn by four elephants exactly matched 
in colour, height, and size. The others have only 
two elephants each, but all glitter with gold and 
silver, and the gallant company, so proudly borne 
along, shine from head to foot in gems and brocade. 
Their turbans are adorned with costly aigrettes of 
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jewels; clasps, studs, belts, rings, and bracelets, of 
the most precious treasures of the mine, appear in 
the greatest profusion, down to the gem-enamelled 
slipper, and these are set off by the gru-ful flow of 
drapery composed of the most beautifully-woven 
tissues, and shawls of the finest fabric. Round 
these chariots, chobdars (mace-beaters),chupaeeies, 
kurkaras, and other state attendants-mme bran- 
dishing sheathed scimitars, and others fanning the 
air with cirozariea--shout out the titles of the illus- 
trious and puissant personages to whom they belong; 
while a cloud of irregular horse hover on either 
side, tilting and curvetting apparently with dis 
orderly recklessness, yet in reality conducting their 
evolutions with the most consummate skill. The  
king's led horses follow to swell the pomp and the 
parade; they are all richly caparisoned, and at- 
tended by grooms in handsome liveries. The royal 
paalkie and palanquin next appear; these native 
vehicles are of the most splended description, con- 

structed entirely of wrought gold, each carried by 
v bearers clad in long scarlet vests, embroidered with 

gold, their turbans ornamented with the emblems 

. of royalty. The state-carriage also forms a portion 
of this part of the shew; it is of English make, 
drawn by eight black horses, driven in hand by an 

a I a 
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Ewopean coachman in scarlet livery, or rather 
uniform. The English gentlemen composing the 
foreign portion of tbe king's suite appear in their 
courtdresses, mounted upon elephants, and after 
tl~em a long train of the native nobility, also 

mounted in the same manner, the whole being 
closed by horse and foot soldiers, thoae belonging 
to the India Company marching with their colours 
unfurled, and their bands playing, while hundreds 
of banneroles, of gold and silver tissue, flaunt in 
the air in every direction. 

Notwithstanding the want of order and discipline, 
which seems essential to the movement of ao large 
a body, the procession arrives at its place of desti- 
nation without being materially disarranged by the 
apparent confusion, which is considerably aug- 
mented by the clashing of instruments, those of 
Europe striving with hopeless efforts to vie with 
the clang and clamour of the native trumpet and 
drum. The cavalcade being drawl up at the 
place appointed, the superior priest or moollah, 
after going through the usual religious service, 
presents a knife to the king, who, repeating a 
prayer, plunges his weapon into the throat of a 
camel, the victim selected for sacrifice. The *ar- 
tillery-men are all in readiness, and when the 
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signal is given of the completion of the ceremony 
by the king himself, a general discharge of mu* 
quetry and cannon announces the circumstance to 
the whole of the city. The religious part of the 
festival is then ended, and tbe rejoicings begin. 
The camel thus slaughtered is served up at the 
royal table, on the only occasion in which the flesh 
of this animal is eaten in Hidostan ; portions are 
sent as presents, a @t which is supposed to confer 
no small degree of honour ; and the European resi- 
dents, both at Lucknow and at Delhi, are often 
complimented with a share. The feasting is uni- 
versal, for it being an essential duty on the part of 
the Mahommedans to dispense to others the boun- 
ties and blessings which they themselves receive, 
the poor on this day partake of the luxuries of the 
rich man's table. Upon his return to the city, the 
king of Oude holds a court, and the Buckra Eade 
is often chosen as the period of conferring honour 
and titles. Formerly it was the custom for Eura- 
peans to receive regular patents of nobility from 
native courts ; but this does not appear to be corn- * 
mon at present, the honour being little coveted by 
people who affect to look down upon Asiatic dig- 
nities. On the presentation of a khillaut, titles of 
honour are always included, and the heralds are 
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very liberal in their proclamations, especially at 
Mi, whm it is cheaper and conquently more 
expedient to substitute bighwunding words for 
more solid marks of royal favour. Many Governor- 
generals and Commanders-in-chief have been made 
omrahs, khans, or nawabs by the king of Delhi; 

yet it is very questionable whether any have 
thought it worth their while to have these titles 
confirmed according to the etiquette practised c o s  
cerning those conferred at European courts ; and 
both the khilZaut and the title seem now to have 
degenerated into an idle ceremony, which, as far as 
Europeans sre concerned, means nothing but an 
empty compliment. With natives, however, the 

I 

rank and consequence of each individual materially 
depend upon the degree of estimation in which he 
is known to be held at cwrt ; certain distinctions 
are withheld from the multitude, which are eagerly 
coveted, and made the subject of much cabal and 
intrigue. The rank of a party is known by his 
equipage, palanquins of a peculiar construction 
being only permitted to privileged persons, who 
receive them with the grant of their titles from the 
king. 

The festivities of the Buckra Eade are concluded 
by nautches and fire-works ; every palace through- 

! 
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out the city of Lucknow is illuminated ; the river 
is covered with boats filled with musicians and 
dancing-girls, and though the rejoicings are mare 

strictly private in the zenanas, they too have their 
share: the ladies, sumptuously attired, and laden 
with jewels, congregate together ; dances of a more 
decorous nature than those exhibited to male eyes 
are performed before them, and after a luxurious 
banquet, they indulge with never-failing zest in the 
bookah and piiin. 

Notwithstanding the time occupied in the pro- 
cession to the Eade-Gad, or in the court or durbar 
held after it, the king contrives to devote a portion 
af the day to the favourite spectacle, the wild-beast 
fights, at which, strange to say, many European 
ladies submit to be present. A public breakfast 
also to the members of the Residency forms a part 
of the entertainments. In so anomalous a proceed- 
ing as the appearance of females at an Asiatic 
court, there can of course be no established rule 
respecting their dress; convenience more than 
etiquette is consulted, and the ladies do not scruple 
to attend these breakfasts in morning dresses, and 
in bonnets. During the reign of those enormous 
hats, which scarcely fell short of a carriagewheel 
in circumference, the king of Oude experienceh 
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considerable difficulty in the investiture of the 
b r h ,  or necklace; the tinael garland, on more 
than one occasion, stuck half-way, producing no 1 
little embarrassment on the part of the lady, and 
compelling the king to abandon the hope of per- 
forming his part of the ceremony with his accus- 
tomed grace. 1 

Few tbings surprise the xmtives of India more 
than the change in Empeen fashions ; no sooner 
has an unfortunate dirsee (tailor) mastered the 
intricacies of a folded body, than he has to exert 
his 'bewildered faculties upon the production of 1 
another, without plait or pucker; some ladies, who , 
are unable to d o r d  any instructions to their work- I 

people, exhibit prints of fashions to the wonder- 
ing eyer of these poor men, who gaze upon them 1 
with amazed and hopeless countaances, honestly I 

acknowledging their inability to follow such a guide. 
The mysterious phraseology in which the milliners 

1 
I 

of Paris and London are wont to envelop their 
descriptions, are equally puasling to the ladies 1 
themselves; and strange indeed are some of the 
articles produced by the joint-efforts of the mysti- 
fied d i rm,  and his equally ~erplexed mistress. i 

This state of thing is not very propi&us ta femi- 
nine display; and, accordingly, it must reluctantly 



be said that the court at Lucknow does not derive 
any additional lustre from the ladies of the Resi- 
dency when they make their appenrance at it, the 
effect being rather didnighed than heightened by 
the contrast of the somewhat plain if not dowdy 
apparel of the fair visitants, with the gorgeous 
shew of the Asiatic groups 

The king of Oude is often present at the cele- 
bration of European mamages, and upon one oc- 

caeion, at least, gave tbe bride away ; a strange 
office for a Mahommedan monarch to perform to a 

Christian lady. The rigid laws made and enacted 
by the British government, are in a slight degree 
relaxed when such a circumstance taka place, and 
the bride is permitted to retain the string of pearls 
with which the king encircles her neck. At other 
festivals, the situation of English ladies is exceed- 
ingly tantalizing; they see trays laid at their feet 
containing shawls such as had haunted their early 
dreams, dazzling brocades of silver, and necklaces 
of glittering gems. These are offered to their a o  

ceptane with flattering compliments, in which they 
are told that all the riches of the kingdom shall be 

at their disposal. They are content with the por- 
tion assigned to them, but see,-and sometimes the 
sight brinp tears into their eyes,-the tempting 

I 3 
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treasures seized by a government chupra8ey, and 
restored to the place from whence they came. I t  is 
necessary that the resident should be made of very 
stern stuff to resist the pleadings of young ladies, 
who implore him to make an exception in their par- 
ticular cage from the general rule so despotically 
enforced, and resistance is rendered more difficult 
by the good-humoured endeavours of the natives to 

second the fair damsels' wishes. Confidential ser- 
vants sometimes contrive to rescue a shawl or two 
from the hands of the Philistines, and after the 
whole nuwxtm hae been hopelessly surrendered, a 
part has been clandestinely conveyed, under cover 
of the night, to the private apartment of the dis- 
consolate fair one, who, if unmarried, and therefore 
not implicating any one but he&, does not feel 
bound to respect the ordinances of the government, 
and accepts with as little scruple as if she were 
purchasing some piece of contraband goods m 

England. 
The celebration of the Mohurrum, in all large 

Mahommedan communities of the Sheah sect, 

though, strictly speaking, a fast of the most mourn- 
ful kind, is accompanied by so much pomp and 
splendour, that strangers are at some loss to dis  
tinguish it from festivals of pure rejoicing. In  no 
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part of India is this interesting anniversary of the 
Moslem year commemorated with more zeal and 
enthusiasm than at Lucknow. 

I t  is certain that the Sheah sect, who are settled 
in Hindostan, are in some degree obnoxious to the 
charge brought against them by their enemies, of 
introducing rites and ceremonies almost bordering 
upon idolatry in their devotion to the memory of 
the Imaums Hossein and Houssien. Imbibing a 
love of shew from long domestication with a people 
passionately attached to pageantry and spectacle, 
they have departed from the plainness and simpli- 
city of the worship of their ancestors, and in the 
decorations of the taxeee, and the processions which 
accompany them to the place of sepulture, display 
their reverential regard for Ali and his sons in a 

manner which would be esteemed scandalous if thus 
accompanied in Persia and Arabia, where the grief 
of the Sheah is more quietly and soberly mani- 
fated, without the admixture of those theatrical 
exhibitions, which so wonderfully excite and inflame 
the mind at the celebration of this festival all over 
India 

Several processions take place during the cele 
bration of the Mohurrum. At Lucknow, on the 
fifth day, the banners are carried to a celebrated 



shrine, or durgah, in the neighburhood, to be con- 

becmted, it being supposed that the standard of 
Homein, miraculously pointed out to a devout be- 
liever, is preserved at this place. The veneration 
in which this sacred relic is held, nearly equalling 
that which in seme places in Europe is displayed 
towards pieces of the true cross, affords another 
proof of the corruption of the Mahommedan reli- 
gion by the Sheah sect of India The durgah at 
Lucknow is not only ,visited at the commemoration 
of Hosaeids obsequies, but prayers and oblations 
are offered in its holy precincts, upon recovery from 
illness, or any other occasion which calls for praise 
and thanksgiving. The gifta deposited at the, 
durgah, consisting of money, clothes, and other 
valuable articles, h o m e  the property of the of& 
ciating priest, who is expected to disburse the 
greater portion in charity. All the Moslem inha- 
bitants of Lucknow are anxious to consecrate the 
banners employed at the Mohurrum, by having 
them touched by the sacred relic, and for this p w  
pose they are conveyed to the shrine with as much 
pomp and ceremony as the circumstances of the 
proprietors will admit. A rich man sends his ban- 
ners upon elephants, surrounded by an armed guard, 
and accompanied by bands of music ; these stand- 
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ards are pennant-ehaped, and very long, some 
formed of silver or gold tissue, and all richly em- 
broidered ; they are, followed by a procession on 
foot, clad in mourning. The arms and accoutre- 
ments, representing those worn by Hoesein, are 
carried in some of these processions ; and one of the 
most important features, is Dhull Dhull, the horse 
slain with his master on the fatal field of Kurbelah: 
hi8 trappings are dyed with blood, and arrows are 
seen sticking in his sides. Multitudes of people 
form these processions, which frequently stop while 
the moollshs recite the oft-told, but never-tiring 
story, or the tragic scene is enacted by young men 
expert at broad-sword exercises : and as Hossein is 
surrounded and beaten down, musquets are fired 
off, and shouts and beatings of the breast attest the 
sincerity with which his followers bewail his un- 
timely end. 

The celebration of the Mohurrum is not confined 
to t l~e  higher classes ; every person who has a small 
sum to spare subscribes, with others of the same 
means, to purchase the necessary articles for the 
purpose. Tame8 and banners of all sizes, prices, 
and denominations, are sold in the bazaars, and 
group after group are seen upon the roads and 
public avenues, some accompanied by the most 
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splendid decorations, and others content with a very 
humble display, but aU impressed with the same 
desire to do honour to the martyrs. One of the 
most curious effects of these multitudinous assem- 
blagea, is produced by the umbrellas, or chattairs, 
which are generally very gay, and formed of various 
colours ; they are seen in moving masses, like the 
billows of the sea, and have a more singular trp 
pearance when carried by persons on foot, than 
when they canopy the hotadah, to which, however, 
they form a very magnificent appendage. 

'The open plains of India are calculated to shew 
off these proceeeions to great advantage ; and as 

the lllohurrum takes. place during the rainy season, 
there is no dust, and cloudy weather enables Eu- 
ropean spectators to gaze upon the pageant without 
danger of being blinded by the glare of a noonday 
sun. On the seventh night of the Mohurrum, the 
marriage of Hoseein's daughter with her cousin, a 
faithful partisan of the house of Ali, is celebrated 

with much pomp aria shew. This event really took 
place on the day of the battle on the plains of 
Kurbelah, where Hossein was surprised in his camp 
and compelled to combat with his enemies at the 
greatest disadvantage. The marriage procession 
repairs to some celebrated tomb or mosque in the 
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neighbourhood ; and at Lucknow it is sometimes 
directed to the Imaum-baareh, the magnificent 
cathedral-like edifice in which Asoph ud Dowlah, 
its founder, and the first king of Oude, lies buried. 
The interior, when fitted up for this purpose, is 
gorgeous beyond imagination ; and though, if ex- 

amined in detail, the display will be found to re- 
semble the gew-gaw frippery of theatric pomp, 
yet, when lighted up at night, and accompanied by 
the florid beauties of Asiatic architecture, and the 
picturesque assemblages of its crowds, the splendid 
effect of the whole disarms criticism, and the spec- 
tator abandons himself wholly to the enchantments 
of the scene. 

The tawee belonging to the kings of Oude, 
which, strange to say, was manufactured in Eng- 
land, forms one of the most striking ornaments. 
I t  is formed of green glass, mounted with brass 
mouldings. Models in silver of holy places at 
Mecca are supported upon stands of the same 
metal, in recesses made for their reception; the 
royal emblem, the fish, appears in all directions ; 
and selections from the armoury of the king form 
some of the most costly of the decorations. Few 
monarchs are in possession of a more valuable col- 
lection of offensive and defensive weapons. The 



fire-arms are .of unrivalled beauty, inlaid and set 

with gold and gems : while the swords and daggers, 
of the finest polish, have hilts of agate, lapis lazuli, 
chrysolite, or blood-stone, and are ornamented in 
relief or in intaglio, with an immense variety of 
figurea and foliage of the most delicate patterns, 
wrought in gold and silver. These and other o m -  1 
mental devices are reflected from numerous mirrors, 
and the whole is bathed in floods of light from mul- 
titudes of wax tapere and lampa of various colours 
The quadrangles of the Imaurn-baareh are simi- 
larly illuminated, and their vaat dimensions, the 
beauty of their proportions, the rich grouping of 
the pinnacles and domes, the long arcades, lofty 
gateways, and tall minars, can seldom, if ever, be I 
seen to such advantage as when the dazzling re- 1 
splendence of artificial light imitates the blaze of 
day, without its heat and glare, and when the 
darkness of the surrounding atmosphere throws 
each illuminated building into b'right relief. 

The procession of the marriage of the unfortut 
nate Cossim and his ill-fated bride is distinguished 
by trays bearing the wedding-presents, and covered 
palanquins, supposed to convey the lady and her 
attendants; the animals employed in the cavalcade, 
with the exception of the favoured Dhull Dhull, 
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are left outaide the walls ; but the trays containing 
sweetrmeats, &c., a model of the tomb of Cossim, 
and the palanquin of the bride, are brought into 
the interior and committed to the care of the keep- 
ers of the sanctuary, until the last day, when they 
make a part of the final procession to the place of 
interment. Dhull Dhull, trained and educated 
with the same attention devoted to the champion's 
horse at the coronation of the kings of England, is 
conducted round the taxes, and his performance, 
which is somewhat difficult (the polished pavement 
being very slippery), usually excites a proportionate 
degree of admiration in the spectators. Money is 
distributed amongst the populace, as upon the oc- 

casion of a real wedding ; and when it is considered 
that a strict fast is maintained during the whole 
period of the Mohurrum, the least devout relin- 
quishing the greater portion of their usual indul- 
gences, the immense sums of money lavished upon 
the mere parade of grief seem almost incredible. 
Many of the followers of Ali, in addition to the 
austerities practised at the Mohurrum, will stint 
themselves in clothes and food during the whole 
year, in order to launch forth with greater &ht at 
this time : privations partly induced by the enthu- 
siastic affection cherished by all classes of, Sheaha 



for their murdered Imaums, and partly by the pa+ 
sion for display common to the Asiatic character. 

The most extraordinary feature, however, in the 
commemoration of Hossein's and Housaein's death, 
is the participation of the Hindoos, who are fie- 
quently seen to vie with the disciples of Ali in 
their demonetrations of grief for the slaughter of his 
two martyred sons : and in the splendour of the 
pageant displayed at the anniversary of their fate. 
A very large proportion of Hindoos go into mourn- 
ing during the ten days of the Mohurrum, clothing 
tbemselvee in green garments, and assuming the 
guise of fakeers. A Mahratta prince of Gwalior 
wan distinguished for the ardour with which he 
entered into all the Mahommedan observances of the 
period. He appeared at the Durbm attired in 
green, wearing no ornaments excepting eight or 
ten strings of magnificent emeralds round his neck, 
even discarding his pearls, though the favourite 
decorations of his person, and worn in such profu- 
man ae to entitle him to the designation to which 
he aspired, Mot86ulaUah, ' man of pearls.' 

Amongst the Mahrattas, the brahmtna alone de- 
dine to join in the rites and ceremonies practised 
at the Mohurrum, many of the wealthy sirdars con- 

structing taxees at their own expense, and joining 
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with true Mahommedan zeal in the lamentations 
poured forth at the recital of the melancholy events 
a t  Kurbalah The complaisance of the Hindoos is 
returned with interest at the Hoolee, the Indian 
Saturnalia, in which the disciples of the prophet 
mingle with the heartiest good will, apparently too 

much delighted with the general licence and frolic 
revelries of that strange carnival, to be withheld 
from joining it by horror of its heathen origin. 

In many points there is a bl;nding between the 
two religions, which could scarcely be expected 
from the intolerant disciples of Mahomet and the 
exclusive followers of Brahma ; the former are no 
longer the furious and sanguinary bigots, carrying 
fire and sword into the temples of strange gods, and 
forcing conquered tribes to conform to their opi- 
nions upon pain of death. Their zeal has relaxed, 
and they have become vitiated by the examples 
around them. The courtesy of the Hindoo is 
more consistent, for he is of opinion that the nume- 
rous modes of worship, practised by the different 
nationsof the earth, all emanate from the deity, 
and are equally acceptable to him, who prescribed 
various forms to suit various persons ; and, under 
this i m p d o n ,  he pays respect to the holidays 
prescribed by the Koran, or distinguished for the 
mmmemoration of remiarkable events in the life of 
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the prophet or his apostles. Political expedience 
has had some effect in producing this toleration. 
Hind- have found it advantageous to their inte- 
rests to aseiet at Mussulman ceremonies, and the  
faithful have not been backward in the sacrifice of 
religioue prejudices upon occasions of great im- 
portance. Conversions have also been extremely 
imperfect; many of those, who conformed to the 
creed of Mahomet, retaining ceremonials and ob- 
aervances little less than idolatrous; while others of 
purer descent have found it almost impossible to 

withstand the corrupting influence of example. 
Yet, amidst this harmonious accordance between 
persons professing such opposite religions, there are 
occasional out-breaks, in which the Moslem and the 
Hindoo display all the fierceness and animosity 
which formerly distinguished them, against each 
other. Insults are offered at festivals which, 
neither party are slow to return or avenge; and 
when, as it sometimes happens, the holidays of 
the Hindoo and the Mussulman fall together, it 
requires no small exertion on the part of the autho- 
rities to prevent a hostile collision. A t  Allahabad, 
on the celebration of the Mohurrum, some of the 
leading persons repaired to the judge to request 
that the Hindoos, who were about to perform some' 
d their idolatrous worship, should not be permitted 
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to blow their trumpets, and beat their drums, and 
bring their heathenish devices in contact with the sad 
and holy solemnity, the manifestations bf their grief 
for the death of the Imaums. They represented, 
in the most lively manner, the obligation which 
Christians were under to support the worshippers 
of the true God against infidels, and were not satis- 
fied with the assurance *that they should not be 
molested by the intermixture of the processions, 
which should be strictly confined to opposite sides 
of the city. The Hindoos were equally tenacious 
in upholding their rights, and it became necessary 
to draw out the troops for the prevention of blood- 
shed. 

The ceremonials observed at the celebration of 
the Mohurrum are not confined to processions out 
of doors; persons of wealth and respectability hav- 
ing an Imaum-baareh constructed in the interior 
of their own dwellings. This is usually a square 
building, containing a hall and other apartments, 
in which the mourning assemblages during the 
period of the festival are congregated. I t  is de- 
corated for the time with all the splendour which 
the owners can afford. The tawee is' placed upon 
the side facing Mecca, under a canopy of velvet or 
tis~ue richly embroidered, and near it there is a pul- 
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pit very handmmely constructed of silver, ivory, 
ebony, or carved wood, having a flight of stairs 
covered with an expensive carpeting of broad- 
cloth, velvet, or cloth of gold. The walls on either 
side of the tasee are covered with banners, tbe 
staves b e i i  cased with embossed silver, or gold, 
beautifully chased, and finished at the top with a 
crest, or the emblem of the sect, a spread hand. 
The streamera are of silk richly embroidered in  
gold and silver, and decorated with fringes, cords, 
and tassels of the same. Representations of the 
equipments worn by Hossein at Kurbelah are 

placed upon cushions at the foot of the tazee: 
these consist of a splendid turban, a sword and 
sword-belt set with precious stones, a highly em- 
blazoned shield, and a bow and arrows beautifully 
enamelled. 

The tawee is lighted up by numerous wax 
candles, and near it are placed offerings of fruit, 
and flowers presented by pious ladies to do ho- 
nour to the memory of the Imaurns. The re- 
mainder of the hall is fitted up witb considerable 
splendour, furnished witb mirrors which reflect the 
light from numerous lustres, lamps, and girandoles. 
Poorer persons are content with less glittering or- 
naments; and in all, an assen~blage is held 
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twice a day, that in the evening being the most 
imposing and attractive. The guests are seated 

round the apartment, the centre of which is occu- 

pied by a group of hired mourners, consisting of 
six or eight persons. These men are usually of 
large stature and of considerable muscular strength. 
They are very scantily clothed in a drapery of 
green cloth, their breasts and heads being per- 
fectly uncovered. A moollah or priest, selected on 
account of his superior elocution, ascends the pulpit, 
and proceeds to the recital of a portion of a poem 
in the Persian language, which contains a detailed 
account of the persecution and tragic fate of the 

. Imaum. The composition is said to be very pure, 
and its effect upon the auditory is prodigious. 
After some well-wrought passage, describing the 
sufferings of the unhappy princes, the reader 
pauses, and immediately the mourners on the 
ground commence beating their breasts and shout- 
ing " Hossein I Houssen !" giving themselves such 
dreadful blows that it seems incredible that human 
nature should sustain them, until at length they 
dnk exhausted on the ground amid the piercing 
cries and lamentations of the spectators, As the 
narrative proceeds, the interest is deepened : cries 
of wild despair are uttered on all sides, and even 
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the Christians xho may be present cannot always 
escape the infection or refrain from tern. A part 
of each day's wrvice consists of a chant in the 
Hindostanee language, in which the wh6le assembly 
join; and the Sheahs end it by standing up and 
cursing the usurping Caliphs by name, devoting 
the memory of each offending individual to uni- 
versal execration. The Soonees hold! these so- 

lemn assemblies; but their grief at the cruel 
sufferings of so many estimable members of the 
prophet's family, does not assume so theatrical, or 
it may be added, pagan a character. Attired in 
the deepest mourning, they evince the most pro- 
found sorrow ; and it is persons of this persuasion 
who manifest the greatest indignation when there 
is any risk of their processions being crossed by 
the heathen revelries of the Hindoos. 

The pomp and ceremonies which preceded it 
are dothing to the grandeur reserved for the dis- 
play on the last day of the Mohurmm, when the 
taxem are borne to the place of interment. This 
pageant represents the military cavalcade of the 
battle of Kurbelah, together with the funeral pn>- 
cession of the young princes, and the wedding 
retinue of the bride and bridegroom, divorced by 

death upon their nuptial day. The banners are 
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carried in advance, the poles' being usually sur- 
mounted by a crest, composed of an extended hand, 
which is emblematic of the five holy personages of 
the prophet's family, and a symbol particularly 
designating the Sheah sect. Many make a de- 
claration of their religious principles by holding 
up the hand; the Soonnee displays three fingers 
only, while the Sheah extends the whole five. The 
horse of prince Hossein and hie campequipage 
appear, furnished with all the attributes of sove- 
reignty; some of the tasee~,  of which there is a 
great variety, are accompanied by a platform, on 
which three effigies are placed,-the ass Borak, the 
animal selected by Mahomet to bear him on his 
ride to Heaven,--and two houries, the latter, ge- 
nerally speaking, being frightful figures, more 
&eely resembling demons than the idea they are 
intended to convey of the beauties of the Moslem 
paradise. The tomb of Cowim, the husband of 
Homein's daughter, is honoured by being carried 
under a chnopy ; the bridal trays, palanquins, and 
other paraphernalia, accompany it, and the whole is 
profusely garlanded with flowers. ' When numbers 
of these proceseions, all composed of the same em- 
blematic devices, differently ornamented, join toge- 
ther, the eft'ect is exceedingly imposing, forming a 
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epectacle of which it h impossible to give an ndb I 
I 

quate deecriptiap. T b o u d  and tens of tbou- I 
mnat M frequently panbhd, with long t r a i ~  of 1 
homes, camels, and elephants ; a aertain number of 
tbe two latter are laden with cakes of tbe hest 
wheaten bread, wbich, at every place wbere tbe I 
t a x m  arp mt4 are distributed amongst the pop-  1 
lace; large pitchers of sherbet are also provided , 
for the reme purpose; and numbers of water-- 
r k a  are in full employmtnt, paid by tbe rich and 
charitable to administar to the wants of the poor 

i 
followera of Ali. T h e  +om take tbe field 
at break of day, but tbere are so many pa- fk 
the reading of the poem dedicated to this portion 
ef the hietory of the events of Kurbdah, and such 
nimerous r e h e a d  of H o d s  dying scene, tbat 1 
it is night before the a m m e n m t  of the in- , 
tennent. 

Devout M u s s u h s  walk, on these ocaahm, 

with their heads and their feet bare, beating heir 
braasts, and tearing their hair, and th+ arhm 
over tbeir persow with dl the vebanencle of the 
most frantic grief; but msoy coateat themdm 
with a lea8 inconvenient display of MXIVW, leaving 
to h i d  momaers the task of indting and in- 
flaming the multitude By their lamentations and 
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bewailments. The zeal and turbulence of the 
affliction of Ali's followers are peculiarly offensive 
te the Soonnees, who, profesing to look upon 
H d n  and Houssein as holy and unfortunate 
members of the prophet's family, and to regret the 
circumstances which led to their untimely end, are 
shocked by the almost idolatrow frenzy displayed 
By tlyir less orthodox brethren ; and the expression 
dC this feeling often leads to serious disturbances, 
which h k  out u p n  the burial of the taxem, 
Private q u a d  between the rival sects are fre- 
quently reserved for adjustment t~ this period, 
when, under pretext of religious zeal, each party 
may make an assault upon his enemy without ex- 
posing the real ground of hk enmity : amongst the 
Mussulman sepoye in the Company's service ouch 
feuds are but too common, and it is sometimes 
found expedient to march the Soonnees off to a 
distance during the period of the Mohurrum. In 
s few places which border the Gangea or Jumng 
the taram are thrown into the river; but generally 
there is a large pieoe of ground set apart for the 
purpose of the burial. I t  is rather a curious 

spectacle to see the tombe themeelves consigned to 
earth, with the same wremoniea which would attend 
the inhumation of the bodies of deceased persooe ; 

x 2 
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the taxes are stripped of their ornamenb, sad 
when little is left except the bamboo f k n e ~ ,  they 
are deposited in pits. This ceremony usually taka 
place by torch-light, the red glare of innumerable 
flambeaux adding considerably to the wild and 
pictureeque effect of the scene. A rnussaulchee, or 
torch-bearer, is, generally speaking, one of the 

most demoniso-looking apparitions that can be 
imagined. Those who follow this occupation are a 
poor and low clam of peopie, burthened with a 
small quantity of clothing, and that stained and 
smeared by the v y  implements of their trade ; 
the muueaul itself is merely a piece of wood en- 
twined with filthy rags, and fed from a cruise con- 
taining a coarse thick oil, which gives out an 
impure and lurid flame. Tbe swart countenances, 
dark limb, and uncouth drapery of men so withered 
and so wild in their attire as to be. easily mistaken 
for beings of a lower sphere, assume an even fearful 
aspect under the flickering light of the torches, 
which they brandish with strange gestures, as they 
rush with wild hallaos along the plains. In such 
an illumination, the whole pageant becomes con- 
fused and indistinct; here and there some bright 
object catching the light, comes forth-glittering 
arms, or the blaze of gold and gems ; but the 
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reat is one black phantom,--a moving mass, strange 
and indefinite, and rendered almost terrific by the 
h u t s  of highly-excited men and the continual 
discharge of musquetry. 



CHAPTER VII. 

IN the days of Moghul power, the native city 
of Etawah was a flourishing place, the abode of 
Omrahs and grandees belonging to the imperial 
court ; but with the downfal of Moslem dominion 
it has sunk into insignificance, and possesses few, if 
any, attraction4 excepting to the artist, who cannot 
fail to admire a splendid ghaut, one of the finest 
on the river Jumna, and several picturesque build- 
ings, which latter, however, are falling fast into 
decay. The cantonmente in the neighbourhood 
are peculiarly deiolate, and exhibit in full perfeo 
tion the dreary features of a junglestation. Upon 
a wide sandy plain, nearly destitute of trees, half 
a dozen habitable bungalows lie scattered, inter- 
mixed with the ruins of others built for the accom- 
modation of a larger garrison than is now considered 
necessary for the security of the place, a single 
wing of a regiment of eepoys being deemed suffi- 
cient for the performance of the duties of this me- 



lancholy oubpost. The civilian attached to it, who 
discharges the joint office of judge and cdlector, 
is seldom resident, preferring my other part of the 
diatrict ; and the few Empeenu cawlentnod to 
linger out their three years of banishment in this 
wilderness, have ample opportunity to learn how 
they may contrive to exist upon their o m  r e m m  
The bungalows of Etawah, though not in their 
primitive state,--for upon the first occupation of 
these remote jungles, doors a d  windows were not 
considered necessary, a juump, or frame of bamboo 
covered with grass, answering the purpose of both 
care still sufficiently rude to startle persona who 

have acquired their notions of India from descrip . 
tions of the City of Palaces. Heavy ill-glazed 
doors, smeared over with coarse paint, secure the 
interiors from the inclemencies of the cold, hot, and 
rainy seasons. The walls are mean and bare, and 
where attempts are made to oolour them, the daub- , 

ing of inexperienced workmen is more offensive to 
the eye than common whitewash. The fastenings 
of the doors leading to the diB-t apartments, if 
there be any, are of the rudest description, and the 
small portion of wood employed is rough, unsea- 
mned, and continually requiring repair. 

The interco~lrse between the brute denizens of 



the soil and their human neighburs is of too close 
a nature to be agreeable. If  the doom be lee 
open at night, moveable lattices, styled j a h u ,  
must be substituted, to keep out the wolvei ai~d 
hyenas, which take the h i y  of perambulating 
through the verandahs; the gardens are the haunts 
of the porcupine, and panthers prowl in the rac 
vines. The chupper, or thatch of a bungalow, 
affords commodious harbour for vermin of every 
description ; but in lare stations, which have been 
long inhabited by Europeans, the wilder tribes, 
retreating to more desolate places, are rarely seen ; 
squirrels or rats, with an occasional snake or two, ' 
form the population of the mof, and are comparc 1 
tively quiet tenante. In  the jungles, the occupants 1 
are more numerous and more various; wild catit, 
ghoeaumpe (a reptile of the lizard tribe as large as 
a sucking pig), vie copraa, and others, take up their 
abode amid the rafters, and make wild work with 
their battles and their pursuit of prey. Thee 
intfuders are only divided from the human inhk 
bitants of the bungalow by a cloth, stretched across 
the top of each room, from wall to wall, and 
&cured by tapes tied in a very ingenious manner 
behind a projecting cornice: this cloth forms the 
ceiling, and shuts out the unsightly &rs of the 
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huge barn above; but it proves a frail and oftep 
insufficient barrier ; the course of the assailants and 
the assailed may be distinctly traced upon its sur- 
face, which yields with the pressure of the com- 

batants, shewing distinctly the outlines of the va- 
rious feet. When it becomes a little worn, legs are 
frequently seen protruding through some aperture, 
and as the tapes are apt to give way during the 
rains, there is a chance of the undesired appearance 
of some hunted animal, which, in itsanxiety to escape 
from its pursuers, fails through a yawning rent into 
the abyss below. Before the introduction of cloths, 
snakes and other agreeable visitants often dropped 
from the bamboos upon the persons of those who 
might be reposing beneath ; but although, where 
there are no dogs or cats to keep the lower story 
clear of intruders, the dwellers of the upper regions 
will seek the ground-floor of their own accord, hey  
cannot so easily descend as heretofore. Notwith- 
standing the intervention of the cotton canopy, 
however, there is quite sufficient annoyance without 
a closer acquaintance with the parties, for night 
being usually selected for the time of action, sleep 
is effectually banished by their gambols. The 

noise is sometimes almost terrific, and nervous 
persons, females in particular, may fancy that the 

x 3 



whole of the machbey, cloth, fastenings and all, 
wil l  down, h g  with ten thousand combat- 
mu, upon their devoted heads. The sparrows in 
the eaves, alarmed by the hubbub, start from their 
elumbers, and their chirping and fluttering increase 
the tumult. In these wild solitudes, individuals of 
the insect race perform the part of nocturnal d i s  
turbere with great vigour and animation. At night- 
fall, a concert usually commences, in which the treble 
is sustained by crickets; gifted with lungs far ex- 
ceeding in power those of the European hearth, 
while the bass is croaked forth by innumerable toads. 
The bugle horns of the musquitos are drowned in 
the dissonance, and the gurgling accompaniment of 
the musk rats is scarcely to be distinguished. In 
the midst of this uproar, should sleep, long-wooed, 
descend at last to rest upon the weary eyelids, it is 

I 
but too often chased away by the yells of a walt 
dering troop of jackalls, each animal apparently 
endeavouring to outshriek hie neighbour. A quiet 
night in. any part of India is exceedingly difficult 
of attainment ; the natives, who sleep through the 
heat of the day, protract their vigils far beyond 
the midnight hour, and, however den t  at other 
periods, are always noisy at night. parties from 
adjacent villagea patrol the roads, singing ; and, 



during religious festivals or bridal revelries, every 
aort of discordant inetrument, gongs, and blaring 
trumpee six feet long, are brought in aid of the 
h u t s  of the popuhce. 

Such is the usual character of a night in the 
jungles, and it requires nerves of no ordinary kind 
to support its various inflictions. Fortunately, the 
beds, as they are constructed and placed in India, 
afi'ord a secure asylum from actual contact with in- 
vaders, the many-legged and many-winged host, 
which give ao lively an idea of the plagues of 
Egypt. The much occupiea the centre of the floor, 
and is elevated to a considerable height from the 
ground; the musquito-curtains, which are tightly 
tucked in all round, though formed of the thinnest 
and most transparent material, cannot easily be 
penetrated from without ; and though bats may 
brush them with their wings, lizards innumerable 
crawl along the walls, and musk-rats skirt round 
the posts, admission to the interim is nearly impos- 
aible : on this account, as well as for the great pre- 
aervative which they form against malaria, it is ad- 
visable to sleep under a musquit*net at all seasons 
of the year. 

The noisome broods nurtured in the desolate 
placee round Etawah, have not yet been taught to 



fly from the abode of tbe European ; but to coun- 
terbalance the annoyance which their presence occa 
sions, the brighter and more beautiful i e t a n t a  
of the jungles fearlessly approach the lonely bun- 
galow. In no other part of India, with the excep 
tion of the hill-districts, are more brilliant and in- 
teresting specimens of birds and insects to be seen ; 

extremely small brown doves, with pink breasts, 
appear amid every variety of the common colour, 
green pigeons, blue jayg crested wood-peckers, to- 
gether with an infinite number of richly-plumed 
birds, glowing in purple, scarlet, and yellow, less 
familia'r to unscientific persons, flock amund. A 
naturalist would luxuriate in so ample a field for 
the pursuit of his studies, and need scarcely go 
farther than the gardens, to find those feathered 
wonders, which are still imperfectly described in 
works upon ornithology. Here the lovely little 
tailor-bird sews two leaves together, and swings in 
his odorous nest from the pendulous bough of some 
low shrub. 

The fly-catcher, a very small and slender b i d  
of a bright green, is also an inhabitant of the gar- 
dens, which are visited by miniature birds resem- 
bling those of paradise, white, and pale brown, with 
tails composed of two long feathers. Nothing can 



be more beautiful than the effect produced by the 
brilliant colours of those birdg which congregate in 
.large flocks; the ring-necked paroquets, in their 
evening flight, as the sun declines, shew rich masses 
of green; and the byahs, or crested-sparrows, whose 
breasts are of the brightest yellow, look like clouds 
of gold as they float along. 

Numbers of aquatic birds feed upon the shorn 
of the neighbouring Juinna, and the tremendous 
rush of their wings, as their mighty armies tra- 
verse the heavens, joined to other strange and savage 

sounds, give a painful assurance to those long ac- 
customed to the quietude of sylvan life in England, 
that they are intruders on the haunts of wild ani- 
mals, which have never been subjected to the do- 
minion of man. There is one sound which, though 
not peculiar to the jungles, is more wearying 'than 
in more thickly-inhabited places, on account of the 
extreme loudness of the note, and its never ceasing 
for a single instant during the day,-the murmur- 
ing of doves: the trees are full of them, and my 
ear, at least, never became reconciled to their cm- 

tinued moaning. k t  sunset, this sound is hushed, 
but the brief interval of repose is soon broken by 
the night-cries already described. 

The roads around Etawah, if such they may (by 
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courtesy) be called, are about the very wont in the be 
world : tbey are the high-ways leading to the neigh- 
bouring Phtions, Mynpoorie, Futtyghur, Agrs, 
and Campore, and &rd no p i c t u q u e  viewr 
within the range of a day's excursioa. There is 
little temptation to drive out in a carriage in the 
evening, the favourite method of taking air and 
exercise in India; a f m  m q p p v e s ,  skirting 
villages surrounded by h@ walls of mud, p b a -  I 

bly as a security a g a k t  the incurrim of wild 
berets, alone div- the bare and arid plains, 
while the ruts threaten dislocation, and the dust, 
that plague of Hindoatan, is nearly suffixating. 
The gardens a9brd a more agreeable metbod of 
pasting the short period of day-light which the cli- 
mate wil l  permit to be spent in the open air. They I 
are large and well planted ; but the d m  (gar- , 
deners) are extremely ignorant of the European 
methods of cultivation, not having the same oppor- 
tunity of acquiring knowledge as at larger stations. 
The pomegranate ie of little value except for its 
rich red flowers ; h r  the f r u i t i n  consequence, no 
doubt, of either being badly grafted or not grafted 
at all-when ripe, is crude and bitter ; it is greatly 
esteemed, however, by the natives, who cover the 
green fruit with clay, to p v e n t  the depredations of 
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birds. The pomegranates brought from Persia 
never appeared to me to merit their celebrity : whe- 
ther any attempt has been made to impme them, 
by a g a f t  from the orange, I know not, but I 
always entertained a wish to make the experiment. 
Sweet lemons, limes, oranges, and citrons offer, in 
addition to their superb blossoms and delicious per- 
fume, fruit of the finest quality; and grapes, which 
am .trained in luxuriant arcades, not only give 
beauty to a somewhat formal plantation, but afford 
a grateful banquet at a period of the year (the hot 
winds) in which they are most mptable .  
Amongst the indigenous fruits of these jungles 

is a wild plum, which has found an entrance into 
the gardens, and which, if properly cultivated, 
would produce excellent fruit ; in its present state, 
unfortunately, it kt too resinous to be relished by 
unaccustomed palates. The melons, which grow 
to a large size, and are abundant in the season, are 
chiefly procured from native gardens, on the banks 
of the Jumna, sa they flourish on the sands which 

border that river. Mangos and jack8 occupy ex- 
tensive plantations, exclusive of the gardens, and 
are left, as well as custard apples, plantains, and 
guavas, to the cultivation of the natives, the ground 
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in the neighbourhood of a bungalow being chiefly 
appropriated to foreign productions. 

The aeeds of European vegetables are sown a f k  
the rainy seaclon, and come to perfection during the 
cold weather; green peas, cauliflowers, and c& 
lettuce appear at Christmas, sustaining, without 
injury, night-froeta which would kill them in their 
native climes. Either the cultivation is better un- 
derstood, or the soil is more congenial to these de- 
licate strangers, since they succeed better than the 
more hardy plants, celery, beet-root, and curmts, 
which never attain to their proper size, and are fre- 
quently deficient in flavour. T o  watch the pro- 
gress of the winter-crop of familiar vegetables, and 

b 
to inspect those less accurately known, cannot fail to 
be interesting, although the climate will not permit 
a more active part in the management of R garden. 

The oleanders, common all over India, are the 
pride of the jungles, spreading into large shrubs, and 
giving out their delicate perfume from clusters of 
pink and white flowers. The badool also boasts 
scent of the most exquisite nature, which it breathes 
from bells of gold ; the delicacy of its aroma ren- 
ders it highly prized by Europeans, who are over- 
powered by the strong perfume of the jessamine, 
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and other flowers much in request with the natives. 
The sensitive plant grows in great abundance in 
the gardens of Etawah, spreading itself over whole 
borders, and shewing on a grad scale the peculiar 
quality whence it derives ita name : the touch of a 
single leaf will oceasion those of a whole parterre 
to close and shrink away, nor will it recover its 
vigour until several hours after the trial of its 
sensiiility. Equally curious, and less known, is 
the property of another beautiful iuhabitant of 
these regions; the flowers of a tree of no 
mean growth arrive to nearly the size of a peony ; 
these flowers blow in the morning, and appear of 
the purest white, gradually changing to every 
shade of red, until, as the evening advances, they 
become of a deep crimson, and falling off at night, 
are renewed in their bridal attire the following 
day. When gatlpred and placed in a vase, they 
exhibit the same metamorphosis, and it is the 
amusement of many hours to watch the progress of . 
the first faint tinge, as it deepens into darker and 
darker hues. 

t Around every shrub, buttedies of various tints 
sport and flutter, each species choosing some par- 
ticular blossoms, appearing as if the flowers them- 
selves had taken flight, and were hovering over the 



pmmt bough : one plant wi l l  be surmounted by r 
kkxy of bluerringsd viaitantg while the next is 

radiant with amber or mulet. Inmeme winged 
p d q p e m ,  w b  whole bodk are studded with 
emeralcb which no jeweller can match; &king 
bedes, bedecked with amethpa and topazes; and 

0th- which lo& like spots of crimson velvet, join 
tbe gay carnival. These lovely creatures disappear 
with the last sun-beams, and are succeeded by a 
ites desirable race. Huge vampirsbats, measuring 
four lbet h m  tip to tip of their leathern wings, 
wheel m u d  in murky circles; owls venture 
abroad, urd the odious musk rat issues from its 
hole. 

The remaining twilight is usually spent upon 
the dubootw, a m i d  terrace or platform of 
chunam, generally commanding an extensive pros- 
pect. Chairs are p M  for the accommodation of 
the females and their visitors, and the nzad beneath 
often presents a very lively scene. Native con- 
veyances of all kinds, and m e  exceedingly gm- 
tesque, pass to and fro ; fukeeru are conveyed h m  
the dty  to their residences in the neighbouring 
villages, in a sort of cage, not l a r ~ . t h a n  a modern 
hatbox, in which the wonder is how they can con- 
trive to beetow themselves; these miniature litters 
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are slung on a bdxw,  and d by two men; 

covered carts drawn by bdbcks, camels, and 
W o e s  returning home, with d o n a l l y  an ela 
p h m t  stalking majestically along, sue tho most 
common pwengers 8 but native travellera of rank, 
attended by numeroue trains of well-armed de- 
pendants, wedding d religious pmceaimg com- 

posed of fantastic p u p s ,  frequently attract the 
gazing eye, amusing by their novelty. 
As night draws on, packs of jackalla may be 

dimly descried on the rods, looking like dark 
phantoms ; and even while the bungalow is blazing 
with lights, the wolf may be aeen prowling at a 
little distance, watching for some unguarded mo- 
ment to snatch an infant h m  its mother's lap. 
Such catastrophes are not uncommon : frequently, 
while seated at tea, the party has been stutled by 
the shouts of the servants, too late aware of the 
intruder's presence. Pursued by cries and the 
clattering of bamboos, the wretch ie rometimes 
known to drop its prey ; but in general he succeeds 

in carrying it off to some inaccessible spot. These 
mumces  take place just before nightfall, when 
tbe appearance of a wolf is not suspected, and if he 
rhould be .seen he may be mistaken for a pariah 

dog. When the natives retire to their houaes, 
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every aperture is oecured by h n g  lattices, a d  
none venture to deep outaide who are not capable 
of protecting themselves. Europeans do not' seem 
to consider wolves as worthy game ; when a tiger 
maka his appearance in the neighbourhood of a 
cantonment, all the residents, civil and military, 
are astir, and. it seldom happens that he is suffered 
to escape the crusade which is formed against him; 
the more ignoble animal is left to the natives, who 
however, seldom claim the reward given by govern- 
ment of five rupee8 per head, in consequence of a 

superstition which prevails amongst them, that 
wherever a wolf's blood is spilled, the ground be+ 
Comes barren : this notion is unfortunate, since they 
display both courage and conduct in the attack of 
fiercer beasts of prey. No sooner were the yells of 
two hyenas heard in the cantonments of Etawah, 
than a party of half-naked men, armed only with 
barnbow, went up to thi  lair which they had 
chosen, and after a severe struggle secured them 
alive. The victors bound their priees to bamboos, 
and carried them round to each bungalow, where of - 
course they received a reward in addition to that 
given by the judge. 

The hyena of a menagerie afForda a very faint 
idea of the savage of the jungles; these creatm, 
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though severely injured, retained, even in their 
manacled state, all their native ferocity, unsubdued \ 

by long fasting and blows. A gentleman present, 
anxious to exhibit his skill with the broad-sword, 
brandished a tzclww, with the intention of cutting 
off their heads : but he was disappointed ; one of 
the expected victims snatched the weapon from his 
hand, and broke it in pieces in an instant; they 
were then less oste~~tatiously despatched. 

I t  is unfortunate that beauty of prospect cannot 
be combined in India with the more essential con- 
veniences necessary for the performance of military 
duties ; while nothing can be more ugly than the 
tract marked out for the cantonments of Etawah, 
the ravines into which it is broken, at a short 
distance, leading to the Jumna, are exceedingly pic+ 
turesque, &ording many striking landscapes ; the 
sandy winding steeps on either side are richly 
wooded with the mem, the p p u l ,  and a species of 
the palm, a tree which in theupper Provinces always 
stands singly, the soil being less congenial than 
lower grounds near the coast : in these situations, 
it is more beautiful than when it plants itself in 
whole groves. Sometimes an opening presents a 
wide view over wild jungle; at others, it gives 
glimpses of the Jumna, whose blue waters sparkle 



i n t h e b e u n a o f t b e r i s i n g o r ~ # l a  Thest 
mvina can only be t m v d  upon k a h c k ,  OI 

upoa an elephant, and they must be visited b4- 
break to be seen to advantage 

However beautiful the awakening of nature may 
be in other parQ of the world, its balmy delighb 
can never be ro highly appreciated M in the dimes 
of the East, where its contrast to the subduing 
heat of burning noon, renders it a bl- of i ~ e b  
ti& value. The freehnesa uf the morning air, 
the play of light and shade, which ia ao agreeable 
to the eye, the brightnem of the foliage, the vivid 
hue of the flowera opening their variegated clustere 
to the sun, rife with transient beauty, for ev- 
fhds them drooping; the joyow maha of the 
birds, and tbe playful gambols of wild a n i d  
emerging from their dewy Isire, exhilarate tbe 
spirita, aad &rd the higheet grat%cation to the 
lover of sylvan scenes. Every tree is tenanted by 
numerous birds; euperb falcons look out f m  
their lofty eyrits, aad wild peacocks fling tbek 
magnificent trains over the lower boughs, ten or 
twelve being frequently perched upon the seme 
tree. The mnaller birds, spamow-btwks, green 

Wne, blue jays, &c. actually cmwd the +mches ; 

the cmw-pheasant w h  an cttnmge foot* ap 



proach, and wings hie way to deeper solitudes; 
while  docks of parroquets, upon the slightest die- 
turbance, irsue screaming fiwn tbeir woody coverts, 

and, spreading their emerald plumes, soar up until 

they melt into the golden sky h e .  At the early 
dawn, the panther and the hyena may be seen, 

aculking along to their dena ; the antelope springe 
up, bounding acmss the path ; the nylghau scours 
over bush Hnd briar, seeking the distant plain ; the 
porcupine retreats grunting, or stands at bay 
ky: his quills in wrath at the intrusion ; and innu- 
merable smaller animala-the beautiful little blue 

hx, the civet with ita mperb brud, and the 
nimble mungoose--make every nook and corner 
swarm with life. Gigantic herons stalk alang the 
river's shores; the brabane ducks hover gnbbling 
above, and huge alligators bask on the sand-henks, 
stretched in profound repoae, w watcbing for their 

prey. 
As the jungles d e  from the dwellings of man, 

they become wilder and more savage; iarge jheele 
(ponds) spread their watery wastes o v a  tbe low 
marshes, and are the haunt of miltions af living 
creatures. Small hunting parties frequently en- 
tamp during the cold emson on the banks of these 
glwy pools, where, in additian to every descrip 



ticm of smaller game, the wild boar, though not so 

common as in Rengal, may be ridden down and 
apeared by the expert sportsman. The native 
hunters ( 8 h i k o m )  go out at all periods of the 
year, and are frequently retained in European 
estnblishments for the purpose of ensuring regular 
supplies fm the table. 

The equipments of theae men would astonish the 
hero of a ,hundred b a t h  ; they are a b e d  with 
an old rusty clumsy matchlock, which they never 
fire except when certain of their quarry, making 
up in skill and patience for the inefficiency of their 
weapons. They go out alone, and never return 
empty-handed; and young men desirous of ob- 
taining good sport, and of securing the shy and 
rare beasts of clme, prefer seeking their game 
attended by one of these men to joining larger 
parties, who are frequently dissppointed of the 
nobler species, and are compelled to be contented 
with suippets. 

The nylghau, when stall-fed, is more esteemed 
in India than it deserves, as the flesh resembles 
coarse beef, and when made into hams is apt to 
crumble; smaller venison, on the contrary, is not 
priwd according to its merits, Europeans prefer- 

ring the half-domesticated -tenant of an English 



park to the wild flavour of the dweller in the 
jungles. 

There is the same prejudice against pea-chick 
which  fbw are aware are considered a dainty at 
h o m e  (the grand criterion of AngleIndiana), and 
t h e y  are neglected, though affording an excellent 
substitute for turkeys, which are dear and over-fd 
T h i s  American importation does not thrive very 
well in India; so many die before they arrive at 
maturity, that the native breeders are obliged to 
p u t  a high price upon the survivors, which are 
often sold for fifteen rupees each : they are gene- 
rally encumbered with fat, and are in fact vastly 
inhior to young pea-fowl, which combine the 
flavour of the pheasant with the juiciness of the 
turkey. Guinea-fowl h d  a mare congenial climate 
in India, and in many places run wild md breed 
in the woods. Common poultry also are found 
there in an untamed state; they go under the 
denomination of junglefowl, and are quite, equal 
to any feathered game which is brought to table. 

The river Jumna is well-stooked with fish, and 
duridg the rainy season numerous nullahs supply 
Etawah with many excellent sorts, including the 
finest, though not the largest, prawns to be had in 
India The mutton a d  beef me of the best quality, 
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t h e f o r a a ~ u d ~ ~ l . ~ p o ~ r ~ p r b  i 
resident's farm. Native butchers feed 6 aad 
.beep far Eumpern coouynptien, taking care, how- 
wer ,not toki l l tbe~unt i laU&jomtssbal l  
be berpdren. A family wbo entartaia, will ~ o t  

find s whde builock teo much fortheirownuse, 

I 
daugbtared rrt Chriotmas; aad t h e  d t b g  pieces 
m e d  tor the ha weatber, when cured by ex- 
peritmeed bank will ~ioep good for a able year. I 
The apedieat in lees kvourable ~srens to procure 
scrlt-beef, wben iieob killed, io to boil it in straog 

I 

brine, and aerve it up the eome day. 
There is xw regular supply of E u m p n  artidea 

at Etewah; the residents em ad suthiently nu- 
merous to encourage a native to traffic in beer, 
aim, M y ,  + 8rc.; theae things, together 
with tea and d m ,  several kind of spioos, En&& 
pickles, and EngliPh sauces, must be procured fram 
Cawnpore, a distance of nkrety-six milee. A c 4  

of glaso ar crockery carrwt be m p i d  without 
recourae to the same emporium, excepting aow and 
then, when an ranbulatoq mega&$re makes its a p  
pePrance, or the damdieo bebnging b bets whiah 
have ascended the Ganges fmm Calcutta, hawk 
about small investmento, which they bave eiaha 
stolen, ar purchaoed far ahno& nothiw at aa wc- 



tion. On t k  w i o n a ,  exoelbont h g d ~  are 
proeured; boxes of esude-cologne, caatainiaa; eig 
botfles, 'being d d  fsr la rupee, 4 andmy-paate, 
pnushao~rjrt-k-a, 4 ~ .  at less tbrrr the cetail price 
in England; the true d u e  d Brmdy or HoUvds 
is better k w a ,  and these 4 c k s  am! d d ~ m  Ll$d 

m c h  .b low tbe e u m L p k e  A& C a m p .  The 
&male r e d e a t s  of EbwA must depend &dy 
upon tbek owe dares Ear they -not purehe a 
-sin& yard of ribban, rad *e fi.eclpltntly in p u t  

-ibistress for euch trifling articles ae pins, d m ,  

nnd thread ; shoes,  glove^, errerytbfing ia ftgct be- 
-longing to & warelrobe, must & proowed from 
Cawppsre, %he metmpEa of .the Upper Prsvinece. 

In the co1d-h sdngsaf cr~mde loden witb khe 
-rich p m d u c t b  of TMet amd Per& pass on rh& 
way to lBepares d fabm i ssme rue freigkted with 
costly me1y:'BaOdiae,-ehawh, e, aad gems ; 
atherseamy less p i o u s  artic+applea, kiutmi&s 
(raisins), dried wte, pc~~egmmtm, g-, apd 
pistachirmuts. Upon the necks of these w i d e ,  
-twautiful l M e  P d  $itkw we aeen mted, the 
w& finding a wady srde &r their live cerw 
tboth at Euaoyean and &ive bs- Thme dkesc 
llaimed burby-fai3td c& m k e  therpFettiest a d  tbe 
muq$ d : p c t % o f  Eadian w @ W ;  

L 2 
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whole of April and May. The wind usually rises 

about eight o'clock in the morning, and if coming 
from the right point (the west), and strong enough 
to cause sufficient evaporation, the ta t th  are put 
u p c ~ t h i c k  mats, n~ade of the roots of a fragrant 
grass (cumus), upon bambframes ,  fitting into 
the doors or windows ; all the apertures in a con- 
t r a r y  direction being closely shut. These tatties 

ate kept constantly wet, by men employed to throw 
water upon them on the outside, and the wind which 
comes through them is changed into a rush of cold 
air, YO cdd sometimes as to oblige the party within 
to put on additional clothing. While the wind 
continues steady, the only inmnveniences to be borne 
are the darkness--that second plague of Egypt, 
common to Indian houses-and the confinement ; 
ibr those who venture abroad pay dearly for their 
temerity : the atmosphere of a gasometer in ful l  
operation might as easily be endured ; exhaustion 
s+ly follows, the breath and limbs fail, and if 
long exposed to the scorching air, the skin will peel 
off. Yet this is the period chosen by the natives 
for their journies and revelries; they cover their 

h e s  with a cloth, and with this simple precaution 
brave the fiercest blasts of the simoom. These 
winds usually subside a$ sunset, though they soma 
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tima blow to a later hour, d d  ~ u e  k-n b ootc. 

h alI d&t. If they sbuId ohpege to the 

1 
m w d ,  the kr#iea me d e w ,  produding only a 
hot h p  tttmm. In  tbis event, the ody m e ~ 5  of 

mitigating t k  tnrt ie to cardude the wind by filG 
irg up the bllllgidg thick curtsina (pr- 
ddk) over the doors, md setting all the p#rk& 
in motion : i n e e e n t  etpedknta, for, in despite of 
dl, the atamphem is s d y  bearable ; etccssirta 
and aa#mwd thirst, hgtm of the m a t  painful 
natwre, and initability produced by the pliddp 
heat, reader existence alntat inwppurtabh, Eve* 
&dele of furniture ia btwning to h e  touch; the 
h d e t  wood, if BOf well mered with M- 
will *lit with a report like t U  of a pistol, d 
linen taken hm the dwwm appedrp as if just re- 
moved from a kitchen fire. The nights are terrible ; 
every apartment b&g heated to excesJ, each may 
be compared to a large oven, in which M. Chaubert 
alone could rept%& st eure. Gentlemen ustzally 
have their beds placed in the verandahs, or on the 
chubootw, ae t h y  incur little risk in sleeping in the 
open air, at a season in which no dews fall, a d  

there is scarcely any variation in the themometer. 
Tornadoes are frequent during the hot winds; 
while they last, the skies, though cloudless, am 



darkened with dust, the sun ie abscured, and a 
London fog cannot inom effectudy exclude t h  

prospect. The birds are d d u l  sufferers at thia 
season ; their winga droop, sad their bsls are open 
as if gasping for bresth ; all animals are m e  ar 
less affected, and eqecidy those whieh have k e n  
imported to the country. Our Persian eats w m  
wont to coil themselves round the jara d water in 
the bathing-rooms, amd to lie on the wet grase be- 
tween the tatties, where they frequently received a 
spinkling from the oopiotls Ebetbm p ~ e d  u~ 

the fiames without. If, tired of confinement, they 
ventured into the verandah, they would speedily 
return, looking quite sghsst nt the warm raaeption 
they had mat with abroad. 

The breaking-up af the hot win& &mds a 
magnificent spectacle ; they depart in wratb, after 
a tremendous conflict with opposing elements. The 
approaching strife is made known by a cloud, or 
rather a wall d dust, which appears at the extre- 

mity of the horizon, beaming more lofty as it 
adva11ces. The air is sultry and still, for the wind, 
which is tearing up the sand as it ru&es along, is 
nut felt in front of the billowy masses, whose 
mighty ramparts gather strength sr they spread; 
at length the plain is smrounded, and the sky 
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becanea as murk is midnight. Then the enchained 1 
thunder breaks forth ; but its moet awful peals are 1 
scarcely heard in the deep roar of the tempest; 
burst succeeds to burst, each more wild and 
furious than the ' former ; the forled lightnings 1 
flash in vain, for the dust, which is as thick as 

snow, fling an impenetrable veil around them. 
The wind, having spent itself in a final effort, 
suddenly subsides, and the dust is as speedily d i s  
p e d  by torrents of rain, which in a very short 1 
time flood the whole country. The tattia are 
immediately thrown down, and though they may 1 
have previously rendered shawls necessary, the i 
relief experienced when breathing the fresh air of 
heaven, instead of that produced by artificial means, 
is indescribable. All the animal creation appear 
to be endued with fresh life and vigour, as they 
inhale the cooling breezes ; the songs of the birds 
are heard again, and flocks and herds come forth 
rejoicing. Before the watery pools have penc- 
trated into the parched earth, so rapid is the , 
growth of vegetation, patches of green appear I 

along the plain, and those who take up their posts 
in the verandah for an hour or two, may literally , 
see the gntss grow. In  the course of a single day, 
the sandy hillocks will be covered with verdure, 
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and in a very short time the grass becomes high 
and rank. While the clouds are actually pouring 
out their liquid treasures, the rainy.season is not: 
unpleasant ; punkaho may be dispensed with, and 
the venetians may be removed without danger of 
being blinded by the glare ; but the intervals 
between the showers are excessively hot, and the 
frequent changes of the atmosphere, and the ma- 
laria arising from the surrounding marshes, render 
it dreadfully unhealthy. Fever and ague are the 
eommon complaints; the former is often fatal, and 
the utmost vigiladce is requisite to avoid the dan- 
ger to which both natives and Eumpems are con- 

t inudy  exposed, since infection is frequently 
brought from distant places by currents of air. 

The effects of thew partial tornadoes is very 
curious ; they are almost seen to traverse the plain, 
their course resembling that of a swollen river or 
a lava-flood. Persons may awapy tt position at a' 
very short distance from the spot in which the 
tempest is raging without feeling the agitation of 
the elements, and behold at ease the devastation 
which they cause ; t& are tom up by the roots, 
roofs are stripped of their tiles, and the choppers 
of out-houses fly off like gigantic birds, k i n g  car- 
ried several yards beyond the place where they 

L 3 



originally at& I oocc witnessed a very unusfng 
wene of this nature: the ~ervants of a neighbour, 
anxious to peerre their master's property, an the 
roof of tbe oook-mom taking wing, rushed out of 
their houeea, and with great vigour and alacrity 
&zed the ends of the flying bamboos ere they reaehed 
the ground, m n i n g  along with their canopy until 
its impetus had ceased, and then restohng it to the 
deserted walla on which it had formerly rested. 

The rains uoually continue from the first or 
m n d  week in June until the middle of October, 
and in eome seaeons are extremely violent ; the de- 
solation on the rivers' h n k s  is frightful; whole 
villages are plunged into the flood, a catastrophe 
seldom attended by loss of life, as the natives 
usually have timely warning, and escape with their 
p o d s  and chattels, taking care, however, like the 
Sicilians in the neighbourhood of Xtna, to build 
again in places equally exposed to inund n t' ion. 
Bungalows often sustain considerable damage dur- 
ing a very wet aeason ; the pillars of the verandahs 
sink and lose their perpendicular, and out-offices 
and servants' houses are frequently washed away, 
leaving nothing but fragments of mud-walls be- 
hind. The thunder and lightning which accom- 
pany these cataracts are terrific, filling the heavens 



with blue and crimson light, and carryihg death 
into the plains, where herdmen and shepherd% 
fiquently perish. l 'he  final fall is g e l a l l y  the 
heavid, lasting three or four days, and bringing 
cold weather along with it. A sudden and grateful 
change of dimate takes place upon the departure 
of the nrins; the sun is deprived of its noxious 
power, and rendera the heavens bd&t without 
being sultry ; exercise may be taken oa foot until 
ten o'clock in the day, in the Upper Provinces, and 
in a carriage at all times without inconvenience. 
While the weather & cloudy (generally during a 
few days in December), it is exceedingly prac- 
tieable to walk out in the middle of the day in 
Etawah, and higher up, at Kurnaul, this gratifica- 
tion may be enjoyed for two months. 

The climate all over India, even in Bengal, is 
delightful from October until March ; all is bright- 
ness and beauty outside the house; summer gar- 
dens glow with myriads of flowers, native and 

exotic, while within, fires, especially in the evening, 
are acceptable, and blankets are necessary to ward 
off the inclemencies of the night. This is the gay 
season, and even Etawah loses part of its dulness, 
being visited by regiments on their march to and 
fro1q other stations, who sometinies make it their 



h a ~ t i n ~ - ~ l & e  for a couple of days. A canvas city 
starts' up, as if by magic, on the barti plain ; bul- 
locks, camels, horses, and elephants are grouped 
amid the tents; sheep, cows, goats, and poultry, 
following the fortuna of their' owners, occupy tem- 
porary farm-yards in the rear; and bazaars a&. 
opened for the d e  of all the necessaries of life. A t  
day-break, the striking of tent-pins, the neighing of 
h o r n ,  the lowing of herds, and the grunt of ' the 
camels, mixed with the long roll of the drums ancl 

1 

bugle-calls, give warning that the march. is a b u t  

to commence; and when the sun has risen, troops of 
hideous white vultures are seen feeding on the 
offal, where all the day before had h e n  crowd and 
bustle. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

INDIAN SPORTS. 

HAPPY are those young men who take out with 
them to India the tastes and habits of a scholar or 
of a sportsman, though perhaps neither can be car- 
ried to excess, without danger, in a climate almost 
equally hostile to mental and to bodily exertion. 
Moderation, either in study or in field-sports, re- 
quires more.self-command than is usually practised 
by the young and enthusiastic ; and the latter pur- 
suit, especially, is so fascinating, as to beguile vete- 
rans into rash enterprizes, which could only be ex- 
cusable in the days of boyhood. Formerly almost 
all the European residents of India were mighty 
hunters ; but, in the present day, though there are 
quite enough to keep up their ancient reputation, 
the slaughter of wild animals'is not so general, or 
so absorbing a passion as it used to be, when the 
company's territories were surrounded by the courts 
of native princes, who were accustomed to take the 
field against the furred and feathered rangers of the 



forest, with all the pomp and circumstance of war. 
Parties of gentlemen from Calcutta are in the habit 
of spending a part of the cold season amid the 
wildest jungles of Bengal ; but their cmt&ge, though 
exceedingly numeroue, and the havoc they make, 
though sufficiently great to satisfy any reasonable 
person, are nothing compared to the displays of 
former times. The amusements of Cossim Ally 
Khan, the nawab of Bengal, in 1'761, afford a 

strong wntrast to the habits and pursuits of his 
degenerate representatives. The fame of his ex- 
ploits still survives in the memory of the people, 
and their scenes are pointed out with no small de- 
gree of exultation. 

In one of his grand hunting-parties, his retinue, 
including a body-guard of cavalry, consisted of not 
fewer than twenty thousand persons. The officers 
of his army and household, and his European 
guests, were wnveyed to the theatre of action on 
elephants, camels, and horses, or in palanquins. 
The hunters were armed with speat-s, b w g  arrows, 
and matchlocks, and they were accompanied by 

hawks, and cheetahs. The .scene of 
the c h w  was one of the most beautiful which the 
splendid landscapes of Bengal can present. Re. 
tween the Gang- and one of the ranges of hills, 
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which apfead themselves a h g  the fr6ntitrs of the 
proviace, there is a wide traot of country, divemi- 
fied with rocks, woods, lakes, heaths, and rivulets, 
and abounding with every sort of game ; hither the 
nawab and his party repaired, and, forming an ex- 
tensive line, roused up the deniaens of the field. as 
they advanced, and letting the hawks fly as the 
wild-fowl sprang up, and loosening the greyhounds 
and cheetahs upon tbe deer ; the spear and match- 
lock-men attacked the wild hogs; while others, 
mounted upon elephants, marked out the still more 
ferocious animals, and brought them down with a 
two-ounce ball. The nawab waa one of the most 
active of the party ; sometimes he rode in an open 
palanquin, carried on the shoulders of eight bear- 
ers, with his shield, sword, gun, bow and quiver, 
lying beside him ; sometimes he mounted on horse- 
back, and at others, where the grass and bushes 
were high, he got upon an elephant. After the di- 
version had been canied on for three or four hours 
and to the distance of twelve miles, the nawab and 
his guests repaired to their encampment, where a 

oumptuous repast was served up for their entertain- 
ment. 

Hunting-parties, upon so grand a scale, are now 

rare in India, even amongst native princes ; and 
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though the imagination can ecarcely fail to be 
dazzled by an assemblage of twenty thousand men, 
with their picturesque accompaniments of stud and 
equipage, scouring through the woods, and across . 
the plains, in search of the noblest species of game, 

such scenes of barbaric splendour would soon become 
exceedingly tiresome. The trueat enjoyment of 
field-sports ia offered to small parties of Europeans, 
who blend intellectual taateu with the love of the 
chase; who, while sojourning in the forest, delight 
to make themselves acquainted with the manners 
and habits of its wild tribes, and who, not entirely 
bent upon butchery, vary their 'occupations by de- 
voting themselves to botanical or geological pur- 

suits. 
The period usually chosen for these excursions 

is from the beginning of November until the end 
of February, a season in which the climate of Hin- 
dostan is delightfully temperate, the air perfectly 
serene, and the sky often without a cloud. Some 
verdant spot, shaded by adjacent groves, and 
watered by a small lake or rivulet, is selected for 
the encampment. An Indian jungle offers so great 
a variety of beauties, that there is no difficulty in 
the selection of an appropriate scene. A natural 
lawn, sloping down to a broad expanse of water, 
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shaded by palm-trees, whose graceful, tufted foliage 
forme so striking a feature in Oriental scenery, or 
beneath the canopy of the cathedral-like banian, 
stretching its long aisles in verdant pomp along the 
plain, or in the neighbourhood of a mosque, pagoda, 
or stately tomb, whose numerous recesses and apart- 
ments offer excellent accommodation for such fol- 
low&~ of the p r t y  as are not provided with other 
shelter. There is no danger of being in want of 
my of the comforts and conveniences of life, dur- 
ing a aojouro in wildernesses, perchance as yet un- 
trodden by the foot .of man, or so long deserted as 
to leave no traces of human occupation. Wherever 
a party of this kind establishes itself, it will be 
followed by native ~hopkeepers, who make them- 
selves very comfortable in a bivouac beneath the 
trees, and supply the encampment with every mi+ 
cessary which the servants and cattle may require. 
European stom are, of course, laid in by the 
k h a m u h e  of the different gentlemen, and unless 
the sportsmen and their fair companions,-for ladies 
delight in such expeditions,-detemine upon living 
entirely upon game, sheep and poultry are brought 
to stock a farm-yard, rendered impervious to the 
attucks of savage beasts. Every part of the sur- 
rounding country swarms with animal life ; in the 



Upper Prorinas, k t r  ur mt rep troubleglw 
during tbe cold w&, me orc reptiks w much 
upon the rrlat ; k Ben+, bowever, the cold M 

never suffiJePtly severe to pu*lyse the mosquitoes, 
wbicb are d then to sting mom sbqdy, and to 

cherieh a more iaaatiPte Pppetitc than during t h  

suh ry part of the year. The incar&- arising 
fran too in(iplste a consectioe with ULatds, spiders, 
and even lees welcome guests, are laore thm caun- 
terbalpnced by the gra t i f ido~  w h !  inqhsitiva 
&ds derive from the viuicn~ nweltio which pre- 
sent thoelves upoa eveog aide. The nanj& 
appearance cd the treee, many of them aovered with ' 
large lustronr h w m ,  of g a r l d  with creepers, 
wbirfi attain to an euxmoue size, mu& deiight 1 
wbo poooe~a a taste fbr sylvan ncenery. In some of I 
the jungles of India, the giant @tem of the soil , 
appea~, 8a they stretch themselves h m  Wee to tree, 
like immense boa-cm&ctorg and be bbssoms 
thry put h h ,  at intervals, are so large, and clurr, 
ter so thickly together, as to suggest the idea of 
baekets of flawera hanging from a festoon : the 
underwood is frequently formed of rlchlyAowering 
plants; the cwiada, which is fbgmt  even to 
satiety, and scarcely berrable in any confined place, 
loading tbe ah with pf'; while the dliag, with 
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its fiue, wide, dark-green leaf, and pplendid c h n  
vase-like flowers, amtaarts beautifully wjth othet 
fbfest-trees, bearlag white Mosaornq smaller bu t  
mmbling thoee of the camellia japonica. 

So magnifimt a solitude woukl in itself afford a 
very great degree of pleasure a~rd interest to con.. 
temfitive m k d s  ; but both are heightened by the 
living objects which give animatioli to the s m e .  
Though wild h 6 p  are most abundant in plant* 
tiom of sugar-ne, which is their favourite f d ,  
and which imparts to their fleah the delicious flavout 
w highly esteemed by epicures, they are also to be 
&mid in the wild& a d  most uncultivated tracts. 
The roebuck, musk and hog-deer, conceal tha- 
selves amidst the thick& beatb snd herbage, and 
the aptelopes and large deer rove over the plains. 
All these animals, however, seek the thickets occrr. 

s i d y ,  and they are fond of resorting to the tall 
coarse p a ,  which attains to the rankest luxuriance 
in the levels of the jungle, and is the favourite lair 
of the tiger and the hyaena. Panthers, leopardsl 
bears, and the beautiful tiger-cat, are likewise i n b  
bitants of these hiding-place; and in the neigh- 
bowhood of Rajmhal, the Deyrs Ilhoon, the 

Terraie, &a, rhinoceroses and wild buffaloes are 

added to the list. Amid the maller and more 
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harmless creatures which haunt the jungle, one of 
the prettiest and most interesting is tbe fox ; its 1 
size scarcely exceeds that of an English hare; the 
limbs are slender, and it is delicately furred with 
aoft h&r, generally of a bluish grey. I t  has not 
the offensive smell of the reynard of Europe, its 
food being principally grain, vegetables, and fruit. 
The passion of the fox for grapes was by no means 
a fiight of fancy on the part of our old friend 

i i 
Xmp, who shewed himself well acquainted with 
the habits of the Asiatic species. They burrow in 
holes, and prefer the side of a hillock, where the 
gram is short and smooth, to the wood ; and there 
they may be aeen in the morning and after sunset, 
Risking about and playing with their young. They 
afford excellent sport when hunted; for, though 
not strong or persevering, they are fleet and flexible, 
and make many efforts (by winding in successive 
evolutions) to escape their pursuers. Jackals are 

i I 
almost as common as crows, in every part of India; 
but notwithstanding their numbers, and the great 

I 
desire which they evince to make themselves heard, 
there is some difficulty in getting a sight of them, 

( 

except when the moon is up, and then they seek < 

concealment in the shadows, gliding along under 1 
awert, with a stealthy movement, like some dark 
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phantom, or when the prospect of a banquet upon 
some newly-slain victim lures them from their re- 

treat in open day. 
However bare and solitary the place may be, the 

instant any animal falls to the ground, exhausted 
by wounds or disease, it is immediately surrounded 
by troops of tw~legged and four-footed cormo- 
rants, which do not await its last gasp to commence 
their attack: four or five hundred vultures will be 
assembled, in an incredibly short period of time, in 
places where they are not usually to be found, 
whenever a bullock or deer has fallen a sacrifice to 
a tiger. Upon these occasions, if the rightful mas- 
-ter of the feast should be in the neighbourhood, 
and choosing, as often is the case, to delay his meal 
until sunset, the jackals and the vultum, cowering 
close to the spot, await with great patience the 
moment in which they may commence their opera- 
tions without giving offence, taking care to remove 
to a respectful distance, when the tiger, who is said 
to approach the dead carcass in the same cautious 
and crouching manner ae when endeavouring to 
steal upon living prey, makes his appearance upon 
the scene. 

I t  is affirmed that, wherever tigers roam or couch, 
multitudes of birds collect and hover about them, 
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aclwuniag and crying, as if to create an alarm ;-and 
it is a h  mid that peacocks are peaicularly allured 
by the tawny monarch of the wood, and that, when 
he is perceived by a flock, they wil l  advance to- 
wards Mm immediately, and begin, with their usual 
aatmtatious pomp, to strut around him, their wings 
fluttering, heir feathers quivering, and thir  t& 
bristly and expanded~. Notwe pportamq who 

always prefer stratagem to open war, take advan- 
.tap of this predilection, d painting a bmnd 
cloth screen, about sir feet square!, with black apots 
ar streaks, advance under ils cover, which is p k d  
fronting the sun. The psfowl  e k  approaches 
the lure, a rrtff;ere the fowlers, wbb are iconceded 

behind it, to draw war enough to their mark to be 
quite certain of not enirsiag it. A Win the caavas 
enables them to take an eccumte mm, and the ruec 
is always successful. 
Strange instances of the fawimtioa of tnimab 

are recorded, by which it would appear, C&t, & 
i ts  influen- the most active and timid rush inte 
the danger which we should e n p  they WQ& 
be most anxious to avoid. The power whieh m- 
pents possess over birds, squirrels, &c, is w d  

Some writem aver that the Indian peacocks never 
spread their tails. 
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known ; aml t h  who have visited nnfiquented 
pltlces have had qportunitia of witneaging tht 
effect of novel eights upon the shyest denizens of 
the  waste. 

When the line of ma~ch cif large badies of t l m p  
has led acme sequestered plains, they J~ave at- 
tracted the attention of herds of deer grazing in the 
neighburhod. When startled by the humming 
murmrrriag noise made by the soldiers in passing, 
they have stood for some time staring, and appa- 
m t l y  aghast with astonishment, with their eyes 
6 x 4  upsn the prog&ve film, s b  glaring red 
uniforms and glittering muskets might wdl inspire 
them with fear. At length, in his bewilderment, 
the leading stag, striking the ground, tossing his 
antlers, d %nerting loudly, has rushed forward 
across the ranks, followed by the whole herd, to 
the utter disway and d u e w A  of the &diem, the 
f r i g b e d  deer bunding over the herds sf tho& 
ailes who were t a k a  boo mu& by s w p k  to halt, 
sod d e  way for them. Incidents of a similar 
mw hawe oeou~ed more than onoe, and they 
Bcme 'to give intereet md variety to a mamh acrosr 
some of those apparentiy boundless plriins, which 
stretch to the hariaon on every side, and are not of 
udrequent txcuwence in  the t41inlg-peopled- dis- 
tricts of Hindoatan. 
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The birds, in many places, are to be seen 1ih-a.U J I 
in myriads ; water-fowl especially congregate in the 
greatest abundance and variety ; their numbers al- 

~ 
most covering the laka and j b k ,  when resting 

.upon the water; and forming thick clouds, when, 
upon any alarm, they rise simultaneously upon the 
wing. The margin of the stream is surrounded by 
storks and cranes. The species of both ore nume- 
rous, and the gracefulness of the shape of many can 
only be exceeded by the beauty of their plumage. 
The crested heron, whose snow-white tuft is an 
emblem of sovereignty in India,and the only feather, 
which the religious prejudices of the Rajpoot princes 
permit them to wear, is one of the loveliest crea- 
tures imaginable; its eyes are of bright scarlet, 
and amidst many competitors in beauty, it shines 
conspic~~ous. 

There are no pheasants in the woods of Bengal 
or Behar ; but they are found upon the confines of 
Assam, Chittagong, and the ranges of the Himalaya I 

I n  Nepaul, and particularly about the Morung. 
they are large and beautiful, more especially the 
golden, the burnished, the spotted, and the azure, 
together with the brown arguseyed pheasant. 
There are several varieties of pea-fowl, black, 

white, and grey, in addition to the common sort; 
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and though there are some districts in India, styled 
par distinction, More-ihunje, '' the place of pea- 
cocks," they are so common all over the country, 
t h a t  it would be almost difficult to find a woodland 
haunt  where they do not abound. They are cer- 
tainly not prized in India according to their merits, 
either as an ornamental appendage, or as an addi- 
tion to the board. Some Europeans have only been 
reconciled to their admission at table, by an account 
which has reached them of their appearance at the 
Lord Mayor's state-dinners in London : Angl* 
Indians, generally speaking, being exceedingly 
unwilling to judge for themselves where their gas- 

tronimic taste can be called in question. Never- 
theless, those who, where native productions are 

worthy of praise, entertain no absurd prejudices 
in favour of exotics, are glad' to have an oppor- 
tunity of repeating the justly-merited claims to 
distinction of the pea-chick, as an article of pr* 
vender. 

High as are the merits of this fowl, however, in 
its happy r~mbination of the gameflavour of the 
pheasant with the juiciness of the turkey, it must 
hide its diminished head before the glories of the 
florikin ; the flanderkin of feudal banquets, and 
the peacock's early rival at the baronial feasts of 

VOL. 11. M 
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the Montacutea and the Courtenayes. The fiorikin 
is nearly, if not quite, as large as a turkey, and 
the plumage on the back is not unlike that which 
distinguishes the monarch of our poultry-yard : 
but the cock is furnished with a much more splen- 
did crest. A tuft of fine black velvet fathers, 
which usually lies smooth upon the back of the 
head, can be erected at pleasure, and, when spread 
out, adds greatly to the noble appearance of the  
bird. Its favourite barbour is in the natural pas- 
tures which edge the extremities of swamps, and 
the borders of lakes, always in the neighbourhood 
of marshy ground, but not far distant from the 
uplands. In coosequence of this choice of situa- 
tion, and the variety of food which it presents, its 
flesh acquires a peculiarity unknown to other birds; 
the legs, which are white, reamble in flavour those 
of a pheasant, while the breast and the wings bear 
a similarity to the wildduck : epicures pronounce 
the whole to be delicate, savoury, and juicy beyond 
d l  comparison. This fine bird is not sufficiently 
common in India to pall upon the appetite ; it is 
found in Bengal and in the neighbourhood of the 
hill-districts; but, in many parts of the Upper 
Provinces, it will be searched for in vain. 

The woodcock is not an inhabitant of southern 
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Asia, but snipes are exceedingly abundant; and 
there is one variety, the painted snipe, which 
attains a very large siae, and which compensates 
for the absence of the former-mentioned bird. 

T h e  jungle-fowl p e r f m e  the same duty for the 
pheasants, where they are not to be found; and in 
some places the speckled poultry of Guinea, which 
have wandered into the woods, and bred there, are 
diecovered in a wild state. I t  is one of the most 
agreeable, m i d  the numerous enjoyments of forest 
scenery, to see the hens and chickens sculking and 
scudding between the bushes, and to hear the 
crowing of the jungle cock. The black and the 
rock partridge form very acceptable adjuncts to 
the table, whilst every variety of pigeons may be 
had for the trouble of killing them. 

A campdinner for a hunting party is not only 
an exhilarating, but a very interesting meal. The 
most elaborate pionic provided for a fade champ6tre 
in England, where people are put to all sorts of in- 
conveniences, and must content themselves with a 
cold collation, is nothing to the luxurious displays 
of cookery performed in the open air in India. 
Under the shelter of some brushwood, the spits 
turn merrily and rapidly over charcoal fires ; an 
oven is constructed for the bakingdepartmet, and 

M 2 
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all the beneficial effect of hot hearths, for stews and 
other savoury compounds, ate produced with the 
greatest ease and facility. All that can be attain 

able within the range of fifty or sixty miles, is 
brought into the camp upon the heads of cooties, 

glad to earn a few yice for their daily bread, and 
illdifferent to the obstructions which may beset 
their path. The multitude of followers, attendant 
even upon a small encampment, precludes the pos- 
sibility of any dreary or desolate feeling; the 
habits of the people are in unison with the scene ; 
they are quite as happy under the umbrageous and 
odoriferous canopy of a tope, as they would be in 
the marble chambers of a palace. A gipsey-life 
appears to afford them the truest enjoyment; and 

the scattered groups, which they afford in the glades 
arrd openings of the forest, their blazing fires, 
cheerful songs, and the majestic and picturesque 
forms of the elephants and camels glancing between 
the trees, make up a panorama, which the eye of 
taste can scarcely tire of contemplating, and which, 
once seen, can never be forgotten. 

Living in a jungle-encampment presents the best 
opportunity of becoming acquainted with the ha- 
bits and manners of the elephant, which its domes- 
tication can permit. The mahouts live in the most 
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intimate association with the huge animals en- 
t r u s t e d  to their care; they have each an assistant 
cooZy, part of whose business it is to prepare and 
b a k e  the cakes for the evening meal. A fourth of 
the number he appropriates to himself, after going 
through the ceremony of asking the elephant's 
leave, a piece of etiquette performed in dumb-show, 
a n d  wllich the q ~ c i o u s  animal seems perfectly to 

comprehend. The emly feeds his companion, 
standing under the trunk, and putting each morsel 
into his mouth ; an act of supererogation, but one 
in which native courtesy, or as it may be called 
officious zeal, delights, men as well as elephants 
being obliged to submit to more attendance than 
they require. 

The khidmutga~s who wait at table, will stir 
the tea for their masters, and would cut the meat 
upon their plates, if permitted to ehew their dili- 
gence by such minute attentions Though the 
gift of speech is denied to the elephant, hqnot only 
appears to understand all that is said to him by 
those with whom he is intimately acquainted, but 
also to possess the power of making his own senti- 
ments and opinions known. H e  can be incited to 
extraordinary attempts by praises and by promises ; 
and when sweetmeats, of which he is inordinately 
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fad ,  are bdd out to him, as the reward of wc- 
c d  exation, he cannot be disappointed of the 
expected treat without danger. 

The mahouk converse with their charges as if 
they were rational beinga; perhap the difference 
in intellectual acquirements is not very great be- 
tween thm, and where a strong friendbhip has been 
contracted, the elephant wi l l  refuse to admit of a 
successor in the offlce. U p  the dismissal of his 
keeper, an elephant, which had always been exceed- 
ingly gentk and tractable, suddenly changed its 
character and became unmanageable. Vain were 
all the effort8 made to soothe and reconcile it to its 
new a d t e a  After the struggle of several weeks, 
the attempt was given up ; and the discharged ser- 

vant being again mestablishd m his office, the 
elephant resswmed its fonner demeanour, and  re^ 

turned quietly to its duty. 
Elephants, t lmgh sometimes tempted to fly the 

abodes of man, and mam in freedom through the 
wilderness, never forget those persons to whom they 
have been attached during their state of servitude. 
One, which had rejoined a wild herd, when exlc 
countered by a hunting party, which was accom- 
panied by the mahout who had formerly had the 
charge of him, suffered the man to mount upon his 
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neck, and, notwithstanding the experience he had 
gained of the sweets of liberty, returned at once to all 
his old habits. They are subject, however, at least 
a few, whose tempers are not particularly good, to 
fits of caprice and ferocity. I t  is astonishing witk 
what ease and dexterity they can hook in, with that 
unwieldy-looking limb, the hind-leg, any object 
with whichit comesin contact. Upon some slight 
provocation, an elephant has been known to ensnare 

- 
the unfortunate coo@ in attendance in this manner, 
and it b an expedient which is resorted to with 
infinite effect upon the attack of a tiger in the 
rear: the beast is speedily kicked to death, wben 
once he is drawn within the range of those enormous 
feet. 

The courage of the elephant is also liable to 
ebbs and flows : sometimes, at the sight of danger, 
especially on the sudden appearance of a tiger, he 
will take to flight, rushing wildly through the 
woods, and endangering the safety of the hunters 
on his back, by the violent collision of the howdah 
against the branches of the trees; at other times, 
he will run into the contrary extreme, and charge 
upon the tawny brute, by falling on his knees, and 
endeavouring to pin the tiger down with his tusks. 
This operation, which renders the howdah a very 
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untenable position, is often followed by another of 1 
a still more hazardous nature ; the elephant is apt 1 
to roll over upon its side, in order to crueh the foe 
by its weight, and in this event the sportsman has a 
&ood chance of being thrown into the clutches of 
the tiger, while all the guns go overboard as a 
matter of course. The courage of an elephant 1 
should be of a passive nature; and those whose 
good qualities have been improved by training, 
stand firm as a rock, sustaining the first burst 

4 

of a tiger, uproused from his repose, with imper- 
turbable coolness. 

When an elephant has exhibited repeated proofs , 
of cowardice, its dastardly conduct is punished by 
the degradation of being reduced from the honour ~ 
of conveying the castle on its back, to the burthen 
of the baggage. I t  is not insensible to this dis- 
grace, nor will a caparisoned elephant deign to 

associate with its brethren of the pad. No animal 
is better acquainted with its claims to distinction, 
or prouder of the splendour of its array ; and the 
difference of the bearing between those decked in 
flowing jhools, richly bordered with -gold, and 
bearing the silver howdah, or canopied ambany on 
their backs, and the humble beast of burthen, 
whose housings are of the meanest description, and 
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whose lond confers neither honour nor dignity, is 
very striking. 

The care which elephants take of their trunks, 
in an encounter with wild beasts, shews how con- 
acious they are of the value of that important in- 
strument; sometimes they will erect it over their 
heads like a horn, and s t  others pack it into the 
smallest possible compass. 

The elephant's partiality for sweetmeats has 
been already noticed ; it is acquired in plantations 
of sugar-cane, and is universal. A curious instance 
of this attachment to confectionary, and the me- 
thod pursued to gratify it by an elephant in its 
savage state, is upon record. I t  chanced that a 
coo&, laden with jaggky, a coarse preparation of 
sugar, was surprised in a narrow pass, in the king- 
dom of Candy, by a wild elephant. The poor 
fellow, intent upon saving his life, threw down the 
burthen, which the elephant devoured, and being 
well pleased with the repast, determined not to 
allow any person egress or regress who did not 
provide him with a similar banquet. The pass 
occurred upon one of the principal thoroughfares 
to the capital, and the elephant, taking up a formi- 

. dable position at the entrance, obhged every pas- 
senger to pay tribute. I t  soon became generally 

Ed 3 
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known that a &math of jaggery would ensure 
safe conduct through the guarded portal, and 
w one presumed to attempt the passage without 
tbe expected offering. 

The elephant is fwd of petting and protecting 
some infaior animal; it often takes a fancy to a 
little dog, and the latter, speedily becoming ac- 
quainted with the value of such a friend and ally, 
indulges himself in all eorts of impertinences His 
post, a very w u r e  one, under the shelter of the 
elephant's body, enables him to attack snd annoy 
anything that happens to come in his way ; he 
rushes out to the assault, and when likely to get 
the worst in the encounter, flk beck to his place 
of refuge, and barks dehoce at his adversaries. 
Sometimes the earn,  a tall bird of the crane spe- 
cies, which is often domesticated in an Indian 
compound, is taken into favour; but instances of 
similar friendship between animals of very dif- 
ferent habits and speck, are not at all uncommon. 
A terrierdog, a Persian cat, and an antelope, 
brought up together in the family of an officer, 
who was accustomed to divide his clreaaes amongst 
them, lived with each other in the greatest harmony 
and afFection. During his residence in Calcutta, 

he was in the habit of spending the whole morning 
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abroad, and of returning about sun-& to drew. 
His four-fwted favourites were eequainted with 
the hour in which they might,expect to see him, 
and the trio always came in a body to meet and 
give him welcome : the cat cared nothing about 
change of plaee, being perfectly satisfied to accom- 
pany ber master in all his travels, and feeling 
quite at home wherever he and the dog were to be 
found. 

A party of Europeans, encamping in a jungle, 
will speedily discover their powers of attraction by 
the number of carrion-birds drawn to the spot by 
the scent of the slaughter in their farm-yard. The 
acuteness of the smell of thee creatures has already 
been remarked ; at the most extraordinary d i s  
tame, they seem to be perfectly acquainted with 
every matter which can interest them, and solitary 
bungalows, where, on ordinary occasions, the kites 
and crows are allowed to collect the offal unmo- 
lested, will be certain of a visit from vultures, 
whenever anything worthy of attention is to be 
had. 

The urgeelah, or butcher-bird, though some- 
times inhabiting solitary places, prefers a l?rge 
cantonment to the jungle; they are always to be 
seen where European soldiers are quartered, but 
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scarcely think it worth their while to visit small 
stations garrisoned by native troops, the few Eng- 
lish officers in command not killing enough p m  
vision to satisfy their inordinate appetites. Their 
nests are, however, almost invariably found in re- 
mote and thinly-peopled tracts ; the country retire- 
ment, at the breeding-season, for the fashionable 
visitants of the metropolis of Bengal, being the 
neighbourhood of Commercolly. I t  is not gene- 
rally known, that the marabout feathers, by some 
supposed to be the tribute of the paddy-goose, are 
in fact furnished by this disgusting-looking animal, 
whose coarse ragged attire gives no promise of the 
delicate beauty of the plumes so much in esteem in 
France and England. They grow in a tuft under 
the tail, and are not visible except upon close in- 
spection. The men who get their bread by the 
sale of these feathers, conceal the fact as much as 

possible, under the idea that it would deteriorate 
their value. As the mrgeelah is protected by law 
in Calcutta, the people who collect the plumes, 
visit the place of their retirement for the purpose, 
and give its name to their merchandize, which is 
sold under the appellation of Commercolly feathers. 
The tuft is easily extracted, and it sometimes h a p  
pefis that, when an adjutant, as the bird is wm- 
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monly called, is caught upon some high terrace or 
roof-top, where the depredation cannot come under 
the surveillance of the authorities, he is robbed of 
the valuable appendage: i t  is only necessary to 
catch him by the feathers under the tail ; the first 
struggle to be free, leaves them in the hand of the 
marauder. Excepting the heron's, there are no 
other Indian plumes so highly prized, and, as an 
article of commerce, the rnarabouts' are the most 
important. 

I n  enumerating the amusements afforded by a 
jungle, that supplied by the monkeys must not be 
omitted. In  topes where particular tribes have 
taken up their quarters, they are innumerable, and 
upon the least alarm keep up an incessant discord 
and chatter amidst the branches. The frolics and 
gambols of these animals, when viewed at a dis- 
tance, are highly diverting; but it is by no means 
desirable to come into close contact with a troop, 
their fierceness being quite equal to their cunning ; 
they have been known to attack a single huntsman, 
and so far get the better of him as to deprive him 
of his gun. Young men can scarcely withstand 
the temptation of having a pop at them, either to - 

scare them from some act of depredation, or out of 
mere wantonness, and they are not slow to perceive 
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the cam of their alarm : after the first consterna 
tion, occasioned by the report of a fowling-piece, i 
haa subsided, they ue apt to resent it upon the 1 
person of the uffmder. They will shake the 
boughs over his head, grin, and chatter though 

I 
them, and a few of the most daring will beset the 
path; and, with eome hundreds to back them, in- the 
event of an aseault, the battle is best avoided, since 

i 
I 

its issue would be rather doubtful. The extraor- 
dinary veneration with which the monkeys are re- I 

garded by the Hindoo natives of India, prevents I 

the extirpation, which their exploits amongst the 
corn and other plantations seems to render neces- 
sary, as a measure of precaution. Monkeys, it is 
said, are not bad eating, and there appears to be a ~ 
siifficient number to supply the bazaars of a district I 

during a scarcity of grain. 
There is no part of the world, perhaps, which 

produces game in greater plenty or diversity than 
Bengal. W e s  fifteen species of deer, including 
the antelope, the roe-buck, the reddeer, the small 
m d e e r ,  the hog or bristleddeer, and the musk- 
deer, there are wild-hogs, hares, several kinds of 
common partridge; quails, which at a particular 
season have been compared to flying pats of butter ; 
peacocks, ortolans, and black-partridge; wild-geese, 
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wild-ducks, teal, widgeon, water-hens, cranes, 
storks, and snipes of sundry shapes, colours, and 
sizes ; the florikin, before-mentioned, though not 
in  such abundance as theothers, andthe junglefowl. 
A great variety of fish is also supplied from the 
lake, jheels, tanks, and nullahs: the latter are 
caught in large quantities, either with nets, or by a 
still more simple contrivance, that of placing large 
bundles of rushy bushes in the water over-night. 
Water-fowl are caught in Hindostan by people, 
who either wade or swim into the lakes with an 
earthen pot over their heads, or the artificial repre- 
sentation of a duck, made to fit on like a cap. 
Thus disguised, they are enabled to get so close to 
the objects of their pursuit as to pull then1 by their 
feet under water, and to deposit them in their 
game-bag : the manoeuvre is effected by expert per- 

sons with very little disturbance to other flocks 
upon the lake, and so easily as to allow them to 
sell the produce of their day's sport at a very low 

. price. 



CHAPTER IX.  

THE JUNGLES. I 
THE term jungle is very ill-understood by Eu- 

ropean readers, who generally associate it with un- 
inhabited forests and almost impenetrable thickets ; 
whereas all the desert and uncultivated parts of 
India, whether covered with wood or merely suf- 
fered to run waste, are styled jungles ; .and j7mgZe- 
wallah is a term indiscriminately applied to a wild 
cat or to a gentleman who has been quartered for a 

considerable period in some desolate part of the 
country. Persons who are attached to very small 
stations in remote places, or who reside in solitary 
houses surrounded only by the habitations of the 
natives are said to be living in the jungles. 

For a short period, a sojourn amidst the un- 
tamed wildernesses of Hindostan is very desirable, 
and with the exception of the fixed inhabitants 
of Calcutta, all persons visiting India must have 
had more or less experience of the delights of 

savage life in their passage through those un-re- 
claimed tracts which continually occur during a 
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long march. But though, perhaps, as much as 
may appear to be desirable may be seen in a 

journey of two or three months, it is necessary 
to occupy the same spot for a considerable length 
of time, in order thoroughly to understand the 
ways and modes of spending the day in the solitary 
districts of a foreign country ; for, in constant move- 
ments through wilds, however monotonous, the inci- 
dents of the march and the change of scene afford 
a salutary relief to ennui, which is not to be found 
in a fixed residence. I f  our fellow-sojourners in 
the wilds do not happen to be congenial spirits, if 
the boar of the n~ighbouring cate (plantation) 
happen to be as agreeable a companion as the bore 
of the adjacent bungalow, the misnamed Bociety of 
the place becomes an additional grievance. 

There are perverse persons in the world who r& 
fuse to accommodate themselves to the circum- 
stances in which they may be placed, and who, by 
carrying the formalities and observances of large 
communities into the jungles, effectually prevent 
the easy sociability which can alone render constant 
intercourse desirable. ' Where the circle is extremely 
circumscribed, the evil is without remedy; the 
efforts of one individual, or even of one family, 
must he unavailing, and the minority are con- 
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demned to lead the most irksome life imaginable, 
thrown entirely upon their own r e s o w ,  and those 
resources miserably contracted by the peculiarities 
of the climate, and the difllculty of procuring the 
mateda necessary to carry on any little ingenious 
art by which they may hope to beguile the time. 
To descend to particulars, we may imagine a small 
station (there are many such in India, though it 
would be invidious to name them), in which the 
number of Europeans does m t  amount to more 

I 

than a dozen individuals; this station, at least a 

hundred miles from the headquarters of the dis- 
trict, and the inhabitants depending entirely upon 
each other for eociety, with the exception of any 
chance traveller who may happen to pass through. 
Where the pereons thus congregated together are 
of cheerful, obliging dispositions, ready to fall into 
any rational plan for the benefit and advantage of 
the whole, a residence in the jungles of India may I 

be rendered exceedingly delightful ; and those who 
have enjoyed its freedom from worldly cares and 
wArldly vanities, its quiet sober existence, will look 
back upon it as the most enviable portion of their 
lives. Conversation will supply the place of books, 
and the few books which the station may boast will 
furnish topics for conversation, if those who are 
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fond of reading can be induced to enter into 
discussions upon what they read. When this is 
the case, the value of a book is enhanced to a de- 
gree scarcely conceivable to those who can corn- 

mand a well-furnished library at home : the corn- 
mentaries elicited may not-be very profound, but, 
if lively and entertaining, they form admirable 
subtitutea for the Edinburgh and Quarterly, and 

where anything like talent is brought into play, the 
absence of many of those prejudices, which can 
scarcely fail to bias opinions concerning new works 
in the places of their production, renders decisions 
formed in the jungles of India more just and im- 
partial than those which are so peremptorily pro- 
nounced by the W i n g  reviews of the day. 

The bachelors of a station usually bestow all 
their tediousness upon each other, and unless one 
should be more studious than the rest, whether their 
tempers and habits should assimilate or not, will be 
constantly together, frequently taking no sort of 
pleasure in that daily intercourse which they cannot 
live without. With the ladies it is diffevht ; they 
wi l l  not be at the trouble of leaving their honses 
except upon formal invitations, unless inclination 
should lead them into society; in this event neither 
rains nor hot winds can prevent them from traversing 
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the short distances which divide the bungalows from 
each other; and when kindness of heart or mutual 
tastes bring them into constant association, the 
geutlemen follow in their train, very few preferring 
the jovialities of their own exclusive circle to the 

attractiveness of a feminine coterie. The fruits of 
domestication amid the ladies, where the harmony 
is not interrupted by any mal-accident, are of incal- 
culable value ; so much, indeed, depends upon the 
wives and sisters of the residents, that there ought 
to be an Act of Parliament to prohibit the expor- 
tation of any lady, who is not qualified to lighten 
the dreariness of an Indian jungle. 

I t  has been before remarked, that there is little 
scope for feminine industry in our eastern posses- 
sions. Charity bazaars, which put so many fair 
fingers into motion in Europe, are almost unknown 
out of Calcutta Where there is no theatre, no 
fancy ball in perspective, requiring dresses and de- 
corations to be fashioned out of such materials as 

only a bold and imagir~ative spirit would consider 
applicable, invention flags; people like to fancy 
that they are manufacturing something useful, and 
though nothing in India is unprofitable which 
affords employment for the fingers, preventing the 
miserable tedium resulting from utter inactivity of 
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body and mind, encouragement is necessary to in- 

duce perseverance ; and it must be confessed that 

the gathering together of ladies, in the days of 
tapestry-hangings or of eleven-sided pincushions, 

has always tended to the production of a thousand ' 

stitches where one would suffice. The  climate in 
India is unfortunately adverse. to needle-work, or 

any work whose beauty may be endangered by 
hands which cannot be kept at a proper temperature: 

thread-netting, taking the precaution to use silver 

implements, is the employment best adapted to the 

hot weather, but the fair proportions of many a 

scarf have been curtailed by the want of a few reels 

of cotton. The natives twist all the thread they 
use as they need it from the raw material, division 

of labour being very ill-understood in Hindostan,- 

in consequence perhaps of the dearth of political 
economists,-and Calcutta does not always afford 

a supply of the precise article wanted to complete 

some delicate manufacture, which will not admit 

of any inferior substitute. European shopkeepers 
vary their prices so considerably, according to the 

demand, that prudent' persons will not indulge in 
the purchase of goods charged so much beyond 

their value. The ladies at a jungle station were 

disappointed of a supply of glazed cotton, in con- 
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aequence of the enormous price put upon the atock 

which only m e  milliner in Calcutta happened to 

have on hand; six rupees (twelve shillings) per 
ounce was asked for what in England sold for half 
the number of pence ; and the gentleman employed 
to execute the commission, struck with the magni- 
tude of the sum, requested fresh instructions from 

' his fair correspondents, who laid their work aside 
in despair. Thus, it appears that there are many 
temptations to idleness and few incitements to in- 
dustry ; and in nine cases out of ten, where the 
ladies of a station only meet upon ceremonious 
occasions, all the work, both useful and ornamental, 
will devolve upon the native tailor employed in the 
household. 

I t  is difficuilt to say how the females of Anglo- 
Indian families, who are only visible upon great 
occasions, pass away their time. At  large stations, 
it may be supposed that they are really not at home 
when rruch an announcement is made to the visitor; 
but in the jungles, where every movement must h 
known at the neighbouring bungalows, there is 
something mysterious in the seclusion of the lady 
of the house, and it is to be feared that she does not 
think her neighbours worthy the trouble of mak- 
ing herself visible : her dressing room forms an 
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impmetralia which is only to be guessed at:  if 
country-born, or transplanted at a very early age, 

she perhaps finds more amusement in convermtion 
with her native attendants than in that of Euro- 
peans of a higher grade of intellect. There are 
generally a few ladies at every European station 
addicted to this mode of thinking and acting ; but 
in a large society their habits are of little conse- 
quence; it is only when a malign star condemns 
the members of some family, whose mental acquire- 
ments are of a superior order, to drag out two or 

three years of their existence in a jungle where . 
there can be no reciprocity of sentiment between 
them and the inhabitants of the neighbouring 
houses, that the indulgence of idle and debasing 
habits can be felt as a grievance. But this is a 
wnjuction which too frequently occurs, and, though 
quarrelling and ill-will may he avoided, the i g  
tercourse which takes place is constrained and 
heartless. 

The observation of the same hours is absolutely 
essential to the wmfort and sociability of a ~ r n d  

station, and where the majority of the inhabitants 
persist in dining at night, as it is called, it is im- 
possible to establish a free and friendly intercourse. 
I n  the first place, this custom involves the news- 
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mty of entertaining dinner company, or not receiving 
any company at all. You cannot diemiss your guests 
before dinner, and there is no time to see them after- 
wards. I n  these days of reduction and retrenchment, 
there are not many of the servants of the Company 
who can afford to give frequent invitations to dinner, 
particularly in the Upper Provinces, where the Eu- I 

ropean supplies for the table are so expensive, that 
beer and wine are luxuries which prudent subal- 
tern officers deny themselves. Where people of 1 

limited incomes do not choose to meet at tea and 
spend the evening cheerfully together, invitations 
must necessarily be restricted, and can only occur 
at long intervals. These stationdixlners, as they 
are called, which in large cantonments are only 
given by persons who can afford them, and in ex- 
tensive societies bring people agreeably together, 

I 
are the dullest things imaginable when composed of 
some eight or ten individuals, who have nothing on 1 
earth to say to each other when they meet. I 

The family of the commandant of a small sta- 

tion, who were willing to promote sociability in , 
any form that would be most acceptable to the I 

circle around them, having failed in an attempt to 
introduce early dinners and evening parties, were 
content sometimes to put off their own repast for 
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the convenience of their guests, and to see company 
occasionally after the most approved fashion. The 
sacrifice of domestic comfort upon these occasions was 
very great indeed; the disarrangement of house- 
hold economy formed but a small part of it, as it was 
merely necessary to substitute an early tiffin for the 
four o'clock dinner; but in incurring a certain 
expense, there was no commensurate gain in the 
solace of a dull and tedious day, to be got through, 
as usual, without exterior assistance. There is 
nothing so fatiguing as ennui; at nightfall, it 
would have been much more agreeable to prepare 
for bed than to sit upon the chdmtur, or terrace, 
in expectation of guests, from whose conversational 
powers little pleasure could be anticipated; and 
frequent repetition had diminished the amusement 
at first derived from the great absurdity of making 
a formal and state affair of a meeting between per- 
sons located in the same wilderness, and whose 
happiness might have been so much increased by a 
more rational method of spending their time. At 
the hour prescribed by a goddess destined to reign 
supreme amidst the untamed savages, the wolves 
and hyenas of an Indian plain, these votaries of 
fashion began to arrive; carriage after carriage 

VOL. 11. Y 
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drove up to the door, until the whole council of 
ten were fairly aet down from their respective vehi- 
cles ; the ladies dressed in ball attire, and the gen- 
tlemen uncomfortable in the prospert of .being 
obliged to sit with their feet wader i n s t d  of on , 
the table, witbout their due allowance of cigars. 
To inordinate self-indulgence at home might be 
traced the difficultiee of getting the station together I 
in a sociable and friendly way; the decencies of 
life had became irksome to pereoDs who were in the 
habit of lounging about their houses in deshabille ; f 

and this slatternly luxury eould only be relin- 
quished for something in the style of those great 

entertainments, which eeemed to them to be alone 
worthy of any sacri6ce of personal comfort. The 
dinner of course was dull, the conversation confined 
to thoae common-place topics which may be made I 
agreeable in a family party, but which offer lenten I 

entertainment to a formal drrle. After a few , 1 
hours, wasted in vain attempts to amuse people 
who belong to the most difficult class in the world, l 
a sort of universal joy takes place at the =para- 1 
tion ; the gueets are glad to go, the hosts are glad 
to see them depart ; they have been defrauded of a 
comfortable sleep ; they rejoice that a disagreeable 
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duty has been performed, and that a considerable 
period will elapse before they shall think them- 
selves called upon to perform it again. 

The peaceably inclined console themselves with 
the idea that it is far better to vegetate in this way 
than to live in a state of warfare; but there is 
generally at least one person in the community 
who thinks otherwise, and who, for the sake of a 
little variety, contrives to pick a quarrel with his 
neighburs-no difficult matter, where there is a 
disinclination to conform to the wishes of others. 
Indeed, it r e q u h  no inconsiderable portion of 
good sense and good temper to avoid giving offence 
to persons who expect a great deal and concede 
nothing ; although they may refuse to lend them- 
selves to any scheme proposed by the more active 
and social spirits, they are highly indignant when 
they are left out of such amusements as the place 
may afford. Should any strangers pass tbrough, 
though they would never think of inviting them to 
their own houses, they take it much amiss if they 
should not be asked,to meet them at the more 
hospitable mansions; they have no idea of being 
made conveniences of-sent for when there is no- 

body else; and to be asked in the evening, when 
there is a dinner party, is an indignity to which 

N 2 
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they will not submit. In  fact, such is the high 
tone of aociety in India, that no consideration of 
small rooms and limited space would excuse thoso 
who, in the attempt to bring a large party together, 
should ask a certain portion to join it after dinner; 
it is a thing not to be thought of. 

Twenty persons formed the utmost number 
which could be accommodated at table in the 

bun,dow beforsmei~tioned, as the grand theatre of 
the stationdinners at a remote jungle. A regiment 
passing through, the family were anxious to invite 
all the strangers as well as the individuals eom- 
posing their own circle, but it could not be accorn- 
plished; not a soul would condescend to come to 

tea ; it was therefore necessary to make a selection : 
the married people were asked, and the young men 
were left to their tents. There was no use in giving 
them the optionof coming in theevening, they would 
have been offended by so great a mark of disrespedt 
as the supposition that they could be induced to 
act in a manner so derogatory to their dignity. 

This spirit pervades every part of India; in 
Calcutta, the seats at a dinner party, vacated by 
any unforeseen contingence,cannot befilled up; inti- 
mate acquaintance, who would readily come in a 
friendly way at a day's notice, will not submit to 
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,stop a gap after invitations to others have been sent 
out ; where the party, not intended to be a large 
'one, has been diminished by disappointments, the 
evil becomes very serious; upon such occasims, 
illnesses or deaths assume the character of affronts, 
for the guests who fulfil their engagements are, in 

nine cases out of ten, annoyed at having so few 
persons to meet them, and receive the apologies of 
the master and mistress of the house with ill- 
concealed resentment. The Medes and the Persians 
appear to have given the laws to Anglo-Indians ; no 

innovation can be tolerated, and young men, who 
in England would feel honoured by being invited 
to attend the ladies in the drawing-room, must in 
India be treated with all the respect and considera- 
tion due to age and rank; they are offended by 
any distinction, and the ensign, if invited at all, 
must be invited with the same form and ceremony 
obsemed towards his colonel. 

At the period of the relief, even the jungles 
participate in the amusements which the cold sea- 
m n  produces all over India; they are seldom or 
never entirely out of the line of march, and the in- 
flux of strangers,, although only for a couple of 
days, affords an agreeable variety to those who are 
happy to avail themselves of the change. Chance 
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travellers pass through occaeiondly, even. at the 
most hostile period of the year; but in the cold 
weather, pleasing expectations may be entertained 
of the arrival of guests, bringing with them the 
news and fashions of more frequented places. T h e  
appearance of a tent is always signified by t h e  
servant8 of a family known to delight in the per- 
formance of the duties of hqpitality. If double- 
$4, the inhabitant must be a person of some 
rank ; his name and quality are speedily d i e  
covered ; and, in nineteen cases out of twenty, this 
revelation brings with i t  a tolerably accurate know- 
ledge of the disposition and character. 

People in India are well known by report 
throughout the whole of the Presidency to which 
they may be attached, and there are few whose 
acquaintance is so little desirable as to exclude 
them from the houses of social individuals con- 
demned to solitude during a considerable period of 
the year. Where persons of congenial dispositions 
meet in this manner, the accidental collision leads 
to valuable friendships. A well-informed, well- 
educated civilian, travelling with two or three 
chests of books, by way of beguiling time, in a 

lonely journey, proved to be a prize of the first 
magnitude ; the day was spent in lively discussion; 
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an interchange of volumes took p h ,  and as the 
residence of the owner of an extensive library was 
only at the distance of three days' march, a pros- 
pect was opened of the most cheering kind, since 
the assistance of a cody could at any time procure 
a fresh supply of standard works from the well- 
filled shelves of this accommodating w h b o u r .  
The inhabitants of the station had been accus- 
tomed to send to a miserable circulating library, 
about a hundred miles off, for the "last new work 
by the author of Waverley," and were often fain 
to be content with the refuse of the Minerva press 2 

happy were they, when the unconscious messenger 
deposited at their feet the lucubrations of some 
popular writer ! 

The exquisite delight of reading a book really 
worth reading in an Indian jungle is almost worth 
a journey to the wilds of Hindostan, especially if 
it should arrive upon one of those sultry, oppressive 
days, in which the hot wind blows from a wrong 
quarter ; when weariness and listlessness prevail, 
and each member of the family, stretched at length 
upon a sofa, can cherish no hope of entertainment 
beyond that afforded by a reverie, in which he may 
transport himself to more genial skies. The dreary 
mofiotony of time passed in this manner is some- 
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times broken in upon by the unexpected arrival of 
a diik traveller, who makes his appearance without 
the note of preparation sounded by blows upon the, 
tent-pins. A palanquin is seen making its way 
through the dust ; the soiled, travel-stained, weary 
look of the bearers, the baggage, and utensils 
heaped on the top of the vehicle, announce that it 
belongs to a wayfarer, and presently it is deposited 
at the door. The servants in waiting rush in with 
the intelligence that there is a strange gentleman 
outside; the master of the houae, who is of course 
sitting without his jacket, makes a hasty toilette, 
and advances to receive his guest, who enters some- 
times more than halfdead, red and roasted, by long 
exposure to hot air, cramped with lying for so 

many hours in a palanquin, and so completely 
covered with dust that it is difficult to determine 
what has been the original hue and texture of his 
garments. He is ushered, in the first instance, to the 
bathingroom, where a plentiful ablution, change 
of clothes, and a glass of brandy and water enable 
him to shake off his fatigue and join the family 
circle. The transition from a hot, jolting convey- 
an- moving dungeon-to a spacious and com- 
paratively cool apartment, is the most enjoyable 
thing in the world; the miseries of the past are 
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forgotten, and the lately subdued and jaded tra- 
veller soon becomes sufficiently recovered to impart 
as nluch pleasure as he receives. A renewal of the 
journey in the cool of the evening is anticipated 
without dread: it is only when the great distance 
from station to station obliges a European to travel 
through the heat of the day, that much difficulty 
and annoyance must be endured. 

The natives, Hindoos in particular, choose the 
most oppressive season for long journeys, which 
they frequently perform in the hottest hours of the 
four-and-twenty. Marriage-processions are then to 
be seen traversing the roads in great abundance, 
and where a bungalow commands a view of the 
highway, a good deal of amusement may be derived 
from the fantastic pomp exhibited upon these occa- 

sions. The poorest make a faint attempt at mag- 
nificence; but their humble bridals are distinguished 
only by yellow garments .and blaring trumpets; 
neither noise nor turmeric is wanting, and the eyes 
are dazzled and the ears split as the revel rout pass 
along. Camels, horses, palanquins, and rhuts, more 
or less ornamented, accompany the march of the 
wealthy suitor; but it is only in the marriage-re- 
tinue of a great man that there is much display of 
wealth and grandeur. The wedding, or rather the 

N 3 
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betrothment of a son of a rich noble (for the b r i d ~ ~  
groom was a child of eight or ten years old), 
celebrated with all the pomp and splendour which 
the rank and fortune of the parties could com- 
mand, afforded an agreeable spectacle to the dullest 
of dull cantonments. The natives affect a great 
deal of state, and make as much show as possible 
with the means which they possess; accordingly, 
the line of march was stretched out to its utmost 
length. A small troop of camels, jingling all o r e  
with bells, and richly bedieened with tufts of va- 
rious colours, led the van ; behind them came 
bullock-carriages, covered with scarlet cloth ; then 
a company of grave personages mounted on tattoos; 
next, two or three open palanquins, caGpied with 
fringed curtains,'in one of which the little bride 
goom gleamed and glittered like a rich ornament 
in a velvet casket. After these, a stately elephant 
appeared, bearing a silver howdah, screened from 
the sun by an unlbrella of all t11c colours of the 
rainbow ; this was followed by a disorderly troop 
of mware or soldiers, illxlad and fihounted, and 
trailing clumsy uncouth matchlocks and harquei 
busses along ; more camels, more bullock-carts, 
more servants, on horseback and on foot, armed 
and unarmed, some carrying spears and bucklers, 
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and some blowing trumpets ; more elephants march- 
ing singly, at a great distance from each other ; 
more palanquin4 some shut, some open, and all 
decorated with gold and silver ; and; to crown all, 
an old-fashioned English gig, with a nondescript 
kind of harnqs and a horse of the alligator species, 
wherein two men in flowing green robes and white 
turbans were seated, with strange incongruity, 
found a place mid a procession in which all else 
was truly Asiatic. 

In gazing upon a spectacle of this nature, Eu- 
ropeans are often startled by the apparition of an 
old coach, which looks as if it had been taken off 

C 

one of the stands of London, with a native head 
proudly stuck out of the worm-eaten, rataten, 
worn-out rusty vehicle, to which neither paint nor 
varnish have been ap* for m y  a long yean 
Highly delighted with a beilatee garree (European 
carriage), they never trouble themselves about the 
mnner in which it m y  be kept; and, as long 
aa it will hang together, however tatterdemallion 
may be its condition, exhibit it on state ocoasions 
with undisguised exultation. t 

The bringing home of the young bride, after 
the betrothment had taken place, was rendered 
more picturesque by the passage through the can- 
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tonmentn being performed at night. The b$ls of 
the camels and elephants announced theapproach of 
the cavalcade, and it certainly made a very splendid 
appearance by the light of innumerable torches. 
The palanquins glanced along like gorgeous birds, 
the fluttering of the fringed curtains being alone 
distinguishable; the camels assumed somewhat of a 
supernatural appearance, as their nodding plumes, 
arched necks, and shapeless humps appeared awl 
disappeared in the flickering glare ; the elephants 

, looked like moving monuments of black marble, 

and strange monsters-flying griffins--and ehi- 
meras dire-might be dimly shaped out amid the . 
promiscuous multitude of horse and foot, which 
spread themselves over the broad road; while the 
wild discord of the music, and the shout and cry 
always an accompaniment of an Asiatic procession, 
joined to the partial illumination of flaming torches, 
gave to the whole an air of mystery and romance, 
and no fanciful imagination could forbear associat- 
ing the rajah, despite his attendant in the gig, with 
some potent magician, summoning good and evil 
genii to his did, in protecting or kidnapping the 

hopeful heir of a neighburing monarch. I n  bg 
holding these strange pageants, the wonders of an 
Arabian tale become realities; we are no longer 
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surprised at the wild phantasies of the authors; 
they may justly be said to draw from nature, and 
to present to their readers, if not existing objects, 
things as they appeared in the chaotic confusion of 
men and animals crowding together at night. I n  
driving home from late parties, .in the Upper Pro- 
vinces, Europeans frequently encounter strange 
groups of very unearthly character; incantation 
scenes, which would make the fortune of a mana- 
ger of a minor theatre, and solitary individuals so 

withered and so wild in their attire as to be abm- 
lutely startling. Three or four dernoniaolooking 
personages, of a horrid blackness, half-clad in 
uncouth garments, will suddenly emerge from some 
ravine, brandishing flaring torches, and making the 
air ring with discordant cries, and the clang of still 
more fearful instruments. They seem as if they 
were that instant disgorged from the subterranean 
dominions of some mighty magician; and it is only 
by an effort of reason that the mind can be divested 
of the idea that these masqueraders a c t d l y  belong 
to the invisible world. The performers are usually 
Hindoos engaged in religious ceremohies, and they 
certainly contrive to equal in horror the most 
frightful descriptions of the writers of fiction. A 
disguise of this kind is sometimes assumed to cover 
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desperate undertakings, and even bridal procesi 
sioos are made subservient to the designs of rob-. . 
bera 

The treasure collected by officers employed in 
the revenue branch of the service, is frequently the 
object of hostile attempt.. I t  is always conveyed 
to a place of security under a guard of sepoys, and 
the officer commanding takes care to encamp in 
some strong secure place, at a considerable distance 
from a town or village, and where the approach of 
a h n d  of marauders may be easily descried. But, 
on one ocuwion, the robbers practised a ricse de 

guerre, which proved eminently successful; they 
clothed themselves in yellow garments, and, crowd- 
ing together in the promiscuous throngs which are 
commonly assembled in nuptial cavalcades, effec- 
tually deceived the sentinels, who, looking upon 
them as the guests of some gay wedding, did not 
discover their real ir~tentions until they were sur- 
rounded, and resistance was rendered hopeless. 

The inhabitants of a jungle-station frequently, 
during the cold weather, betake themselves to can- 
vas, and change the scene a little by forming hunt- 
ing and shooting parties in the most picturesque 
spots in the district. The ladies are usually in- 

cluded in these engagements, and when there is any 
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congeniality of disposition, a few days or weeks 
may be passed very delightfully in the wildest 
solitudes. Elephants are too expensive animals to 
be generally maintained by private individuals be- 
longing to the AngleIndian community; but as 
they are indispensable in attacking the highest 
species of game, they are borrowed for the time 
from the commissariat, or from rich natives, who 
are always willing to lend them, or to assist in any 
sport which may require the aid of those animals, 
which they delight to train for the field. Though 
hawks are frequently kept by Europeans stationed 
in the Upper Provinces of Hindostan, they are 
seldom so numerous or so well taught as those be- 
longing to native gentlemen, Hindoos especially, 
who, if they should be strict in their religious prin- 
ciples, cannot enjoy the pleasures of the chase, un- 
less their falcons are so admirably broken in as to 
take the prey alive. Notwithstanding their scruples 
respecting the destruction of animal life, they do 
not object to be present at the slaughter of a heca- 
tomb of victims. On one occasion, though no 
Hindoo could be found to cut the throat of a par- 
tridge captured by a hawk, and to whom a libation 
of blood was to be offered, a Brahmin, acting in 
the capacity of a chuprassee, readily relinquished 
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his sword to a Moosulman for the purpose. Hawk- 
ing in India, to those who are not bent upon the 
extermination of beasts of prey, is one of the most 
exhilarating things in the world, and the sport is pe- 
culiarly suited to feminine participation. T o  ladies, 
hog-hunting is of course quite out of the question, 
and there are very few whose nerves could stand 
against the terror and carnage of an expedition 
against tigers, to say nothing of the fatigue to be 
encountered in a chase which frequently lasts for 
hours under a burning sun. Hawking, where there 
is less excitement, may be relinquished at pleasure, 
and the pursuit of game leads the party into wil- 
dernesses far removed from the dwellings of man. 

The sylvan denizens of the soil are seen in their 
native haunts ; the majestic nylghau, roused at the 
approach of intruders, scours across the plain, or 
crashes through the boughs of a neighbouring 
thicket ; herds of antelopes are seen grazing, and at 

every step the elephant puts up some beautiful 
bird or some strange and interesting animal; wolves 
and bears may be detected stealing off to a more 
secluded covert, whilst the porcupine utters its 
shrill cry of alarm, and the monkey gibbers at the 
passing pageant. 

Wild geese afford the best sport; they soar ex- 
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ceedingly high, and frequently bid defiance to the 
falcon's adventurous wings. Smaller birds, par- 
tridges especially, have no chance of escape, and 
when appearing on the edge of those basih-like 
valleys, which so frequently diversify the plains 
of India, their capture is seen to great advantage 
from the back of an elephant, as the spectator 
can look down upon the whole scene; and fol- 
lowing the flight of the hawk along the steep, 
where the frightened partridge liurries for shelter, 
observe the fatal precision of his aim, and see 
him pounce directly on the victim, which he bears 
to the falconer in his claw. I n  some parts of 
the country, the largest description of the hawk 
is trained to the chase, and its murderous talons 
are directed against antelopes and the smaller kinds 
of deer; it darts at the head of the quarry, blinds 
and confuses it with its flapping wings, tears it with 
its beak and claws, and finally succeeds in depriv- 
ing it of life. This is not, however, a common 
exhibition, and is seldom witnessed except at the 
courts of native princes. Hunting with cheetah8 
(leopards) is more commonly practised; but though 
the manauvres of the cablike pursuer are exceed- 
ingly curious and interesting, as they develop the 
nature and habits of the animal, there is nothing 
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noble, generous, or exciting in the sport. The 
cheetah, hooded like hawks, are secured by a 
alight harnm to a platform fastened on a bullock- 
cart ; their keeper holds the beasts in his hand, 
and thoae who wish to obtain a good view of the 
chase, take a seat beside the driver. Antelopes, a- 
customed to the sight of bullocks, will pennit them 
to make a much nearer approach than any less fa- 
miliar animal. When the carts have arrived at a 
prudent distance from the herd, the driver halts, 
the clieetab are unloosed, and espying the prey, 
they drop silently off the vehicle, taking care to 
choose the contrary side from that on which the 
deer are feeding. They steal, crouching along the 
ground, screening themselves behind every bush, 
hillock, or tuft of grass which may occur in their 
way, pausing occasionally when there seems to be 
any danger of a premature alarm ; each has singled 

I 

out his victim, and measuring the distance with an 
experienced eye, they dart forward with a sudden 
bound. Two or three springs ensure success or 

disappointment ; the victor alights upon his prey. 
But if a threatened antelope should have the good 
fortune to escape the first attempt, no second effort 
is made; the cheetah returns growling and in ill- ' 

humour to his keeper ; he has lost his advantage, 
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and sullenly relinquishes a fi$d which must be won 
fairly by strength and speed. 

The poorer class of natives, who take up the 
occupation of hunters for their own subsistence, or 
pecuniary emolument, sometimes avail themselves 
of the services of a bullock in approaching within 
shot of a herd of antelopes. Theirs is a matter of 
business, not of excitement, and they have no idea 
of allowing a chance to the objects of their pursuit. 
A bullock is carefully trained for the purpose, and 
when his education is completed, he makes a quiet 
entrance into the jungles, followed closely by his 
master, who contrives to screen himself completely 
behind the animal. The bullock grazes carelessly 
as he advances, making circuitous and apparently 
unpremeditated movements ; at last he arrives at a 

conver~ient distance-without having disturbed the 
unconscious herd ; he then stands still, the shikaree, 
or hunter, fixes his clumsy matchlock along the 
back of the animal, and still unseen takes unerring 
aim : down drops the devoted antelope, and away 
fly the rest of the herd, dispersed and out of sight 
in an instant. Europeans rarely witness this kind 
of sport, if such it may be called; but it sometimes 
falls to the lot of a solitary traveller, who from 
some elevation obtains an extensive view over a 
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wide plain, to have an opportunity of watching the 
singular manaeuvres employed by the hunter and 
his uncouth agent. 

Where the weapons at hand are inefficient for 
open warfare, stratagems must supply the place of 
more generous hostility ; and even Angldndians 
are sometimes compelled to adopt native arts, and 
when the assistance of elephants cannot be pro- 
cured, they will condescend to lay a bait for a tiger, 
and sit patiently in a tree until the fierce animal 
shall repair to his evening repast, and they can shoot 
him while, in fancied security, he is indulging his 
appetite; 0 t h ~ ~  disdaining such unwarlike de- 
fences, will enqounter a tiger singly on horseback. 
This is of course a very difficult and dangerous 
enterprise; few steeds, however noble, can be 
brought to face an enemy of which they entertain 
an instinctive dread. The vicinity of a tiger is 
often discovered by the distress and terror exhibited 
by horses, which even in their stables have been 
known to fall into fits of trembling and perspira- 
tion, occasioned by their secret conviction that their 
foe is at hand ; and when a horse is found suf- 
ficiently courageous to encounter so terrible a sa- 

vage, the most extraordinary activity, coolness, 
presence of mind, accuracy of eye and strength of 
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arm, are necessary to ensure the victory. The, 
hunter, after putting up the tiger, wheels round 
him in a circle at full speed, never permitting, in 
the rapidity of his movements, a single moment for 
the fatal spring; and when the tiger, bewildered 
and dazzled, offers an unguarded front, pins him to 
earth with the thrust of a spear. Such enterprises 
must be of rare occurrence, and can only be con- 
templated by adventurous spirits delighting in the 
excitement produced by the wild and dangerous 
sports of India, and anxiously bent upon braving 
the most fearful terrors of the field. 

A long residence in the Upper Provinces is ex- 
tremely favourable to pursuits of this nature; during 
protracted intervals of peace, active minds are driven 
to difficult and perilous exploits for the emplojment 
of their vacant hours ; inured to desperate hazards, 
should any real emergence call for their services, 
they face grim-visaged war with stem delight ; and 
though the scene is too distant, and the campaigns 
too unimportant to Europe, to attract much atten- 
tion at home, the dangers dared and the deeds 
which are done by the gallant youth of our Eastern 
army, are not inferior to the most spirit-stirring 
enterprises chronicled in the records of chivalry. 
Where there are no'wild beasts to be encountered, 
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fatigues and hardnhips of another kind are eagerly 

eought out. T o  ride easily and +thout stopping, 
that hard-trotting beast, an express-camel, becomes 
an object of ambition. I 

During the Mahratta war, one or two corps of 
dromedaries were formed; two men, completely 
armed, were mounted on each animal, but though 
traversing the country in an incredibly short period 
of time, these troops were unserviceable, in conse- 
quence of the exhaustion of the soldiers, occasiond 
by the dreadful jolting of their mode of convey- 
ance. Some European officers, however, will ride 
thee  camels at their swiftest pace: thus qualify- 
ing themselves for the conveyance of orders or 

despatches, should their services ever be required 
in that way. Meanwhile, it affords an agreeable 
diversion to beguile time destined to be spent in 
almost interminable sands; and should duty or 
pleasure call them to less remote stations, they 
astonish the fastidious and refined society there, 
by bringing to it habits and manners contracted in 
lonely and sequestered places. An European officer, 
111ounted on a camel, is a strange sight on the British 
side of the central provinces of India, and inevitably 
procures for him the appellation of ju?1gle-walluh. 
Others exhibit themselves with their hair cut so 
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closely to their sculls, for coolness, as to look ex- 
actly as if they had just escaped from a mad-house; 
some people ask who the gentleman is without a 
chopper, a witticism which can only be understood 
by  those who are versed in the architecture of 
country-boats and bungalows, of which the thatched 
roofs are denominated chopper8. 

I n  the midland stations of Hindostan, a great 
deal of amusement may be derived from the varie- 
ties of costume and manners displayed by arrivals 
from Europe and Calcutta, and those from the 
frontier towards the Himalaya, or the deserts of 
Nusseerabad. Where two ladies are dancing via-2- 
ui8 in the same quadrille, there will be a difference 
of at least ten yards in the skirts of their gowns, 
the one expanding in the amplitude prescribed by 
a London or Parisian modiste, the other cramped 
in the narrow dimensions which obtained at the 
period of her outfit, some ten years before. . A few 
of the wardrobes of India are actual curiosities, 
presenting modes and manufactures now unhappily 
lost to the fashionable world. The writer admits 
with shame that her attention was once distracted 
from a sermon, by the contemplation of a most 
remarkable fabric of cambric muslin, interwoven 
with a sort of lace-work, the like of which her eyes 
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had never till that hour beheld; at another time 
the viaon of a brown muslin spotted with gold 
absorbed every faculty and arrested a due reply to 

the burra beak ,  w b  had rescued this antiquated 
piece of raiment fmm the depths of some neglected 
wardrobe, apparently unconscious of the extraor- 
dinary sensation it would create. The gentlemen 
are not a whit behind the ladies: some of them 
affect the Asiatic style of dress, and wear long 
beards; elderly civilians have their clothes made 
by native dim-, after the patterns which they 
brought out with them, and the most eccentric 
coverinp for the head are adopted, hats of straw 

or of white cotton, and foraging-caps of every 
description : the newly-arrived dandy gazes with 
horror and surprise ; but his gay apparel soon loses 
its gloss ; he finds it convenient to change his cloth 
coat for one made of shining China silk ; the dresses 
of the ,visitors from the jungles are re-modelled, 
and thus an equilibrium is pre8e~ed, and people in 
remote districts become enlightened on the subject 
of modern inventions. 



CHAPTER X. 

A G R A .  

IN this age of tourists, it is rather extraordinary 
that the travelling mania should not extend to the 
possessions of the British Government in India; 
and that so few persons are induced to visit scenes 
and countries in the East, embellished with the 
most gorgeous productions of nature and of art. 

The city of Agra is well worthy of a pilgrimage 
from the uttermost parts of the globe: yet a very 
small number amid those who have spent many 
years in Hindostan are tempted to pay it a visit ; 
and the civil and military residents, together with 
easual travellers passing through to the places of 
their destination, alone, are acquainted with a city 
boasting d the orieqtal magnificence which ima- 
gination has pictured from the glowing descriptions 
of eastern tales. The Smelfungus tribe is very 
numerous in India ; necessity, and not a truant 
disposition," has occasional the greater portion of 
the servants of the Company to traverse foreign 
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lands; and the sole remark frequently made by 
persons who have sojourned amid the marble 
temples and citron groves of Agra, consists of a 
simple statement, that "it is exceedingly hot." 
Bishop Heber, wbo powemd r true relish for the 
sublime and beautiful, and who delighted with all 
a poet'e enthusiasm in the picturesque, has not done 
Agra jltlrtiDe in his in- nurative, He was 
ill during the briei period of Bis aojoum there, and 

bad come immediately from Delhi, the statel J rival 
of the d ty  of Acbar. This i the laore unfortak 
nate, as hia a d ,  being very popub, and con& 
dered good arrtbmity, has led a hvourite writer of 
tbe day to portmy ruin and &&tion as tbe pq- 
soinenk features of A p ;  w k m w ,  though some- 
what shorn of tbe @endour it p a w e d  in the 
time8 af tee Moghul empertma, it is stilt c place of 

wealth aed importanee, inhabited by rioh natives, 
both B l o o m  eod Hindoo, *8d Qmy& on 09 

extensive tmb Saao#ld s twavSgat ion en- 84 
introduced with dl& upon the Ganges ad Jurrws, 
there cap Be little doubt t k t  the seat 04 govern 
ment wil l  be, at m e  thpe, m o v e d  from Calcuttq 
to a mare central station, 4 the prosabilities m 
greatly in fmw of Agra being the selecM y t .  
I n  this event, iorpmveme~rs of v ~ < ~ u 8 e  may: 



be expected to take place in the upper country. 
The hill-stations especially will be benefited by 
the influx of visitors; they must neceaearily be 
enlarged ; mnd~ must be made, bridges coostructed, 
gardens cultivated, and public buildings erected, 
until they will d e r  the accommodations of E u w  
pan wataing-places, in addition to the &I- s a p  
nor attractions of their scenery. Persons weary of 
Cheltenham, Baden, Spa, and other spring of 
fashionable resort, may take ai trip to the Himalaya, 
a d  visit the mrce of the Ganges by way of va- 

riety. Even now, it would be perkdy practicable 
for a tau&, in search of novelty, to climb the 
heights of tbe Asiatic mountains to the limits of 
eternal snow, that untrodden barrier wbich has 
defied, and will defy, the adventurns foot of man, 
aod return to England, witbout experiencing a 

single day in which the thermometer shall have 

risen beyond the bounds of moderate heat By 
landing in Calcutta in the middle of October, four 
sprontha of cold weather is secured, a period auffi- 
cient to admit of easy travelling thmugh the Upper 
Provinces, viCO Benares, Lucknow, Agra, Bhurt- 
pores Delhi, andMeerut ; from the latter station it is 
only a few ularches, or a three days' journey by 
dcik (post), 6 Landour, a sanatariurn perched 
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upan the crags of the H i i y a  This place, and 
Muslooree, another hillc113tonment, should form 
the headquartem during the eight months of heat 
endured in the plains ; md in the following Octo- 
ber, passing through the central provinces, and 
vibiting Jyepore, Nuweerabad, Ajmere, and Mhow, 
the tourist may proceed to Bombay, and take his 
passage hame before the commencement of the hot 
weather. 

T o  a lover of the picturesque, Agra is one of 
the most delightful stations in India; -but as per- 
sons of this description form a very small. portion. 
of the community, a residence amid the splendid 
monuments of ' ~ o ~ h u l  power is not considered 
desirable, in consequence d the alleged heat of the 

climate, and the high prices demanded for the 
bungalows. I t  possesses a garrison, consisting of 
one European or King's corps, and three of Native 
Infantry, with their requisite staff, under the com- 
mand of a brigadier. The military cantonments 
are the ugliest in India, being situated upon a wide 
bare plain, enlivened only by a few Parkinsmias,. 
trees which are too uniformly covered with yellow 
flowers to appear to advantage when not mingled 

So called from having been introduced into India from 
the Cape by Colonel Parkinson. 
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with others of more varied foliage. The Jumna is 
completely hid from view by intervening sand- 
banks, which also shut out the beauties of the 
Taaje Mahal, with the exception of its silvery 

dome; and the exteriors of the bungalows, with - 
few exceptions, are hideous. They are usually 
built of brick, a material amply supplied by the 
ruins in the neighbourhood ; the gateless, and 
sometimes fenceless compounds, have a desolate ap- 
pearance; and a handsome church is the only 
deeming feature in the scene. The houks, how- 
ever, have good gardens, though the latter are 
not made ornamental to the landscape; and their 
interiors are remarkable for the degance of the 
fitting-up, an abundance of marble furnishing 
chimney-pieces, cornices, and plasters of a very 
superior kind of chunam; and, instead of bare 
white-washed walls, the apartments are decorated 
with handsome mouldings and other architectural 
ornaments. The civil lines, at the distance of two ' 

miles, are much more beautifully situated, amidst 
well-wooded ravines, which, during the rainy sea- 

son, are covered with a verdant carpet of green, 
and watered by numerous nullahs. The roads are 
excellent, and kept in the finest order by the labours 
of gangs of convicts who are employed upon the 



public works of British India Many of the houses 
belonging to the familk of civilians are puckh, 
md built in the style of those of Calcutta ; others 
asnume a more fanciful aspect, the centre be4g 
composed of an abandoned mosque, or tomb, with 
wings spreading an either side. 

The dist.nce between the military and civil lines 
at Agra constitutes a very d e r a b l e  obstacle to 
the social intenmuree of the station: throughout 
India there exists a degree of jealousy on the part 
of the former, which renders them tenacious of 
appearing to shew too much deference to the s u p  
rior wealth of the judges and collectors, whom they 
fancy must look down upon a poorer daes. There 
are, of course, a few instances of civilians in high 
appointments, who hold themselves far above their 
less fortunate military compeers,--a set of persons 
who have obtained the cognomen of Buh&dur,'' a 
very significant phrase, borrowed from the title of 
honour bestowed by natives upon great men, or 
assumed by those who desire to give themselves 
consequence ;-but, generally speaking, tlie civi- 
lians, being fewer in number, are glad to pay atten- 
tion to all the military in the neighbourhood ; and 
--at least during my residence at Agra-they 
made far less difficulty in coming over to the ball8 



in the cantonments than wae raised by the families 
of &PATS, who h.equhtly declined invitations to 
the civil lines on acxwat of the distance, or because 
they would not receive civilities which they were 
unable to return, Tkis sort of pBide is very detrf. 
hental to the society of small communities ; and at 
Agra it always appears to be in full operation, the 
station never having had a ~ceputation for gaiety, 
There are no subscription-balls at Agra, and 

dancing depends upon the hospitalities exercised 
by private individuals; a play is o l y  per- 
formed at the theatre, a building of no exterior 
beauty, and whose properties are of a very inferior 
order; and raws bave been established, which, 
however, berr no proportion to the celebrity ac- 

quired by thocre a t  Bleerut and Ghazeepore. 
I t  is in the city of Agra and its environs that 

intellectual persons must seek gratification. The 
Taaje Mahal is usually deemed the mmt attractive 
object, and, considered in its character of a mau- 
soleum, it has not its equal in the world. The 
reader of Eastern romance may here realize his 
dreams of fairy land, and contemplate those won- 
drous scenee so faithfully delineated in the brilliant 
psgea of the Arabian Nights. Imagine a wild 
plain, broken into deep eandy ravines, the picture 



of rudeness and desolation, a tract as unpnwismg I 

as that which Prince Ahmed traversed in search of 
his arrow. In the midst of this homd wilderness, 1 
a palace of deep red stone, inlaid with white marble, 
and surmounted by domes and open cupolas, ap- 

I 
pears. I t  is ascended by flights of steps ; in the 

centre is a large circular hall, with a domed roof, 
and a gallery running round, all in the most beau- 
tiful style of Oriental architecture. This is the 
gate of the Taaje Mahal, a building which, in any 
other place, would detain the visitant in rapture at 
the symmetry and grandeur of its proportions, and 
the exquisite elegance of the finishing; but the 
eyes have caught a glimpse of a delicious garden, 
and the splendours of this noble entrance are little 
regarded. At the end of a long avenue of graceful 1 

cypresses, whose rich foliage is beautifully mirrored 1 
in marble basins, fed with water from numerous 
sparkling fountains, the Taaje arises, gleaming 

I 

like a fairy palace. I t  is wholly composed of ' 
polished marble of the whipst hue; and if there 1 
be any faults in the architecture, they are lost in 
the splendour of the material, which conveys the 
idea of something even more brilliant than marble, 

I 

mother*'-pearl, or glistening spar. No description 
can do justice to this shining edifice, which seems 
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rather to belong to the fanciful creations of a dream 
than to the sober realities of waking life--con- 
structed of gathered moonbeamq or the lilies which 
aping in.paradise. The mausoleum is placed upon 
a square platform of white marble, rising abruptly 
to the height of about twelve or fifteen feet, the 
steps being concealed, which is perhaps a blemish. 
The place of actual sepulture is a chamber within 
this platform; round it on three sides are suites 
of apartments, consisting of three moms in each, 
all of white marble, having lattices of perforated 
marble for the free transmission of air, and open- 
ing to the garden. At each of the four corners 
of the platform, a lofty minaret* springs, and 
the centre is occupied by an octagonal building, 
crowned by a dome, surrounded by open cupolas 
of inferior height. Nothing can be more beautiful 
or more chaste : even the window-framks are com- ' 
posed of marble; and it would cieem as if a part 
of Aladdin's palace had been secured from the 
general wreck, and placed in the orange groves 
of Agra. The plan of the building, which is 
purely Asiatic, is said to have been the design 

These minarets, though beautiful in themselves, have a , 

formal appearance aa they stand, and look too much like 
high and elender castles upon a gigantic chese-board. 
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bf the founder, wbo placed the execution in the 
W s  of foreigners of eminence. The interior is 

QnbeJMed with beautiful mosaics, in rich pattans 
d flowem, so delicately formed, that they look 
like embroidery upon white satin, thirty-five dif- 
ferent epecimene of caraeliane being employed in a 
single leaf of a carnation ; while agates, lapis l d ,  
turquoise, and other precious msterials, occur in 
profusion. The mausoleum, washed by the Jumna, 
looks out upon that bright and rapid river; and 
its gardens of many acres, planted with flowery 
forest trees, and interspersed with buildings and 
fountains, stretch to the banks of the stream. It 
is truly a place which a votary of Mobammed 
would form from his ideas of the paradise of the 
truebeliever, haunted by beautiful birds of varie 
gated plumage, and filled with bIossoms of every 
scent and hue. 

No lover of ancient or modern times ever testified 
more genuine attachment to the memory of the 
object of his dection, than that which is recorded 

by this enchanting edifice. I t  wm erected under 
the auspices of the Emperor Shah Jehan, the son 
of Jehanguire and the father of Aurungzebe, who, 
however failing in his duty as a son, in his cha- 
racter of a husband and a father stands unrivalled. 



When his beloved wife, Mobm Taza Mhal, lay 
dyingi in the ptmionate anguish of his heart he 
l u r ~ d  her, that as, while existing, she surpassed 
in loveliness and virtue all the women of her time, 
K, after her decease she should poseess a monument 
which should be unequalled in the world. He fill- 
filled his promise. I t  was his intention to have 
built a mausoleum of aimilar magnificenoe upon 
the opposite side of the river, for himself, and to \ 
have connected both by a marble bridge across 
the Jumna ; but'the ttoublee of his reign did not 
allow him t6 mmplete thid superb design, and his 
bones r e p  beeide thcw of the object dearest to 

him while on earth. To Shah Jehan's strong 
paternal ufTection we are indebted for our first 

' 

settlement in Hindoetru ; he gave a grant of land 
in B e n d  to an English physician travelling 
through A m .  a8 a tokm of hie gratitude for the 
mtoraticm of one of his daughters, whom malady 
was subdued by the stranger's skill and attention. 

1d wandering over the princely gardens of the 
Taaje Mahal, the monarch's virtues alone can be 
remembered, and it is with feelings of no common 
gnbdficatim that those who are not wholly en- 
8roesed by pMaing objects add a flower to the fresh 
coronals daily strew& upon the monarch's grave. 
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The nativee of Agra are justly proud of the Tsaja 
Mahal; they are p l e d  with the admiration ma- 1 
nitested by strangers, md gratified by the care and 
attention bestowed to keep it in repair: upon Sun- 
day evenings especially, crowds of Moosulmans of 
all descriptions, rich and poor, visit the gardens, 
and contribute not a little, by their pictur6que 
group, to the attraction of the scene. 

At the dilrtance of about a mile from the "palace- 
tomb," for that is the signification of its name, 
stands the fort of Agra, a place of great strength 
in former times, before the introduction of fire-arms 

I 
One side is defended by the river, the others are sur- 
rounded by high battlemented walls of red stone, 
furnished with turrets and loopholes, and, in addi- 
tion to several postern entrances, a most magnifi- 
cent building, called the Delhi-gate. Perhaps Lord I 

Byron himself, when he stood upon the Bridge of 
Sighs, his heart swelling with reminiscences of 1 

Othello, Shylock, and Pierre, scarcely experienced 1 
more overwhelming sensations than the humble 
writer of this paper, when gazing, for the first time, 

1 
upon the golden crescent of the Moslems, blazing 

I 

high in the fair blue heavens, from the topmost ( 

pinnacle of this splendid relique of their power and 
I 

pride. The delights of my childhood rushed to my I 
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soul ; those magic taleg from wbich, rather than 
f h m  the veritable pages of history, I had gatheied 
my knowledge of eastern arts and arms, arose in all 
their original vividness. I felt that I was indeed 
in the  land of genii, and that the gorgeous palaces, 
the flowery labyrinths, the orient gem& and glitter- 
ing thrones so long classed ,with ideal splendours, 
we& not the fictitious offspring of romance. 

Europe does not possess a more interesting r e  
lique of the days of feudal glory than that afforded 
by the fort of Agra. The interior presents a suc- 
cession of inclined planes, so COnfit~cted (the stones 
with which they are paved being cut into grooves) 
that horses, and even carriages may pass up and 
down. The illustrations of fortified places, in . 

Froisslut's Chronicle, offer an accurate representa- 
tion of these ascents, where knights on horseback 
are depicted riding down a steep hill while des- 
cending from the walls. 

The fort is of very considerable extent, and con- 

tains many objects of interest and curiosity. The 
Mootee Musjid, or pearl mosque, disputes the palm 
af beauty with the Taaje Mahal, and is by many 
persons preferred to that celebrated edifice. Neither 
drawing nor description can do it justice, for the 
purity of the material and the gplendour of the 



architecture defy the powers of the pencil and the 

pen. An oblong hall rtretcbea its arcades along 
oae side of a noble quadrangle, surrounded by 
richly sculptured cloisters, whence at intervals 

spring light and elegant cupoh, supported upon 
slender pillam. The whole is of polished white 
marble, carved even (o the very elabe that compose 
the pavement ; and when moonlight irradiates the 
scene, the dect is magical. - 

Acbar was the first of the Moghul emperon, who, 
preferring Agra as a midence to its d$bour 
Delhi, emb$lished and beautified the city; his 
name, as the mighty lord," is of coum held in 
great reverence by the inhabitants, and his tomb, a 1 

gorgeow pyramidical structure, at about five miles 
distance, is serrcely less an objed of admiration 
than the Taaje. The durbar, or ball of audience, 
a magnificent apartment, is converted into an a m  
nal ; but the marble palace remains nearly in the 
same state in which it was left by the Jauts, when 
the city was taken by Lord Lake. Atter the beauti- 1 
ful buildings already mentioned, thia palace, though 
very rich and splendid, has comparatively little to 
recommend it. If, however, wanting in the exter- 
nal attractions of its prouder rivals, it is not less 
interesting on account of the wcdkctions attached I 
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to it, having been the residence of some of the most 
celebrated conqueroB of the East. I t  is pleasantly 
situated u p  the banks of the Jumna, which its 
balconied chambers overlook. The hall, formerly 
ceiled with silver, is still a fine apartment; but the 
smaller suites of rooms, being more singular, are 
more interesting to a stranger. These are mostly 
of an octagonal form, leading out of each other, or 
amnected by a smaller antichamber ; they are com- 
posed of white marble, the walls, floors, and roofs 
being all of the same material, the former decorated 
with mosaics of flowera rudely executed in many- 
e a l o d  agates and carnelians. The windows open 
upon narrow balconies, having very 'low parapet 
walls, which overhang the Jumna : the bosom of 
the river is gay with boats, and the opposite bank 
finely planted, and a d d  with bright pavilions 
glancing from between the trees, or raised upon 
some jutting point of land. From these suites, 
flights of marble stairs lead to the roof, which is 
flat, and mmmands a still nobler view. The plan 
of the palace is very curious as seen h m  this eie- 

vation : with the exception of the range of build- 
ings fronting the river, it is laid out iq mall 
quadrangles, each with its garden or its bath in the 
centre. One of these, destined for a retreat during 
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the hot winds, ia particularly curious. I t  contains 
a quare apartment of tolerable dimensions, unpm- 1 I 

vided with windows. The walls are lined with 
fantastic ornaments of spar, silver, and other glitter- 

ing materials, intermixed with small oddly-sh+ 
i 

piecee of looking-glass; the pavement is cut into 
channele, for the purpose of allowing a perpetual 
flow of running water in the hot season. Here the 
emperors were wont to retire during the most sultry 
hours, substituting the glare of torches for the light 
of day, and admiring, doubtless, the barbaric splea- 1 
dour with which they were surrounded. I 

The palace of Agra has been frequently irradi- 
ated by the preseoce of the Light of the Harem,' 

the beautiful Nourmahal, one incident in whose 
eirentful life has been immortalized by the pen of 
Mr. Moore. The marvellous adventures of her hi6 
tory might fill a vdume. Shere Afkun, the husband 
who stood between her and a throne, was one of the 1 

paladins of Eastern chivalry, and the deeds im- 
puted to him, by authentic records, are only to be 
paralleled in the p of romance : he seems to 
have formed his character after that of Rustum 1 
Khan, or some other poetical hero equally d e -  I 

brated. He is said to have rushed unarmed upon 
a lion, and quelled the monster singlehanded ; and I 
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when, after a hundred victories in perilous adven- 
tures, in which his cruel master involved him, for 
the purpose of procuring his death: in a struggle 
with twdve assassins, he fell at last ; he yielded 
rather to the determined hatred of the king than 
to tke weapons of his murderers; throwing away 
a life embittered by ingratitude. Nourmahal, by 
her intrigues for ' her children's elevation, her ca- 
.price, and her' revenge, endanged the sceptre of 
her imperial husband a thousand times, yet main- 
tained her ascendancy over him to the latest period 
of life. Once he was wrought upon, by the repre 
sentations of a faithful friend, to consent to her 
death, but could not refuse a farewell interview : 
the consequences were such as had been predicted; 
she regained her influence; and the realm was again 
distracted by civil dissension. Highly accom- 
plished, according to the fashion of her country and 
the age in which she flourished, Nourmahal was 
indeed tlie ' light of the harem ;' her inexhaustible 
fancy devised new schemes of pleasure for each 
day and hour, and in her seductive socity a luxu- 
rious monarch forgot his duties as well as his cares. 
Nourmahal can make no pretensions to excellence- 
as a wife ; for, if not consenting to the persecution 
of her first husband, she tacitly sanctioned his rival's 



pretcaslonn; while to her m n d  she brought dk- 
cord and ruin; bat, ~II a parent *ad a child, ohe 
seema to hrnre ected in an exemplary manner. 

On the opposite bank of the Jumna, near the 
a t e l y  gardens of the RrUBbaugh, said to have been 
originally pla~ted and laid out by Jehanghire, 
d s  oae of the most beautiful spedmens of Orien- 
tal architecture which India ran boast-the tomb aC 
Utta ma Dowloh, the beloved father of the exw 
pmm NourmabaL Anxious to ensure its durdc 
Wity, sbe pllopored to erect tBis monument of 
silver, ae a lesa perishable mataial tban stone ; but 
rorne judicious friend assured hex that marble 
would not be m liable tb demolition, and accord- 
ingly, Time done baa injurpd a building which the 
J a u b  were not tempted to plunder. I t  is lament- 
able that the British Government should have 
limited its expenditure to the repairs of the Taaje 
Mahal, *ad that so beautiful a gem d art should 
be tuff+ far rant of & necemq +. to 

fd into decay ; its surmnding garden is now a 
wildem- destitute of fences, and this exquisite 
monument is left to the care of a few poor natives, 
who lament over the neglect curtained by the peat 
lord, once the pride and glory of the East. The 
attention paid to the dead, forms a beautiful 



t d t  m the Mooeulmaun character. Kingdems 
have paaeed away, and dynasties have failed, snd 
while nothing of the magniilcence of the sflent 
tenants of the tomb is left eave the name, their 
graves are stil l hwoared and napected, and &were 
are strewed over them, and lamp are burned, by 
thow who have long submitted to foreign domi- 
nion. Utta ma Dowlah's tomb is one of the moet 
attractive spots in the immediate neighburhood of 

Agra. I t  is within the compass of a morning or 
evening drive ; and the gardens of the Rambaugh, 
in its close vicinity, are as splendid as those we read 
of in the Arabian tales. From the roof of this 
monument one of thosc views are obtained which, 
once seen, can never be forgotten. The blue waters 
of the Jumna wind through a rich champaign 
country, with gardens stretching down on either 
side to its ripplini current ; opposite, the city of 
Agra, with its bastioned fort, its marble palace, 
splendid cupolas, and broad ghauts, intermixed 
with treee, stands, in all the pomp of eastern archi- 
tecture : below, in &wry pride, the lustrous Taaje 
Mahal ie seen; and, far as the eye can reach, 
eountry houses, decorated with light pavilions 
springing close to the margin of the stream, diven 
sify the landscape. 



The tomb of Acbru, like that of Utta ma Dow- . 

I.h, in falling into a state of dilapidation. Its 
splendid gate is threateaing to fall, and the once 
luxuriant park ia now wild and desolate. I t  is on 

the road to this celebrated mausoleum that the decay 
of Agra is most visible ; at eveq atep, we pass the 
remaim of ho- which shew how far the city 
formerly extended. Secundra, a village in the .dm 
vicinity of Acbar's tomb, also has fallen from its 
bigh estate, and exhibits a succession of ruined 
buildings. Its name affords one of the numerous 
evidences of the fond belief entertained by the 
natives of Hindatan, that Alexander the Great 
crossed the Indus. As he could only have tra- 
versed India as its conqueror, it is extraordinary 
that they should cling so tenaciously to the idea; 
but numerous towns, which he is supposed either to 
have founded or visited, are named after him 
Smndra, and the people imagine that they po19. 
Ws hie remains ; a tomb at the summit of Secun- 
dermallee, a mountain in the Carnatic, being said to 
be that of Alexander. Probably the invasions of 
some of his successors may have led to the error : 
but it is one too strongly cherished to be aban- 
doned, for all c a s h  reverence his memory, and 
boast his exploits as if they had cause to be proud 
of both. 
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The mausoleum of Acbar is of a character ad- 
mirably suited to the splendid barbarian to whom 
it is dedicated. It is more difficult to describe than 
the Taaje Mahal, to which, however, it does not 
bear the slightest resemblance. Superb colonnades 
of white marble sweep on either side a gigantic 
pyramid of red stone. Below, in a dark vault, 
illumined only by a single lamp, lies the body of 
Acbar ; but each of many stories arising above con- 
tains a sarcophagus, placed over the spot where his 
remains are interred ; and the lofty building ter- 
minates in a square roofless chamber of white 
marble, whose walls are perforated in exquisite 
patterns, and which enclose the last and the most 
beautiful of the marble coffins. Narrow flights 
of stairs lead to a terraced platform surrounding 
low corridors, and decorated at the angles with 
open cupolas faced with blue enamel and gold ; a 

second flight leads to another platform of smaller 
dimensions, similarly embellished, and a third and 
a fourth story succeed. The view from each is 
magnificent, and the design, though certainly gro- 
tesque, is rendered majestic by the air of grandeur 
imparted by the immense size of the building. At 

Futtehpore Secri, and at Deeg, distant a few 
marches from the city of Agra, there are equally 



epleadid re& of Moelem glory. Bhurtpore 
rLq the &hold of the Jwtg and Gwalior, a 
tort suppod to be impregnable until stormed and 
taken by a youpg British officer, the residence of 
&Mia, are within an easy journey ; together with 
Muttra and Bindrabund, the seats of Hindoo su- 
perstition, which posseee several extremely curious 
md ancient templea The profusion of marble, 
with whicb Agra Pbwnds, has been &ought from 
Oodipore, end the adjoining district of Bundel- 
khrind hos furninhed its mare precious stones. 
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